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CURRENT SITUATION OF THE EQUINE INDUSTRY 

In the past equines were vital in industry, agriculture, transport and the military; 

the equine industry today involves both people and equines owned for leisure or 

sporting activity, racing, pet, animal assisted therapy, agriculture, transport or 

foreign trade/meat production. This industry is of economic importance to all 

countries all over the world. Nowadays, in Europe, the total number of horses is 

estimated to exceed 5 million (Table 1), while the total number of donkeys is over 

1 million (Eurostat, 2009; Faostat, 2011).  

 

Member state Total number of horses (2007) Horses/1000 persons 

Austria  

Belgium  

Czech Republic  

Denmark  

Estonia  

Finland  

France  

Germany  
Great Britain 

Greece  

Hungary  

Ireland  
Italy  

Latvia  

Luxembourg  

Netherlands  
Norway  

Poland  

Serbia  

Slovakia  
Slovenia  

Spain  

Sweden 

100.000 

300.000 

64.126 

150.000 

4.900 

77.000 

900.000 

1.000.000 
1.000.000 

27.000 

60.000 

80.000 
300.000 

13.600 

4.490 

400.000 
45.000 

320.000 

35.000 

8.000 
22.000 

559.598 

280.000 

12,1 

28,5 

6,3 

27,6 

3,7 

14,6 

14,3 

12,1 
16,6 

2,4 

6,0 

19,0 
5,1 

5,9 

9,7 

24,5 
9,6 

8,4 

17,5 

1,5 
11,0 

12,8 

30,9 

Table 1 - Total number of horses and the number of horses every 1000 persons in some 

European Countries. 
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Although no definitive statistics are available on the annual economic impact of the 

equine industry in Europe, it is estimated that is around 100 billion euros a year: 

with 400.000 full time jobs equivalent provided by the sector and 6 million 

hectares of permanent grassland given over to horse grazing (European Horse 

Network, 2010). Additionally, it is a growing sector, with the number of horse 

riders growing by 5% a year.  

In the United States is estimated that the economic impact of the horse industry is 

significant and involves some $300 billion dollars, 4 million horses, and 1,6 

million full-time jobs (The Equestrian Channel, 2014). In 2009, the American 

Horse Publications (AHP) launched a survey of American horse owners and 

caretakers to gauge trends in the equine industry (American Horse Publications, 

2009). The goal of the survey was to identify trends in horse activity participation, 

find out what issues are currently most important to members of the horse 

community, and to analyze equine health issues. Over 11 thousand usable 

responses were gathered and much different information were collected, varying 

from the involvement in equine industry and horse health issues to costs of horse 

keeping and hot-issues for the equine industry (American Horse Publications, 

2009). Regarding the hot-issues (concerns should be addressed first in the 

respondents’ opinion), the welfare of equines was one of the most important with 

more than 60% of respondents selected the destiny of unwanted horses, owners 

who do not understand their horses, horses that are not trained properly and 

ineffective welfare laws (Figure 1). Another important concern pointed out was the 

lack of educational material; in fact improved education for breeders and horse 

caretakers was proposed by 9,7% of respondents who offered suggestions in how 

to solve these hot-issues. 

From the year 2000, the number of donkeys in Europe was reported to be growing 

(Faostat, 2011); and their welfare, both at home and abroad, has become a concern. 
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In fact, a number of sanctuaries for retired and rescued donkeys as well as NGOs 

have been set up (e.g. the Donkey Sanctuary).  

 

 

Figure 1 – Responses (%) to the American Horse Publications’ survey regarding the issues 
facing the equine industry (from http://www.horsechannel.com/horse-news/2010/04/29/ahp-

survey-results.aspx) 

Evidences to date suggest that the equine industry is an important growing sector 

and the interest for the welfare of equines is growing all over the world, not only 

among owners and people that work with them, but also among citizens and 

governmental organizations. Therefore, a welfare assessment protocol is needed to 

evaluate and guarantee the welfare of equines involved in all the activities of the 

equine industry.  

 

http://www.horsechannel.com/horse-news/2010/04/29/ahp-survey-results.aspx
http://www.horsechannel.com/horse-news/2010/04/29/ahp-survey-results.aspx
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ON-FARM WELFARE ASSESSMENT 

Animal welfare refers to the state of an animal and it relates to both the animal’s 

feelings as well as to its health state (Berthe et al., 2012; Broom, 2011). Public 

concern about animal welfare has steadily grown during recent years mainly for 

ethical reasons (Main et al., 2003). Simultaneously, animal welfare assessment at 

farm level is a scientific discipline that is rapidly developing. In the last decade, the 

European Commission founded different scientific projects to develop welfare 

assessment protocols for farm animals (e.g. Welfare Quality
®
 project). In fact, 

welfare assessment can play many roles such as identifying current welfare 

problems, checking if legislative requirements have been met, indicating risk 

factors leading to a welfare problem, testing the efficacy of interventions, 

formulating a product information/labelling system, or research tool for evaluating 

and comparing management systems, environments (Whay, 2007).  

It is generally accepted that scientific welfare assessment requires a multi-

dimensional approach (Edwards, 2007; Mason and Mendl, 1993), and should aim 

to objectively evaluate whether all the needs of animals are met. With this aim, the 

EU Welfare Quality
®
 project, starting from the concept of the animals' Five 

Freedoms (Brambell, 1965), defined four welfare Principles, linked to twelve 

Criteria (Blokhuis et al., 2010; Rushen et al., 2011) (see Table 2). Each Principle is 

phrased to communicate a key welfare question and is divided into different 

Criteria: each welfare Criterion represents a specific area of welfare, which 

indicates an area of concern; consequently, Criteria are independent of each other 

and form an exhaustive, but concise list (Welfare Quality Consortium, 2009).  
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Figure 2 - The four Principles and 12 animal-based Criteria used as guidelines for good 

welfare according to the Welfare Quality® project (from EFSA Panel on Animal Health and 

Welfare, 2012). 

On-farm welfare assessment tools must involve measures that at the same time are 

1) valid and reliable; 2) easily operated by trained people, and require limited time 

(Winckler, 2004). Two broad categories of indicator can be used to assess animal 

welfare at the farm level: resource-based and animal-based (EFSA Panel on 

Animal Health and Welfare, 2012). Resource-based measures evaluate whether 

resources provided to the animal (e.g. food, water, lying space) are sufficient; the 

use of such indirect indicators is attractive because their measurement is mostly 

quick, easy and reliable. While, animal-based indicators are directly measurable on 

animals, either by observation or by inspection; and this is an important advantage 

especially for equines that are kept in different housing conditions (e.g. single 

stabled or group housed). It is however challenging, to select and develop reliable 

and at the same time feasible animal-based measures for on-farm assessment 

protocols. In practice, resource-based measures may also be included in on-farm 

assessment protocols when they are closely correlated to animal-based indicators 
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and because they can form the basis for the identification of causes of welfare 

problems (Winckler, 2004) (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 - Influencing factors and animal-based parameters in relation to the animal’s 

welfare state (modified from Winckler, 2004). 

The assessment of animal welfare is a complex subject, especially when it is 

carried out on-farm where environment and management are relatively 

uncontrolled and may contain many confounding factors to complicate 

interpretation of the results. However, welfare scientists emphasise that on-farm 

application is the final objective of all welfare science endeavours, and also gives 

unique options for large-scale population studies and access to a diversity of 

environmental circumstances (Berthe et al., 2012; Main et al., 2003). Furthermore, 

on-farm welfare assessment not only provides an opportunity for extending 

knowledge on animal requirements, but is also a necessary tool to respond to the 

growing demand for assessment and certification of animal welfare status by 

legislators and consumers. In this view, animal-based indicators can be a good aid; 

mainly because they are now being more widely explored, and the validation and 
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standardisation of simple integrative measures for such approaches is an important 

future development. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE ANIMAL WELFARE INDICATORS PROJECT 

The growing interest for animal welfare among consumers and there is also a need 

of a standardize on-farm welfare assessment to guarantee the well-being of animal 

involved in the food chain. For this reason, there is an increase of EU founded 

project to investigate on-farm welfare assessment. The Animal Welfare Indicators 

project (AWIN) is financed by the EU VII Framework Program (FP7-KBBE-2010-

4) and aims to address animal welfare indicators in sheep, goats, turkeys, horses 

and donkeys. The research is organized into four distinct, but complementary, 

Work Packages. Each Work Package feeds into both further research and education 

materials (see Figure 4): 

 Work Package 1 (WP1): developing an on-farm welfare assessment 

protocols, including pain, for sheep, goats, turkeys horses, and donkeys. 

 Work Package 2 (WP2): investigating the impact of diseases and pain on 

animal welfare. 

 Work Package 3 (WP3): assessing how early experience can affect the 

later on behaviour. 

 Work Package 4 (WP4): global Hub for research and education in animal 

welfare. 
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Figure 4: Overall organization of the AWIN project. 

 

Work Package 1 (WP1) 

The overall objective is to develop animal welfare assessment protocols, including 

pain assessment protocols, for sheep, goats, horses, donkeys and turkeys by: 

 Developing an early-warning system of welfare problems; 

 Developing a prototype welfare assessment protocol for all the species 

involved; 

 Assessing the practical on-farm feasibility of the protocols; 

 Presenting welfare assessment protocols to stakeholders. 

As a starting point, WP1 produces a list of relevant animal-based indicators, 

including pain, derived from the existing scientific literature. Validity, on-farm 

feasibility, reliability of each animal-based indicator found was discussed during 

an Expert Group Meeting among AWIN scientists. Therefore, the development of 

suitable indicators was supported by close integration with WP2 and WP3. In order 
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to develop the horse and donkey welfare assessment protocols, scientists from 

Università degli Studi of Milan and Havelland Clinic carried out studies to 

investigate the validity, repeatability and on-farm feasibility of relevant animal 

based welfare indicators, following recommendation provided by the Experts 

Group. Subsequently, the resulting protocols were submitted to a network of 

stakeholders to increase the acceptability on the welfare assessment procedure and 

to identify possible solutions to potential barriers to the application in practice.  

According to the results of the studies to refining the indicators and the 

stakeholders' feedback, final protocols were tested in different countries and 

different housing systems (e.g. single box for horses, group housing for donkeys) 

by trained assessors. 

The final goal of the WP1 is to propose a stepwise strategy for practical on-farm 

animal welfare assessment. The protocols offer, initially, a quick screening, which 

depending on the outcomes could evolve into a more in-depth assessment. The 

outcomes generated in WP1 will be tested in WP2 and WP3 and will be used as an 

outreach and training protocol in WP4. 

This work was part of the WP1 and was focused on: 1) identifying new animal-

based indicators to assess pain, fear reaction, positive emotional state and human-

animal relationship in horses and donkeys to be included in the welfare assessment 

protocols; 2) to produce training material to train assessors; 3) to test the welfare 

assessment prototype protocols on-farm (horse stables and donkeys farm). 

 

Work Package 2 (WP2) 

The overall goal is to study the impact of diseases and pain on animal welfare by: 

 Assessing attitudes and knowledge towards pain and diseases in donkeys, 

goats, horses, sheep and turkeys; 
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 Investigating the welfare consequences of foot-rot and other causes of 

lameness in sheep and goats; 

 Assessing the welfare consequences of laminitis in horses; 

 Assessing the welfare consequences of mastitis and pregnancy toxaemia 

in sheep and goats; 

 Studying the acceptability and limitations of pain alleviation protocols 

used on farm management procedures. 

To do so, WP2 scientists used a combination of surveys and experimental data 

collection to assess relationships between animal welfare and some commonly 

occurring painful conditions with a special focus on behavioural and physiological 

indicators of pain and discomfort. In addition to the welfare measures developed 

by WP1 for routine on-farm use, WP2 used an experimental approach also 

investigating more in-depth biomarkers of pain that might not be suitable for 

routine welfare assessment. The species included in the experimental studies were 

goats, sheep and horses. In all experimental studies, a multidisciplinary approach 

was used combining clinical assessment of disease, behaviour, and physiological 

responses to determine the most appropriate pain indicators for the range of 

conditions and situations studied. The outcomes of these studies contributed to the 

development and refinement of welfare assessment protocols for these species 

developed in WP1. 

 

Work Package 3 (WP3) 

The overall aim is to examine how different prenatal social environments, social 

dynamics and prenatal handling methods affect the development and welfare of the 

offspring in sheep, goats and horses by: 
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 Studying the impact of group size and animal density during pregnancy on 

behaviour and welfare of the mothers and offspring; 

 Characterising the impact of positive and negative handling during 

pregnancy on offspring development and welfare in sheep and goats; 

 Studying the impact of common situations or events, farm management 

and housing conditions affecting social environment during pregnancy in 

domestic horses on behaviour and welfare of the mothers and offspring. 

WP3 scientists formed an experimental model to test in a controlled manner how 

three major resource based factors that we see on a farm influence welfare of 

pregnant females and their offspring, namely animal density, group size and human 

handling. In addition to many of the animal-based welfare measures from WP1 and 

partly WP2, WP3 was more focused on behavioural, physiological as well as brain 

measures that are difficult to use directly when assessing welfare in commercial 

herds.  

 

Work Package 4 (WP4) 

The overall aim is to create a global hub for research and education in animal 

welfare that integrates past, present and future research and teaching materials by: 

 Developing a website and a database with the goal of integrating animal 

welfare information from different institutions that is useful and easy to 

access by students, professionals and others end-users; 

 Providing information for specialised teaching programs on animal 

welfare including material on the welfare consequences of disease and 

pain assessment in farm and domestic animals; 

 Developing a collection of “learning objects” available to interested 

parties including professionals in the animal industry; 
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 Offering an outstanding research training environment for post graduate 

teaching in animal welfare in each of the different institutions taking part 

in this consortium. 

There is a societal demand to find practical ways to disseminate existing and new 

knowledge in animal welfare to interested parties/stakeholders for example: the 

lay-person, policy makers, students and professionals. It is also paramount to 

ensure that the transfer of knowledge from the welfare indicators project is 

efficient and effective. For this reason, the Animal Welfare Science Hub 

(http://animalwelfarehub.com/) was created in 2013. It is a website, which hosts 

and shares animal welfare information worldwide to stakeholders and parties, 

allowing them to use and add to animal welfare knowledge in a network of 

excellence. The Hub provides users with an interactive and innovative knowledge 

environment that can be personalized according to the user’s preferences. The Hub 

consists of two sections: 

 Animal Welfare Education: the user can find all the animal welfare 

courses. 

 Animal Welfare Interactive: the user can access to interactive training 

material (e.g. learning objects, apps). 

 

http://animalwelfarehub.com/
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Abstract 

The adaptability of horses and donkeys to different types of activity has seen the 

European equine industry become an important economic sector, giving rise to 

increasing concern regarding equine welfare. As part of the AWIN (Animal 

Welfare Indicators) project, this review focuses on scientific literature to find 

potential animal-based welfare indicators - the initial step in developing a valid, 

reliable and feasible on-farm welfare assessment protocol for equines. Forty-nine 

indicators were considered and classified in accordance with the four Principles 

and twelve Criteria developed by Welfare Quality
®
. Only practical indicators 

specifically for on-farm use were included, those requiring the use of specific 

instruments or laboratory analysis were excluded. Academic scientists, partners 

and collaborators of the AWIN project, discussed and agreed on validity, 

reliability, on-farm feasibility and acceptance by farmers for each indicator. Some 

aspects of equine welfare have been thoroughly investigated and appear to have 

indicators ready for on-farm use (e.g. “absence of prolonged hunger”, “absence of 
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injuries and diseases”). On the other hand, a lack of animal-based measures were 

identified for other Criteria such as “absence of pain” and “positive emotional 

state”. Ongoing research within the AWIN project has begun exploring some of the 

aforementioned Criteria – these preliminary results of promising indicators have 

been included (e.g. Horse Grimace Scale and Qualitative Behaviour Assessment). 

Further research should address the validity and reliability of indicators, such as 

human-animal relationship tests and signs of cold stress. As well as for working 

equines, the development and application of a welfare assessment protocol could 

be the first step for enhancing on-farm equine welfare.  

 

Keywords: Animal welfare, animal-based indicator, donkey welfare, equine 

welfare, horse welfare, on-farm welfare assessment protocol. 
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Introduction 

It is estimated that more than six million equines live in Europe, however there are 

no definitive statistics (European Horse Network, 2010; Faostat, 2011). The 

European equine industry is an important economic sector, thanks to the 

adaptability of horses and donkeys to very different types of activity (e.g. breeding, 

leisure and sport, education) and the effect of people’s continued fascination with 

equids, and their willingness to spend money on them as either a business or 

hobby. Equine welfare is an increasing cause for concern due to limitations of the 

present European legislation, which differs between countries and does not 

encompass all aspects of welfare. There is currently increased public awareness 

and demand for improved equine welfare (Fraser, 2001). The frequent need for 

rapid responses to address contingent equine welfare issues and to answer public 

concerns has forced scientists to produce suboptimal criteria to assess welfare on-

farm (Broom, 2011).  

Animal welfare “is a term that describes a potentially measurable quality of a 

living animal at a particular time and hence is a scientific concept” (Pond et al., 

2011). The assessment of animal welfare requires a multi-dimensional approach 

(Mason and Mendl, 1993), and should aim to determine the actual welfare of 

animals, including both physical and mental states (EFSA Panel on Animal Health 

and Welfare, 2012).  

Funded by the European Commission, in the Seventh Framework Programme, the 

AWIN (Animal Welfare Indicators) project’s goals include the improvement of 

animal welfare by developing practical on-farm welfare assessment protocols for 

several species, including horses and donkeys. This current review of scientific 

literature is the starting point to identify promising animal-based indicators. Based 

on the findings in this review, AWIN scientists will develop a research action plan 

to address the lack of knowledge regarding the validity, repeatability and feasibility 
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of single indicators. The resulting list of indicators will then be tested on-farm by 

trained assessors. The overall assessment of welfare should be regarded as a 

multidimensional process that takes into consideration several aspects that are 

almost independent (e.g. good human-animal relationship and absence of pain). 

Due to the differences in equine use, housing and management throughout Europe, 

it should be clarified that the term “on-farm” refers to any type of facility housing 

equines where the assessment may take place, where it is performed “on-site”, such 

as riding schools, race course, stables, livery yard, sanctuary, actual farm, etc. 

Working equines refers to animals used to transport crops, fuel wood, water, 

building materials and people by carts or on their back, tillage and in occupational 

therapy programs (Mekuria and Abebe, 2010). It should also be clarified that 

“farmer” refers also to owner or the primary carer of the animals. 

In 2008, the EU Welfare Quality® project defined four welfare Principles, linked 

to twelve Criteria (Blokhuis et al., 2010; Rushen et al., 2011), starting from the 

concept of the animals' Five Freedoms (Brambell, 1965) (see Figure 1). Each 

Principle is phrased to communicate a key welfare question and is divided into 

different Criteria. Each welfare Criterion represents a specific area of welfare, 

which indicates an area of concern; consequently, Criteria are independent of each 

other and form “an exhaustive, but concise list” (Welfare Quality® Consortium, 

2009).  
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Figure 1 - The link between the concept of the five freedoms proposed by the Farm Animal 
Welfare Council and the four Animal Welfare Principles and 12 Criteria formulated by 

Welfare Quality®. 

 

Two broad categories of indicator can be used to assess animal welfare at the farm 

level: animal-based and resource-based (EFSA Panel on Animal Health and 

Welfare, 2012). The use of animal-based indicators for equine welfare assessment 

allows assessment of welfare in different housing conditions as the indicators refer 

to the animal itself rather than the environment. One important advantage of using 

animal-based indicators is the possibility of evaluating the animals, either by 

observation or by inspection. The advantages of using directly evaluable indicators 

are given by EFSA, “animal-based measures are linked to welfare-related 

outcomes and they can be considered as a form of toolbox from which to select the 

range of measures necessary to address the specific objectives of the assessment 

for that particular species and category of animal at that time. That is to say, the 

measures chosen should be “fit for purpose”. Which measure is the most 

appropriate will depend on a number of different things, e.g. the purpose of the 

assessment, the skills of the person collecting the measure, the conditions under 

which it is to be gathered, the time available to collect it and financial constraints” 

(EFSA Panel on Animal Health and Welfare, 2012). 
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The research question addressed by this review was: to date, which animal-based 

indicators used to evaluate equine welfare are valid, reliable and feasible on-farm?  

 

Materials and methods 

To capture as many relevant citations as possible, a range of databases (Web of 

Science, CAB Abstracts, PubMed and Scopus) were searched to identify key 

studies addressing animal-based welfare indicators in equines since 1980 (see 

Table 1 for keywords used).  

The search resulted in 4940 citations from which relevant studies were selected for 

the review: we aimed to include key studies in equines that address animal-based 

welfare indicators in any housing condition and category (e.g. working equines). 

We included full papers published in peer reviewed journals and proceedings and, 

when full papers were not available, abstracts written in English with a clear 

explanation of the experimental design and the methods followed were sought; we 

excluded any studies that solely concentrated on resource-based (e.g. bedding) or 

management-based (e.g. questionnaires) indicators. After exclusions, 54 papers 

from 21 countries remained, published between 1988 and 2013, which were 

relevant to the question posed for the review.  
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Keywords  

Major descriptors Combined with 
Welfare 

Welfare measure 

Welfare indicator 

Welfare assessment 

Absence of prolonged hunger 

Absence of prolonged thirst 

Comfort around resting 

Thermal comfort 

Ease of movement 

Absence of injuries 

Absence of disease 

Absence of pain induced by management 

procedures 

Expression of social behaviours 

Expression of other behaviours 

Positive emotional state 

Good human-animal relationship 

Disease 

Pain 

Fear 

Discomfort 

Anxiety 

Frustration 

Stress 

Stress assessment 

Behavior test 

Behavior preference 

Preference test 

Body condition score 

BCS 

Human-animal relationship 

Aggressive behaviour 

Aggression 

Learned helplessness 

Conflict behavior 

Skin lesions 

Equine* 

Equid* 

Equus 

Horse* 

Donkey* 

Table 1 – Keywords used for database search.  

 

After studies had been selected, they were classified in tables according to the Five 

Freedoms (Brambell, 1965; Farm Animal Welfare Council, 1979), four Principles 

and twelve Criteria (Welfare Quality Consortium, 2009) (see Figure 1). Tables 
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included information on animal category (age, sex, breed and attitude), type of 

housing (individually or group stabled, paddock, pasture, etc.), sample size and 

validity, reliability and on-farm feasibility of the identified animal-based indicator, 

as well as references to the literature.  

Validity concerns the relationship between an indicator and what it is supposed to 

measure or predict (Acock, 2008). Criterion-related validity picks one or more 

criteria or standards for evaluating a scale, such as a predictive or a concurrent 

measure. Predictive validity measures the ability of an indicator to predict some 

later criterion, while concurrent validity measures the correlation between an 

indicator and other measures to which it is theoretically related (Kamphaus and 

Frick, 2005). Reliability refers to repeatability in time and consistency within and 

between observers (Martin and Bateson, 2007). On-farm feasibility considers the 

practical likelihood of using the indicator during on-farm inspection. Therefore, it 

is a more dynamic concept, dependent on factors such as the purpose of the 

assessment and budgetary constraints. Together with biosecurity and safety issues, 

time needed to collect the data as well as farmers’ and stakeholders’ acceptance, 

these comprise the main variables to be evaluated (Knierim and Winckler, 2009).  

Thirteen academic scientists, internationally acknowledged for their expertise in 

equine welfare and peer reviewed publications on relevant topics, were selected as 

partners and collaborators in the AWIN project. They were given a fixed definition 

for validity, reliability, on-farm feasibility and were subsequently asked to fill in 

the tables, scoring each indicator within each paper on the above-mentioned 

variables. Possible scores were: tested/not tested (i.e. was the repeatability tested?) 

and yes/no (i.e. repeatable/not repeatable). Scientists agreed on definitions and 

scores of validity and reliability, whereas a consensus had to be reached regarding 

the on-farm feasibility of some indicators. The point of view of each scientist was 

considered, discussed and compared during a meeting; definitions and explanations 
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were used to reach a consensus regarding on-farm feasibility and to define 

promising indicators to be included in the equine welfare assessment protocols. A 

research action plan was defined to cover the lack of knowledge for some of the 

indicators.  

 

Results and discussion 

A total of 54 peer-reviewed papers regarding experimental studies on the 

development of animal-based welfare indicators satisfied the search criteria, 

identifying 49 indicators. The total number of recognized indicators seems large; 

however, following the evaluation of validity, reliability and feasibility, only a few 

meet all of the necessary requirements. As reported above, the discussion on 

equine animal-based indicators is presented following the four welfare Principles 

and twelve Criteria of Welfare Quality
®
. 

 

1. Principle: good feeding 

Animal-based indicators to assess the Principle good feeding, their validity, 

reliability and on-farm feasibility are reported in Table 2. 
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Table 2 – Animal-based indicators for assessing the Principle good feeding.  
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References 

1. Good feeding 

1.1. Absence of prolonged hunger 

Weight estimation tape H S,P no - - - 
Ellis and Hollands, 2002, 

1998 

Weight estimation 

formula 
H,D S,P yes - - - 

Burden, 2012; Carrol and 

Huntington, 1988; Ellis and 

Hollands, 1998 

Visual estimate H S,P no - - - 

Burkholder, 2000; Ellis and 

Hollands, 1998; Reavell, 

1999 

Body Condition Score H,D S,P,W yes yes yes yes 

Burden, 2012; Burkholder, 

2000; Burn et al., 2009, 

2010; Cappai et al., 2013; 

Carrol and Huntington, 

1988; Mekuria and Abebe, 

2010; Pearson and Ouassat, 

1996; Pritchard et al., 2005; 

Quaresma et al., 2013 

Bedding investigation H S - - - - 

Ninomiya and Kusunose, 

2004; Ninomiya et al., 

2007a 

Bedding eating H S - - - - 

Ninomiya and Kusunose, 

2004; Ninomiya et al., 

2007a 

Resting behaviour H S - - - - 

Ninomiya and Kusunose, 

2004; Ninomiya et al., 

2007a 

1.2 Absence of prolonged thirst 

Skin tent test H,D W no yes no yes 

Burn et al., 2009; Pritchard 

et al., 2008, 2007, 2006, 

2005 

Mucous membrane 

dryness 
H,D W no - yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009; Mekuria 

and Abebe, 2010; Pritchard 

et al., 2008, 2005 

Drinking test H,D W yes - - - Pritchard et al., 2008, 2006 

H Horse; D Donkey. S Single box P Paddock W working equine  

yes tested and valid, reliable or feasible; no tested and not valid, not reliable or not feasible; - not tested. 
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1.1 Criterion: absence of prolonged hunger 

When dealing with horses and donkeys, particularly in Europe, obesity is as much 

a welfare issue as being of low weight; for example, some ponies or donkeys might 

be obese but still hungry. Therefore, we focused on animal-based indicators which 

would assess the appropriate nutrition of equines. Two categories of animal-based 

indicator were identified: 1) weight estimation, 2) the feeling of hunger linked with 

behavioural expression by equines.  

Weight estimation 

The weight estimation of horses can be assessed by various methods: weigh tape, 

weight estimation formula, visual estimate and body condition score (BCS). A 

weigh tape is a tool which is frequently used to record weight directly, by passing 

it around the horse at the lowest point of the withers. There are different 

commercially available weigh tapes with varying efficacy (Ellis and Hollands, 

2002, 1998). Weight estimation formulas use the heart girth and body length 

measurements in centimetres to calculate the weight in kilograms. There are a 

number of weight estimation formulas for horses and a separate one for donkeys 

(Burden, 2012; Carrol and Huntington, 1988; Ellis and Hollands, 1998). Visual 

estimation appears to be the most commonly used method by experienced horse 

persons and veterinarians for determining equine weight (Ellis and Hollands, 1998; 

Reavell, 1999), it is a wholly subjective method using only visual appraisal. BCS is 

a well known and widely used method for assessing appropriate nutrition of farm 

animals, including equines (Burden, 2012; Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Carrol and 

Huntington, 1988; Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; Pearson and Ouassat, 1996; 

Pritchard et al., 2005). It is a subjective, semi-quantitative method for evaluating 

body fat and muscle that takes into account the deposition of body fat in different 

areas by separate examination of the neck, back, ribs, pelvis and rump (Carrol and 

Huntington, 1988). Burden (2012) reported that “body condition scoring for 
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donkeys and mules requires a different technique to that used in horses, as donkeys 

lay down fat stores in more localised areas and have a different body shape”. In 

horses, BCS assessment can be performed visually, through palpation, or both, 

while in donkeys, palpation is necessary due to the different length of the coat and 

thickness of the skin (Cappai et al., 2013). It can be scored using a 5-point (Carrol 

and Huntington, 1988; The Donkey Sanctuary BCS scale) or 9-point scale 

(Henneke et al., 1983). The optimum body condition score is considered to be a 3 

or a 5, with the 5- or the 9-point scale respectively. 

Weight estimation formulas were found to be valid for estimating weight (Burden, 

2012; Cappai et al., 2013; Carrol and Huntington, 1988; Ellis and Hollands, 1998). 

However, weigh tapes were not. Compared with a weighbridge, estimates obtained 

using Spillers and Dalton weigh tapes were not accurate. Measures obtained were 

influenced by the dimensions of the horse, particularly whether it was greater or 

less than 15 hh (about 152 cm) (Ellis and Hollands, 1998). Visual estimation of a 

horse’s weight has been found to be inaccurate and unreliable (Ellis and Hollands, 

1998), particularly for the excessive subjectivity of the estimates (Burkholder, 

2000).  

Burkholder (2000) reported that BCS is a repeatable measure when performed in 

accordance with specific protocols, and it also has good inter-observer reliability. 

Using the 5-point scale, BCS seemed to be reliable among 6–10 different observers 

(Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Pritchard et al., 2005). Test–retest reliability of the other 

indicators, as well as their repeatability, has never been evaluated.  

On-farm feasibility has only been considered for BCS, which is feasible to measure 

with relative ease under different housing and management conditions: not only 

on-farm, but also in working equines (Carrol and Huntington, 1988; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 2005). Furthermore, the BCS system has been 

reported to be easy to learn and even the most complicated and evolved BCS 
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protocol can be mastered relatively quickly through application and practise 

(Burkholder, 2000). All the animal-based indicators found seem to be acceptable to 

farmers, because they require simple measurements.  

In view of all the observations reported above, BCS is a valid, reliable, feasible and 

easy to learn animal-based indicator; therefore it is probably the best current 

method of assessing on-farm nutrition of equines. Besides the quantity and quality 

of feed, one must take into account that other factors, as the age of the subject and 

the presence of disease can affect body condition. 

The feeling of hunger 

Food restriction - and the consequent eating frustration - might be necessary to 

improve the welfare of equines in the long term, in cases of specific clinical 

conditions or to treat obesity. Excellent body condition in a horse or a donkey does 

not necessarily mean that eating/grazing/foraging need is fulfilled. High energy 

diets provide the nutritional requirements, but a psychological need to forage for 

many hours per day may still exist. The feeling of hunger, as well as feeding 

satisfaction in the subject can be assessed using behavioural indicators such as 

bedding investigation and eating, and resting behaviour after a meal. Bedding 

investigation (smelling bedding or moving it with the nose) and bedding eating 

during the two hours post-feeding have been reported to be an indicator of eating 

frustration, linked with the feeling of hunger in horses (Ninomiya and Kusunose, 

2004), while resting behaviour after eating (e.g. standing-sleep) was described by 

Ninomiya et al. (2007a; 2007b) as an indicator of eating satisfaction in horses. 

However, the validity of bedding investigation, bedding eating and resting 

behaviour as behavioural indicators of eating frustration and satisfaction has never 

been studied and should be carefully evaluated. Additionally, there are doubts 

about the feasibility of using these indicators because they require a long 

observation time. 
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Further studies should be conducted to evaluate the validity and reliability of 

behavioural indicators (e.g. bedding eating) as these indicators could contribute 

important information regarding eating frustration (for stereotypies see the 

Criterion expression of other behaviours) and feeding satisfaction that are 

considered to be welfare issues, primarily for stabled horses.  

 

1.2 Criterion: absence of prolonged thirst 

Indicators found to assess the absence of prolonged thirst were the skin tent test, 

mucous membrane dryness and the drinking test. All the animal-based indicators 

found have only been assessed in working equines, while in stabled equines, 

resource-based indicators are regularly preferred. Two categories of animal-based 

indicators were also identified: 1) dehydration, 2) the feeling of thirst.  

Dehydration 

Dehydration can be assessed by performing the skin tent test or by checking for 

mucous membrane dryness. The skin tent test is assessed by pinching and 

immediately releasing the skin of the cranial margin of the animal’s scapula and a 

vertical fold of skin overlying the Musculus brachiocephalicus, then observing 

when the skin returns to its normal position. If there is a delay in the return of 

tented skin to its normal position, the animal could be dehydrated (Burn et al., 

2009; Pritchard et al., 2008, 2006, 2005). Mucous membrane dryness is evaluated 

using a fast filter paper placed on the gingival mucosa for 10 seconds (Pritchard et 

al., 2008). Qualitative assessment of dryness and adhesion to the mucosa is scored 

with a 0–5 point scale.  

The validity of the skin tent test has been evaluated in a number of studies (Burn et 

al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2008, 2006, 2005), but was found to be limited, 

particularly for assessing dehydration in horses (there is a poor correlation with 

physiological measures such as plasma osmolarity). It is of paramount importance 
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that the authors of these studies could not exclude the presence of the confounding 

effects of malnutrition. The skin tent test is a moderately repeatable measure 

(Pritchard et al., 2007). Researchers found differences between different 

anatomical locations (e.g. side: skin tents on the left side of the animal were longer 

than on the right). Inter-observer reliability of the skin tent test can be improved 

with increased training of assessors (introducing the concept of biological 

variability, e.g. for elasticity of the skin) and by using a simplified score (yes–no) 

(Pritchard et al., 2007). Although relatively simple and feasible, the qualitative and 

quantitative assessment of mucous membrane dryness does not seem to be a valid 

measure of dehydration. A study concerning inter-observer reliability of mucous 

membrane dryness considered it to be not reliable, because, for example, drinking 

water can influence this measure by decreasing dryness (Pritchard et al., 2006). A 

study on inter-observer reliability of mucous membrane dryness evaluates it as 

ambiguous in both horses and donkeys (Burn et al., 2009).  

The feeling of thirst 

The drinking test is a simple experiment in which the assessor offers water-filled 

buckets (at ambient environmental temperature) to the animal, and observes its 

behaviour for 10 minutes (Pritchard et al., 2008, 2006). To avoid bias due to other 

confounding factors, the bucket and the water provided should be familiar to the 

animal. It could be an easy way to assess the feeling of thirst in horses and 

donkeys, especially if they do not have free access to water. 

The drinking test appears to be a valid, direct animal-based measure for assessing 

the feeling of thirst, in particular, for horses exercising in conditions of high 

ambient temperature. Water intake also appears to be linked with dehydration of 

the subject (Pritchard et al., 2006). However, possible confounding factors arising 

when testing exhausted horses, horses in a novel environment or when different 
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motivation factors are present, should be noted and the results regarded with due 

caution.  

The reliability of the drinking test and repeatability of mucous membrane test have 

never been assessed. The drinking test appears to be a feasible animal-based 

indicator, however it is important to evaluate drinking test feasibility in relation to 

the condition of an on-farm welfare assessment protocol. Another major 

consideration regarding feasibility of the drinking test is the potential issue of 

biosecurity and the transfer of pathogens and disease among equines within 

facilities. 

The difficulty of finding a valid and feasible animal-based measure for assessing 

absence of prolonged thirst is clear. On-farm feasibility and reliability for the 

drinking test should be investigated. At present, resource-based indicators, such as 

continuous water availability and cleanliness of drinkers, are the most valid, 

reliable and feasible indicators for on-farm assessment of this Criterion. 

 

2. Principle: good housing 

Animal-based indicators to assess the Principle good housing, their validity, 

reliability and on-farm feasibility are reported in Table 3. 
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Table 3 – Animal-based indicators for assessing the Principle good housing. 
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References 

2. Good housing 

2.1 Comfort around resting 

Lying behaviour H S - - - no 

Chaplin and Gretgrix, 2010; 

Heleski et al., 2002; 

Pedersen and Ladewig, 2004 

2.2 Thermal comfort 

Behavioural signs of 

heat stress (increased 
frequency and depth of 

respiration, flared 

nostrils, perfuse 

sweating, head nodding 

and apathy 

H,D W yes yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009; Holcomb 

et al., 2013; Minka and Ayo, 

2007; Pritchard et al., 2006, 

2005 

Behavioural signs of 

cold stress (shivering, 

shelter seeking, 

huddling 

H P yes - - yes 

Heleski and Murtazashvili, 

2010b; Mejdell and Bøe, 

2005 

2.3 Ease of movement 

Daily activity H S - - - no Chaplin and Gretgrix, 2010 

Locomotory 

stereotypies (box 

walking, weaving, 

fence pacing, pawing, 

box kicking 

H S - - - yes 

Bachmann et al., 2003; 

Heleski et al., 2002; 

McGreevy et al., 1995; 

Ninomiya et al., 2007b 

H Horse; D Donkey. S Single box P Paddock W working equine  

yes tested and valid, reliable or feasible; no tested and not valid, not reliable or not feasible; - not tested. 
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2.1 Criterion: comfort around resting 

The only animal-based indicator found to assess this Criterion was lying behaviour 

(Chaplin and Gretgrix, 2010; Heleski et al., 2002; Pedersen and Ladewig, 2004). 

To achieve paradoxical sleep, horses prefer to lie down in lateral rather than in 

sternal recumbency (Pedersen and Ladewig, 2004). For this reason, the inability to 

lie down affects their welfare and performance. Raabymagle and Ladewig (2006) 

observed that box size can affect the lying behavior of horses; in their study they 

spent more time recumbent in a large box [(2.5 x the height of the horse)
2
m

2
] than 

in a small one [(1.5 x the height of the horse)
2
m

2
]. An important observation raised 

by Pedersen and Ladewig (2004) is that single-boxed horses attempted to roll over 

before standing up. A possible explanation for this behaviour is an attempt to 

create distance from the box wall in order to be able to make the forward 

movement to get up. Rolling attempts can lead to different welfare problems, for 

example they can increase the risk of the horse becoming stuck against the box 

wall (i.e. becoming “cast”), therefore lying space should be checked to ensure it is 

appropriate.  

Although lying behaviour has never been tested for validity, reliability and 

repeatability, equine welfare scientists involved in the discussion agreed that this 

behaviour can be considered as a well-founded measure for assessing comfort 

around resting. Data are available on the time budgets for lying behaviour in 

horses; however measuring time budgets is very time consuming, therefore not 

truly feasible during a brief on-farm assessment. 

Undoubtedly there are a lack of animal-based indicators for assessing comfort 

around resting. In some cases, it may be helpful and easier to ask specific questions 

to the caretakers (e.g. what is your horse’s preferred resting position?), even if it 

may lack objectivity. To address the Criterion comfort around resting, the absence 

of fresh/recent hock injuries, along with difficulties in getting up, should be 
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considered as promising new animal-based indicators, as well as resource-based 

indicators, such as amount of lying space and quality of bedding. In some cases, as 

proven by Houpt and colleagues (2001), horses with no previous experience in 

straight stalls may be reluctant to lie down. In this study nine of 16 mares kept in 

straight stalls were not observed in recumbency throughout a six-month 

observation period. Therefore, it should be borne in mind that, when insufficient 

lying space is provided (less than the small box measures reported by Raabymagle 

and Ladewig, 2006), or the quality of bedding is very poor, horses do not lie at all, 

so neither getting up nor hock injuries can be observed. In this case resource-based 

measures are highly indicative of inadequate comfort. 

 

2.2 Criterion: thermal comfort 

This Criterion states that “animals should neither be too hot nor too cold” (Welfare 

Quality Consortium, 2009). The literature has largely focused on behavioural signs 

of heat stress in working equines in developing countries (Burn et al., 2009; Minka 

and Ayo, 2007; Pritchard et al., 2006, 2005). Recently, Holcomb et al. (2013) 

examined how behavioural and physiological parameters can be affected by hot 

temperatures in horses kept in on-farm environments and found that mature horses 

showed a preference for using shade in summer conditions; shade provided 

significant physiological benefits even with limited use. Increased frequency and 

depth of respiration, flared nostrils, profuse sweating, head nodding and apathy are 

behavioural signs used to assess the presence of heat stress. If four or more of these 

signs are observable on the same subject, the animal is suffering from heat stress 

(Burn et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2006, 2005). Heat stress is the only animal-

based indicator that has been tested for all parameters and found to be valid, 

repeatable and reliable for assessing this criterion. On-farm feasibility was 

considered by different authors for assessing behavioural signs of heat stress (Burn 
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et al., 2009; Holcomb et al., 2013; Pritchard et al., 2005), in different housing and 

management conditions.  

As well as heat, cold temperatures might affect the welfare of equines that do not 

have any shelter. Shivering, shelter seeking and huddling are assumed to be 

important behavioural signs of cold stress (Heleski and Murtazashvili, 2010; 

Mejdell and Bøe, 2005). Heleski and Murtazashvili (2010) studied shelter seeking 

behaviour (SSB) and found that more horses used shelters in rainy, breezy 

conditions; in particular, the probability of SSB increased if the temperature was 

less than -1° C. Shivering is usually an acute response to a sudden cold exposure. 

Shivering and SSB could be considered valid measures of thermal comfort in cold 

temperatures (Heleski and Murtazashvili, 2010; Mejdell and Bøe, 2005). Although 

inter-observer reliability has not been evaluated for shivering and SSB, experts 

considered that good reliability could easily be achieved with training of assessors. 

Behavioural signs of cold stress also seem to be feasible and acceptable on-farm 

animal-based indicators. 

Signs of heat and cold stress can be easily used on-farm to assess thermal comfort. 

As the absence of a shelter in presence of extreme temperatures can definitively 

compromise the ability of thermoregulation, resource-based indicators, such as 

presence of an appropriate shelter of adequate dimension, should be taken into 

consideration together with animal-based measures. 

 

2.3 Criterion: ease of movement 

This Criterion asserts that “animals should have enough space to be able to move 

around freely” (Welfare Quality
®
 Consortium, 2009). Locomotion plays a key role 

in horses, because it has both positive physical and mental effects on their health 

and because we take advantage of their ability to move when we use them. A 

common method for keeping horses in a domestic environment is single box 
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housing; therefore, a good animal-based indicator for evaluating when confinement 

compromises their welfare is needed. Daily activity and the presence of abnormal 

locomotory behaviours were found as animal-based indicators described in the 

literature. Daily activity can be electronically recorded using a motion sensor 

(Chaplin and Gretgrix, 2010). Although data can be collected for an exact 

calculation of the daily activity of the subject, the use of an electronic device for 24 

hours is not seen as acceptable from the farmer’s point of view, whereas the 

presence of abnormal behaviours (e.g. locomotor stereotypies such as box walking, 

weaving, fence pacing, pawing, box kicking) can be directly observed. 

Locomotor stereotypies have been partially linked with insufficient activity, 

however validity has not been tested in experimental studies (Bachmann et al., 

2003; Heleski et al., 2002; McGreevy et al., 1995; Ninomiya et al., 2007b). 

McGreevy and colleagues (1995) found that horses are less likely to develop 

abnormal behaviour if they spend more time out of the stable. To confound 

matters, locomotor stereotypies may indicate a previous welfare status versus the 

current welfare status. 

Although repeatability and inter-observer reliability were not evaluated for either 

of these indicators, it is considered plausible that inter-observer reliability in 

recognising locomotor stereotypies or signs of their presence is achievable with 

training of assessors (e.g. videos).  

The presence of locomotor stereotypies seems to be a feasible and acceptable on-

farm animal-based indicator, however if considered alone without any other 

measure, it is not specific enough to assess the ability of horses to move around 

freely. Therefore, resource-based indicators regarding facilities (e.g. the possibility 

of going out to pasture), as well as the ratio between horse and box measures, 

together with a management-based indicator such as a questionnaire concerning the 
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daily activity of the animals should be helpful in assessing the Criterion ease of 

movement. 

 

3. Principle: good health 

Animal-based indicators to assess the Principle good health, their validity, 

reliability and on-farm feasibility are reported in Table 4. 
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References 

3. Good health 

3.1 Absence of injuries 

Hair discoloration  H S - - - yes Vervaecke et al., 2011 

Hairless patches 
H, 

D 
W - yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005; Vervaecke et al., 2011 

Skin lesions 
H, 

D 

S, 

W 
- yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Leeb 

et al., 2003; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Neijenhuis et 

al., 2011; Pritchard et al., 

2005; Vervaecke et al., 2011 

Swollen 

joints/tendons 

H, 

D 
W - yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; 

Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; 

Pritchard et al., 2005 

Lameness 
H, 

D 

S, 

W 
- yes yes - 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; 

Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; 

Neijenhuis et al., 2011; 

Pritchard et al., 2005; 

Viñuela-Fernández et al., 2011 

Sensitive back H S - - - - 
Asknes and Mejdell, 2012; 

Neijenhuis et al., 2011 

3.2 Absence of diseases 

Ectoparasites 
H, 

D 
W - - yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Leeb 

et al., 2003; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005 
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Table 4 – Animal-based indicators for assessing the Principle good health. 

 

3.1 Criterion: absence of injuries  

The animal-based indicators found in the literature were: the occurrence of hair 

discolouration, hairless patches, skin lesions, swollen joints/tendons, sensitive back 

and lameness (Burn et al., 2009; Leeb et al., 2003; Neijenhuis et al., 2011; 

Coat health 
H, 

D 
W - yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Leeb 

et al., 2003; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005 

Fecal soiling 
H, 

D 
W - yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Leeb 

et al., 2003; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005 

Abnormal breathing 

/dyspnoea 
H S - - - - 

Couëtil and Hoffman, 2007; 

Kutasi et al., 2011; Leeb et al., 

2003 

Cough H S - - - - Kutasi et al., 2011 

Ocular discharge 
H, 

D 
W - yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009; Leeb et al., 

2003; Mekuria and Abebe, 

2010; Pritchard et al., 2005 

Nasal discharge 
H, 

D 
W - - - - 

Kutasi et al., 2011; Leeb et al., 

2003 

Mucous Membrane 

Colour 

H, 

D 
W - yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; 

Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; 

Pritchard et al., 2005 

Limb/hoof associated 

abnormalities 

H, 

D 
W - yes yes yes 

Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Leeb 

et al., 2003; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005 

3.3 Absence of pain induced by management procedures 

Pain-related 

behaviours  
H,D S yes - yes - 

Ashley et al., 2005; Dalla 

Costa et al., 2010; Taylor et 

al., 2002 

Composite measures 

pain score 
H S yes yes yes yes 

Bussières et al., 2008; 

Graubner et al., 2011; van 

Loon et al., 2010 

Horse Grimace Scale  H S yes - yes yes Minero et al., 2013 

H Horse; D Donkey. S Single box P Paddock W working equine  

yes tested and valid, reliable or feasible; no tested and not valid, not reliable or not feasible; - not tested. 
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Pritchard et al., 2005; Vervaecke et al., 2011). These conditions might be linked 

with the presence of pain. 

Hair discoloration is generally noted as unnatural patches of white hairs, 

presumably caused by inappropriate equipment (Vervaecke et al., 2011); it 

indicates a lesion occurred in the past. Hairless patches are an area with hair loss 

and undamaged skin; whereas with a lesion, the skin is damaged either in the form 

of a scar, scab or wound (Burn et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2005). Hair 

discoloration, hairless patches and skin lesions are assessed by visual inspection of 

the animal’s body and are recorded either on a presence/absence basis (Burn et al., 

2009; Mekuria and Abebe, 2010) or a 3-point scale (Leeb et al., 2003). Only 

lesions covering an area greater than 2  2 cm, 1  4 cm rectangle or 2.3 cm 

diameter on the body are recorded (Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005). Their presence can be influenced by the type (e.g. ridden vs pack equines), 

quantity and intensity of work and by the type and quality of the equipment used, 

as well as the presence of disease (e.g. ectoparasites) or aggressive social 

interactions. Therefore, their location on the body (e.g. mouth corners, girth/belly, 

tail), number and severity should be recorded. Swollen joints/tendons are assessed 

by visual inspection of the flexor tendons and fetlock joints (Burn et al., 2010) and 

scored either on a 3-point scale (Burn et al., 2009; Leeb et al., 2003), a 

presence/absence basis (Pritchard et al., 2005) or as normal/swollen (Burn et al., 

2010). A sensitive back is assessed via palpation of the sides of the spine and 

evaluating the tension and/or sensitivity of the back muscles of the horse and is 

scored using by a 3- or 4-point scale (Asknes and Mejdell, 2012; Neijenhuis et al., 

2011). Lameness is assessed by visual inspection of the subject during locomotion 

and is scored either by ticking a visual analogue scale (Viñuela-Fernández et al., 

2011), a 3- or 5-point scale (Neijenhuis et al., 2011; Viñuela-Fernández et al., 
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2011) or on a presence/absence basis (Burn et al., 2009, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005). 

None of the indicators found for this Criterion have been scientifically tested for 

validity, but the presence of, for example lesions, should be considered if there is 

evidence that injuries have occurred.  

Test–retest reliability has only been evaluated for skin lesions, swollen 

joints/tendons and lameness (Burn et al., 2009). Inter-observer reliability has been 

tested and considered good for swollen joints/tendons (Burn et al., 2009; Pritchard 

et al., 2005). However, it has been found to be controversial for skin lesions, with 

Burn et al. (2009) reporting low reliability, while Pritchard and colleagues (2005) 

reported it to be good. Burn et al. (2010) suggest that their low inter-observer 

reliability was confounded by uncertainties among observers, due to unclear 

interpretation of low scale range when scoring indicators, as well as unbalanced 

prevalence of many indicators. Inter-observer reliability of the assessment of 

lameness has proven to be difficult to achieve, requiring extensive training and 

personal experience of the observer (Viñuela-Fernández et al., 2011). The use of a 

very simple scoring system (yes/no) is reported to be helpful to achieve good 

reliability among assessors (Burn et al., 2009). Simple, user-friendly scoring 

systems and proper training of assessors are necessary to improve reliability when 

recording skin lesions and lameness on-farm.  

All of the reported indicators have been used for welfare assessment on working 

equines and have been described as easy to conduct under field conditions, 

requiring no expensive equipment (Burn et al., 2009; Leeb et al., 2003). All are 

designed to be practical, rapid, and to minimise handling and disruption to the 

animal’s working routine (Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 2005). Some 

doubts have been raised regarding on-farm feasibility of lameness and back 

sensitivity assessments, thus feasibility needs to be verified, and so too does 
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acceptance by farmers. In order to adequately evaluate these indicators, it is 

essential to handle and move the horse out of its box. All other animal-based 

indicators outlined seem to be acceptable, possibly due to their ease of use and low 

disruption to work.  

 

Criterion: absence of disease  

The presence of disease can be determined through use of animal-based measures, 

which may infer its presence, rather than diagnose a particular disease. Several 

indicators that suggest an animal may be suffering from an underlying disease were 

found: depressed stance and presence of pain-related behaviours (see also the 

paragraph 3.3 Criterion: absence of pain induced by management procedures), the 

presence of ectoparasites, unhealthy coat, faecal soiling, cough, abnormal 

breathing/dyspnoea, ocular and nasal discharge, changes in mucous membrane 

colour (MMC) and limb/hoof-associated abnormalities (Burn et al., 2009, 2010; 

Leeb et al., 2003; McDonnell, 2002; Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 

2005). All of these indicators are assessed by visual inspection. The presence of 

ectoparasites (e.g. flies, lice, ticks) has been scored on both a 3-point scale (Leeb et 

al., 2003) and on a presence/absence basis (Burn et al., 2009; Mekuria and Abebe, 

2010; Pritchard et al., 2005).  

The assessment of coat health is performed by examination of the hair on the both 

sides of animal’s neck and recording whether there are any signs of alteration, e.g. 

matted, scabby or scruffy hair (Burn et al., 2009; Leeb et al., 2003; Mekuria and 

Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 2005). Faecal soiling is assessed by inspecting the 

area inside the thighs and down back of the hocks and recording the presence 

(yes/no) of any amount of soiling with fresh or dried-on liquid faeces (Leeb et al., 

2003; Mekuria and Abebe, 2010; Pritchard et al., 2005), when present it is an 

indicator of diarrhea. The presence of a cough, abnormal breathing/dyspnoea 
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and/or nasal discharge can be signs of respiratory disease (Couëtil and Hoffman, 

2007; Kutasi et al., 2011; Leeb et al., 2003). To assess the presence of abnormal 

breathing/dyspnoea the observer should examine whether expiration is supported 

by the muscles of the trunk and whether the nostrils are dilated. Ocular discharge 

(or eye abnormalities) may be scored or on a presence/absence basis (Burn et al., 

2010), or on a 3-point scale (Pritchard et al., 2005) ranging from signs of mild 

discharge to signs of ocular pain, keratitis, uveitis and blindness. Nostrils should 

also be clean and free from discharge in healthy animals. Mucous membrane 

colour (MMC), is assessed by observation of the upper gum (e.g. pinkish in colour 

when normal, and ranging from pale, yellow, white, or purple in colour if 

abnormal) and scored as normal/abnormal (Burn et al., 2009; Mekuria and Abebe, 

2010; Pritchard et al., 2005). Limb/hoof-associated abnormalities may cause gait 

abnormality (Ross and Dyson, 2010), as well as signs of neglect (e.g. hoof lesions, 

overgrown) can increase the risk of lameness. They are evaluated through 

observation of the subject whilst moving to determine whether any hoof-associated 

problems have caused mild or severe lameness and/or gait abnormality. Standard 

lameness and gait abnormalities were generally examined, where time allowed, 

over a 20 meters trot-away before returning to the observer (Pritchard et al., 2005). 

The validity of these indicators has never been scientifically tested, but they are 

universally recognised as clinical signs linked with the presence of disease.  

Coat health, faecal soiling, ocular discharge, MMC and limb/hoof abnormalities 

were evaluated by Burn et al. (2009) and considered to be repeatable indicators. 

The presence of ectoparasites, coat health, faecal soiling, ocular discharge, MMC 

and limb/hoof-associated abnormalities were tested for inter-observer reliability by 

different authors: Burn et al. (2010) found low reliability among observers; while, 

Pritchard et al. (2005) successfully tested inter-observer agreement. Burn et al. 

(2010) explained their low inter-observer reliability as probably being due to the 
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homogeneity of the studied population and suggested that to increase this 

parameter, a more diverse equine population should be selected. 

Most of the indicators were used in a “simple” way to assess the presence of 

disease on working equines, so they can be considered feasible for an on-farm 

welfare assessment and acceptable from the farmer’s point of view.  

In view of all the observations reported above, most of the indicators have been 

found to be valid, reliable, feasible and observers can easily be trained. Therefore, 

they can be used on-farm to assess the Criterion absence of disease.  

 

3.3 Criterion: absence of pain induced by management procedures  

This Criterion considers that “animals should not suffer pain induced by 

inappropriate management, handling, slaughter, or surgical procedures (e.g. 

castration without anaesthesia and/or analgesia)” (Welfare Quality
®
 Consortium, 

2009). Pain can be provoked by different conditions and can compromise equine 

welfare, therefore animal-based indicators are needed to identify pain and evaluate 

when appropriate pain-relief treatment is advisable. Indicators of pain described in 

the literature are the presence of pain-related behaviours and composite measure 

pain scores.  

Pain-related behaviours (e.g. considerable restlessness, flank watching, reluctance 

to move, abnormal weight distribution, weight-shifting, lowered head carriage - not 

associated with sleep/dozing -, fixed stare, dilated nostrils, clenched jaw) are 

considered to be valid animal-based indicators, as their presence is clearly linked 

with the presence of pain (see Ashley et al., 2005 for a review; Dalla Costa et al., 

2010; Olmos et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 2002).  

Other indicators that can be used are composite measure pain scores (e.g. 

composite pain scale (CPS), post abdominal surgery pain assessment scale 

(PASPAS)), carried out through a brief observation of the subject (e.g. 5–10 
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minutes). Composite measure pain scores are a result of focusing not only on the 

presence of pain-related behaviours and changes in normal behaviour patterns (e.g. 

loss of appetite), but also on physiological parameters (e.g. heart rate, rectal 

temperature, respiratory rate). The CPS has been successfully applied by several 

authors following both surgical procedures (e.g. castration) or in the presence of 

injury and disease such as laminitis and colic (Bussières et al., 2008; Graubner et 

al., 2011; van Loon et al., 2010), and its validity has been tested (Bussières et al., 

2008; van Loon et al., 2010).  

Both pain-related behaviours and the composite measure pain scores show good 

inter-observer reliability (Bussières et al., 2008; Dalla Costa et al., 2012b; 

Graubner et al., 2011; van Loon et al., 2010).  

On-farm feasibility was not directly considered by the authors, but composite 

measure pain scores are primarily used for pain assessment in everyday practice by 

equine clinicians. Both indicators might be well accepted by the farmer as they 

only require observation of the subject. Composite measure pain scores require no 

more than five minutes per subject to record and can easily be used on stabled 

horses. They could, therefore, be considered feasible to measure on-farm. The use 

of pain-related behaviours as indicators may have some limitations: considering 

that equines, as prey animals, can mask obvious signs of pain in the presence of an 

unknown human - especially when the pain is mild - pain-related behaviours may 

be subtle and not overtly obvious.  

Recently, a new approach to pain evaluation has been developed in other species 

utilising the assessment of facial expressions, incorporated into species-specific 

“grimace scales” (Keating et al., 2012; Langford et al., 2010; Sotocinal et al., 

2011). Equines are very expressive animals and some facial changes (e.g. fixed 

stare, dilated nostrils, clenched jaw) are already described and commonly used to 

identify the presence of pain. Therefore, AWIN scientists focused their research on 
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the development of the Horse Grimace Scale (HGS), with preliminary results 

suggesting HGS could be a promising pain indicator (Dalla Costa et al., 2014; 

Minero et al., 2013). 

As many management procedures (e.g. castration) are performed when welfare 

assessors are not on-farm, the effects of surgery should be measured using 

questionnaires and analgesic drugs administered, to prevent horses and donkeys 

suffering from pain following these routine procedures.  

 

4. Principle: good behaviour 

Animal-based indicators to assess the Principle good behaviour, their validity, 

reliability and on-farm feasibility are reported in Table 5. 
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4. Good behaviour 

4.1 Expression of social behaviour 

Isolation test H S, P yes - - no Lansade et al., 2008a 

Attraction test H S, P no - - no Lansade et al., 2008a 

Vocalizations H S, P yes - - - 
Harewood and McGowan, 

2005; Lansade et al., 2008a 

Aggressive 

behaviours  and 

related injuries  

H P - - - - 
Knubben et al., 2008; 

McDonnell, 2002 

Allo-grooming H P - - - - 
Feh and de Mazières, 1993; 

McDonnell, 2002 

4.2 Expression of other behaviours 

Stereotypies H S - - - yes 

Dierendonck and Goodwin, 

2005; Mills and Riezebos, 

2005; Sarrafchi and Blokhuis, 

2013; Wickens and Heleski, 

2010. 
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Table 5 – Animal-based indicators for assessing the Principle good behaviour. 

4.1 Criterion: expression of social behaviours 

Novel object test H S, P yes yes - yes 

Christensen et al., 2008; 

Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011; 

Lansade et al., 2008c; Le 

Scolan et al., 1997; Leiner and 

Fendt, 2011; Momozawa et 

al., 2003; Visser et al., 2002; 

Wolff et al., 1997 

Startling test H S yes yes - yes 

Christensen et al., 2008; 

Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011; 

Lansade et al., 2008c; Visser 

et al., 2001 

Novel arena H S, P yes yes - - 

Lansade et al., 2008b; Le 

Scolan et al., 1997; Seaman et 

al., 2002; Wolff et al., 1997 

Restraint and human 

fear test 
H S, P yes yes - - 

Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011; 

Le Scolan et al., 1997; Visser 

et al., 2001; Wolff et al., 1997 

4.3 Positive emotional state 

Play and affiliative 

behaviours 
H,D P - - - - Boissy et al., 2007 

Qualitative Behaviour 

Assessment 
H S yes - yes yes 

Fleming and Paisley, 2013; 

Minero et al., 2009; 

Napolitano et al., 2008 

4.4 Good human-animal relationship 

Approach test H,D W yes yes yes - 

Burn et al., 2010; Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 

2005 

Walking down side H,D W yes yes yes - 

Burn et al., 2010; Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 

2005 

Chin contact H,D W yes yes yes - 

Burn et al., 2010; Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 

2005 

Voluntary animal 

approach 
H S, P yes - yes yes 

Dalla Costa et al., 2012; 

Maros et al., 2010; 

Søndergaard and Halekoh, 

2003 

Forced human 

approach 
H S, P yes - yes yes 

Dalla Costa et al., 2012; 

Søndergaard and Halekoh, 

2003 

H Horse; D Donkey. S Single box P Paddock W working equine  

yes tested and valid, reliable or feasible; no tested and not valid, not reliable or not feasible; - not tested. 
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This Criterion considers that “animals should be able to express normal, non-

harmful, social behaviours (e.g. grooming)” (Welfare Quality
®
 Consortium, 2009). 

Horses are highly social herd animals that prefer to live in a group; thus contact 

with other conspecifics plays an important role in their welfare. As horses are 

commonly stabled in single boxes, animal-based indicators are needed to evaluate 

whether their need for social contact is fulfilled. To date, the search for indicators 

has focused on two main topics: 1) tests performed to assess sociability and stress 

linked with separation from conspecifics (isolation test, attraction test, 

vocalizations) and 2) tests to address the quality of social contacts (e.g. kicks, bites 

and skin lesions, allo-grooming).  

Isolation stress has been shown to significantly reduce welfare in many social 

species (e.g. cows: Boe and Faerevik, 2003; rats: Patterson-Kane et al., 2002; pigs: 

Pedersen et al., 2002; rodents: Rault, 2012). The isolation test is primarily designed 

to determine the presence of distress, resulting from short-term separation from 

conspecifics, without the possibility of joining or communicating with them, and to 

observe their reaction to isolation for 5 minutes (e.g. escape attempt, movements, 

alertness) (Lansade et al., 2008a). The attraction test consists of isolating the test 

horse at one end of a corridor, with the opportunity to join familiar horses at the 

opposite end – the aim of this test is to assess the reaction to a social attraction 

(Lansade et al., 2008a). Murray et al. (2013) highlighted the importance of social 

contact in donkeys, demonstrating that pair-bonded individuals will seek out and 

preferentially “choose” their companion when presented alongside a familiar or 

unfamiliar donkey. Vocalizations (e.g. neighing, whinny, bray) are proven to 

increase in frequency when horses and donkeys are stressed during separation from 

other conspecifics (Harewood and McGowan, 2005; Lansade et al., 2008a). An 

animal may live in a good overall social environment, yet still show signs of 

separation stress, indirectly reducing the efficacy of other positive welfare 
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measures already in place. Therefore entering a stable and hearing a lot of 

vocalizations could be a sign of separation stress. It is important to underline that 

vocalizations have never been tested on-farm to assess equine welfare. Aggressive 

behaviour, such as biting and kicking, is reported to be normal equine behaviour, 

which helps to create and maintain long-lasting dominance hierarchies (Knubben et 

al., 2008; McDonnell, 2002). As a consequence, a stable social group leads to the 

establishment of bonds and affiliative interactions among subjects, allowing allo-

grooming to become more frequent, thus helping to alleviate social tension (Feh 

and de Mazières, 1993; McDonnell, 2002). The mixing of different herds or 

changes in group composition can result in elevated aggressive behaviour, with a 

higher occurrence of both biting and kicking related injuries (Knubben et al., 

2008). Thus, the occurrence of biting, kicking and related injuries (e.g. skin 

lesions) can be used as animal-based indicators to assess the stability of hierarchies 

and may also indicate insufficient resource availability and acquisition; e.g. 

quantity of hay provided/feeding density; how much space is allowed to avoid 

conflict near desired resources. 

Lansade et al. (2008a) tested the validity of both the isolation and the attraction 

tests: the isolation test is reported to be valid, whilst the attraction test was not. 

Vocalizations, kicks, bites, skin lesions and allo-grooming have never been tested 

for their validity.  

Repeatability and inter-observer reliability have not been evaluated for any of the 

indicators described.  

Concerns have been raised regarding the feasibility and the acceptance by farmers 

for the isolation and attraction tests, because they require a lot of time, handling 

and disruption to the animal’s working routine and this is not compatible with a 

brief on-farm welfare assessment. 
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Although equine social behaviour is well studied, assessing this on-farm or in a 

welfare assessment context might not be feasible and needs further development. 

At present, no animal-based indicators are available to fully assess the Criterion 

expression of social behaviour, particularly in single-box housed equines. 

Therefore, resource and management-based measures (assessing the quantity and 

quality of social contact between horses) should be collected, as well as other 

promising indicators, such as bite and kick related injuries, vocalizations and allo-

grooming. 

 

4.2 Criterion: expression of other behaviours 

This Criterion considers that “animals should be able to express other normal 

behaviours, i.e. it should be possible for them to express species-specific natural 

behaviours such as foraging” (Welfare Quality
®
 Consortium, 2009). Some features 

of the environment of domestic horse could act as a potential stressor by limiting 

the ability to perform normal species-specific behaviour, restricting feeding or 

locomotion and imposing social isolation (McBride and Hemmings, 2009). An 

environment which lacks stimuli and provides little to no possibility to express 

natural behaviour may be responsible for the development of abnormal behaviours 

(e.g. stereotypies) (Broom and Kennedy, 1993; Hothersall and Casey, 2012). 

Stereotypic behaviour is described as “repetitive behaviour with no obvious goal 

and function” (Mason, 1991) and has been linked to poor welfare and suboptimal 

environments (Cooper and Albentosa, 2005; Cooper and Mason, 1998). 

Stereotypies are normally performed as a result of learned responses to 

environmental challenges or changes; signs may include crib-biting, wind sucking, 

weaving, box walking, head nodding, tongue playing, door kicking (Dierendonck 

and Goodwin, 2005; Mills and Riezebos, 2005; Sarrafchi and Blokhuis, 2013; 

Wickens and Heleski, 2010). Stereotypies can be used as animal-based indicators 
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when directly observed or, indirectly, when evidence of their presence are 

detectable in the stable (e.g. damage to the wall, box-door or bedding) and/or on 

the horse (e.g. anti-cribbing collars). Stereotypies can become habit-forming, 

therefore, particularly during on-farm assessment, it may be unclear whether any 

observed stereotypies are representative of the current situation or a previous 

suboptimal situation. On-farm feasibility and acceptance by farmers of the 

assessment of the presence of stereotypies has never been verified, but it does not 

seem impractical or time-consuming.  

Horses are a prey species and as such it is their nature, in fear-eliciting situations, 

to show flight reactions which can be dangerous for both horse and handler. The 

presence of a threat in a horse’s immediate environment, coupled with a fearful 

temperament, plays an important role in determining a long term negative 

emotional state and over-reaction to fear-eliciting stimuli. These reactions can in 

turn cause harsh human responses that can affect the human–horse relationship and 

further jeopardize the animal’s welfare. Therefore, finding appropriate indicators 

for assessing fearfulness in horses has important practical implications, not only for 

horse welfare, but also for human safety. Fear tests are experimental situations 

designed to evaluate fear responses: novel object tests (e.g. plastic tarpaulin), 

startle tests (e.g. opening an umbrella), novel arena tests or restraint and human 

fear tests have been used by different authors to assess behavioural responses to a 

fear eliciting stimulus (Christensen et al., 2008; Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011; 

Lansade et al., 2008b; Le Scolan et al., 1997; Leiner and Fendt, 2011; Momozawa 

et al., 2003; Seaman et al., 2002; Visser et al., 2002, 2001; Wolff et al., 1997). 

Parameters recorded have included measuring frequency of behaviours (e.g. 

glances, sniffing, licking or nibbling), latency to approach the stimuli, flight 

distance, vocalizations (e.g. snorting, snuffling), defecation during the event as 

well as physiological parameters, such as heart rate before and after the test. 
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Predictive and concurrent validity for fearfulness tests (novel object, startling, 

novel arena and human fear tests) have been confirmed (Lansade et al., 2008b; Le 

Scolan et al., 1997; Leiner and Fendt, 2011; Momozawa et al., 2003; Seaman et al., 

2002; Visser et al., 2002, 2001; Wolff et al., 1997). In particular, Góreka-Bruzda et 

al. (2011) found the most reliable indicator of a fearfulness trait was the time to 

approach the new stimulus and experimenter. The same results were also found by 

Christensen et al. (2005), Henry et al. (2005) and Visser et al. (2001). Results were 

found to be valid (predictive, convergent and discriminant validity were all tested) 

and repeatable; however, inter-observer reliability was not evaluated. Moreover, 

the test was performed on only one breed (the Polish cold blood); therefore 

validation in other breeds may be necessary.  

Although the animal-based indicators to determine fearfulness can be carried out 

and measured easily (Lansade et al., 2008b), time constraints to actually conduct 

the tests during an on-farm assessment may hinder their efficacy, so that their use, 

undoubtedly relevant, might be limited to comprehensive welfare assessments.  

In summary, stereotypic behaviour and fear tests are considered valid and reliable 

measures, which can be used as animal-based indicators for assessing the Criterion 

expression of other behaviours. As these indicators do not completely evaluate 

when this need for expression is required, the recording of other management-

based measures (e.g. questionnaires that assess the possibility of foraging freely) 

should be integrated. Moreover, as fear and startle tests have the potential to cause 

short and long-term welfare issues, their use needs careful consideration. 

 

4.3 Criterion: positive emotional state 

This Criterion focus on the emotional state of animals, suggesting that “negative 

emotions such as fear, distress, frustration or apathy should be avoided, whereas 

positive emotions such as security or contentment should be promoted” (Welfare 
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Quality
®

 Consortium, 2009). The potential to assess the positive emotions that 

animals may experience has aroused scientific interest over the past few years, 

with the realisation that animal well-being and welfare are not merely based on the 

absence of negative effects, but also the presence of positive effects (Boissy et al., 

2007).  

No animal-based indicators to evaluate this Criterion in equines have been found in 

the literature to date; however Boissy et al. (2007) suggest that some behaviours 

are indicative of positive emotional states (e.g. play, affiliative behaviours). If we 

consider that horses are frequently stabled in single boxes, it is clear that these 

behaviours can be difficult to observe, although they may be useful when assessing 

horses kept in a group. Mendl and colleagues (2010) recently investigated 

cognitive bias in animals and developed tests to measure whether manipulations 

designed to alter affective states (e.g. living in an inappropriate environment) were 

linked to cognitive bias in the manner they predicted. Although these studies 

should be regarded as a significant development in animal welfare science and 

their validity is generally accepted, there is no doubt that the feasibility of 

cognitive bias tests during a relatively brief on-farm welfare assessment is limited.  

A relatively new and promising animal-based measure is qualitative behavioural 

assessment (QBA), which characterises behaviour as expressive body language and 

uses subjective descriptive terms “to capture the animal’s dynamic style of 

interaction with the environment by considering the animal as a whole, thus 

providing an insight into the animal’s quality of life” (Wemelsfelder, 2007). QBA 

requires a limited observation period (10-15 minutes) in which the assessor focuses 

on “how” the animal expresses any given behaviour. Descriptors may be a fixed 

list of expressive or emotional terms of behaviour, or observers may generate their 

own descriptors (Free Choice Profiling). They are then qualitatively scored on a 

Visual Analogue Scale of the intensity of the perceived expression of behaviour, 
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for example how relaxed or agitated the animal is perceived to be (Wemelsfelder, 

2007).  

Qualitative behavioural assessment has already been used by various authors to 

evaluate horse behaviour (Fleming and Paisley, 2013; Minero et al., 2009; 

Napolitano et al., 2008), and results to date indicate that a meaningful relationship 

exists between QBA and quantitative measures (frequency and duration of 

behaviours, e.g. activity). These studies confirmed what was previously found for 

other farm animals, thus QBA is a biologically valid form of assessment 

(Rutherford et al., 2012; Wemelsfelder, 2012, 2007).  

Furthermore, QBA was found to have high inter-observer reliability in other 

species, e.g. pigs (Wemelsfelder, 2012). However, it should be highlighted, as with 

any other skill, adequate training must be undertaken by observers to ensure its 

efficacy. A possible down-side for on-farm use of QBA is that the result of the 

assessment is not immediate; in fact, it always requires some form of statistical 

analysis. Thus, efforts should be focused on finding an easy way to collect and 

analyse the data. A possible solution to this problem is the development of 

software which can store and analyse the data automatically as soon as they are 

uploaded. 

Play and affiliative behaviours have not been validated, nor tested for repeatability 

or reliability, although it is emphasized that they are important and are potential 

welfare indicators of positive emotional states based on the studies of farm animals 

(Boissy et al., 2007). Ambiguity regarding play behaviour arises when it 

transforms into fighting and may be difficult to reliably measure without training.  

Another important issue to address is on-farm feasibility, due to the potentially 

extensive observation time required. In fact, the standards for on-farm welfare 

assessments and information systems need to be simplified, with both resource and 

financial implications reduced. Although there is an evident lack of animal-based 
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indicators to evaluate this criterion, the use of QBA could be a promising, quick, 

non-invasive and feasible on-farm measurement of positive emotional state, even if 

adequate validation and prior training of assessors is required.  

 

4.4 Criterion: good human-animal relationship 

The basis for this Criterion is that “animals should be handled well in all situations, 

i.e. handlers should promote good human-animal relationships” (Welfare Quality 

Consortium, 2009). In order to carry out common management and husbandry 

practices, horses and donkeys must be handled daily and their level of confidence 

with humans not only influences their performance and behaviour, but their fear 

reactions, which could have detrimental effects on both their own safety and that of 

humans.  

Different human–animal relationship tests (e.g. voluntary approach test, forced 

approach test, walking down side test, chin contact) have been identified in the 

literature and can be used to assess this Criterion. These measures are reported to 

be appropriate for evaluating the human–animal relationship by assessing 

avoidance or friendliness towards a human (Burn et al., 2010; Maros et al., 2010; 

Popescu and Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 2005; Søndergaard and Halekoh, 

2003). The tests were assessed in both working and on-farm environments.  

In working environments (e.g. pack, driving, draught equines) the subject is 

restrained and the human approach tests are generally conducted in a series of 

steps. In the approach test, the assessor begins the test from a distance of three 

metres from the equine and, at a normal pace, approaches the animal and records 

its reaction (e.g. the animal is friendly or turns away from the assessor) (Burn et 

al., 2010; Popescu and Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 2005). The assessor then 

performs the walk down side test –walking from head to rear, then returning along 

the opposite side, taking note of signs of attention or interest. When the subject is a 
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donkey, they also look for signs of a “tail-tuck” (Burn et al., 2010; Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013).  

In working equines, the acceptance of chin contact in response to human contact 

has also given insight into the human–animal bond (Burn et al., 2010; Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 2005). In an on-farm environment, the tests are 

usually performed where the subject is free to move in a paddock/arena. It should 

be noted that safety measures are paramount around free roaming horses to avoid 

any potentially aggressive incidents when unfamiliar people are performing 

behaviour tests. During the voluntary animal approach test (VAA), an unfamiliar 

person enters the paddock and walks to the middle of it; latency until a horse has 

its head within a distance of 1 m and latency until the horse touches the person is 

recorded (the maximum test time is 3 min) (Maros et al., 2010; Søndergaard and 

Halekoh, 2003). In the forced human approach test (FHA), an unfamiliar person 

approaches the horse slowly with approximately one step per second with hands 

hanging by the side. If the horse stands still when the person is within a 2 m range, 

the person slowly raised his hand and attempts to touch the neck of the horse, 

recording the reaction to be touched using a 4-point scale (Søndergaard and 

Halekoh, 2003). 

In working equines, the approach, walking down side and chin contact tests appear 

to be valid and repeatable measurements of human–animal relationships (Burn et 

al., 2009, 2010; Popescu and Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 2005). Inter-observer 

reliability seems to be moderate (Burn et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2005), but the 

use of a simple scoring system with clear definitions of scores and intensive 

training of assessors may help to improve this. However, because these tests 

require the farmer’s involvement, this may be a problem for the on-farm 

environment where the farmer’s time may be limited. 
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VAA seems to be a valid measurement (Maros et al., 2010); whilst validity of FHA 

has not been assessed. Good inter-observer reliability for both tests was reported 

when assessing single stabled horses (Dalla Costa et al., 2012a).  

On-farm feasibility has been reported for both VAA and FHA (Søndergaard and 

Halekoh, 2003) as they require a maximum of three minutes to conduct and 

minimal handling of the animals. For the same reasons, they both seem acceptable 

from the farmer’s point of view. 

None of the human–animal relationship tests described in the literature for any 

species studied are completely free from possible confounding factors. However, 

the avoidance distance and the voluntary approach tests were reported to be valid 

measures to assess human-animal relationship (Waiblinger et al., 2006). Human–

animal relationship tests can be used as animal-based indicators to assess the 

Criterion good human-animal relationship. Further studies are required to evaluate 

VAA and FHA repeatability, as well as feasibility and acceptance by farmers for 

the avoidance distance, walking down side and chin contact tests. 

 

Conclusions 

As the initial step in achieving the goals set out in the European AWIN research 

project, this review aimed to identify possible valid, reliable and feasible animal-

based indicators applicable for an on-farm welfare assessment of horses and 

donkeys. Validity is a concept also associated with sensitivity (the indicator's 

ability to identify positive results) and specificity (the indicator’s ability to identify 

negative results) (EFSA Panel on Animal Health and Welfare, 2012). However, 

both sensitivity and specificity for animal-based indicators have rarely been 

considered in welfare research. From the information reported above, the effort by 

researchers to find animal-based indicators which will assist the assessment of 
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equine welfare in difficult situations, such as those of working equines, is evident. 

Although some aspects of horse welfare have been thoroughly investigated and 

indicators seem ready for on-farm use (e.g. absence of prolonger hunger, absence 

of injuries and diseases), others highlight the lack of scientific research, 

particularly in terms of validity and reliability. Further research should address the 

development of indicators for the Criteria absence of prolonged thirst, comfort 

around resting, ease of movement, expression of social behaviour and expression 

of other behaviours. A thorough evaluation of the validity and reliability of 

indicators such as signs of cold stress, QBA and human–animal relationship tests is 

needed, as well as other promising animal-based indicators such as the Horse 

Grimace Scale, which needs to be tested for on-farm feasibility. Consequently, 

AWIN research will focus on these important topics. A final, but no less important 

issue that deserves enhanced attention is the need for animal-based indicators to 

feasibly assess on-farm pain in donkeys: lack of research in this area is possibly a 

consequence of both a relatively lower interest in this species and our inability to 

interpret subtle changes in donkey behaviour.  

Animal welfare implications 

In working equines, research findings, derived from the development and 

application of a scientifically sound welfare assessment protocol have already 

contributed to welfare improvements. Development of a similar protocol for the 

on-farm environment could enable the improvement of equine welfare in this area 

too.  
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Abstract 

The assessment of pain is critical for the welfare of horses, in particular when pain 

is induced by common management procedures such as castration. Existing pain 

assessment methods have several limitations, which reduce the applicability in 

everyday life. Assessment of facial expression changes, as a novel means of pain 

scoring, may offer numerous advantages and overcome some of these limitations. 

The objective of this study was to develop and validate a standardised pain scale 

based on facial expressions in horses (Horse Grimace Scale [HGS]). 

Forty stallions were assigned to one of two treatments and all animals underwent 

routine surgical castration under general anaesthesia. Group A (n= 19) received a 

single injection of Flunixin immediately before anaesthesia. Group B (n= 21) 
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received Flunixin immediately before anaesthesia and then again, as an oral 

administration, six hours after the surgery. In addition, six horses were used as 

anaesthesia controls (C). These animals underwent non-invasive, indolent 

procedures, received the same treatment as group A, but did not undergo surgical 

procedures that could be accompanied with surgical pain. Changes in behaviour, 

composite pain scale (CPS) scores and horse grimace scale (HGS) scores were 

assessed before and 8-hours post-procedure. Only horses undergoing castration 

(Groups A and B) showed significantly greater HGS and CPS scores at 8-hours 

post compared to pre operatively. Further, maintenance behaviours such as 

explorative behaviour and alertness were also reduced. No difference was observed 

between the two analgesic treatment groups. 

The Horse Grimace Scale potentially offers an effective and reliable method of 

assessing pain following routine castration in horses. However, auxiliary studies 

are required to evaluate different painful conditions and analgesic schedules. 
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Introduction 

The recognition and alleviation of pain is critical for the welfare of horses. 

Although considerable progress has been made in understanding physiology and 

treatment of pain in animals over the past 20 years, the assessment of pain in 

horses undergoing management procedures, such as branding, pin firing and 

castration, remains difficult and frequently suboptimal [1–4]. Equine castration is a 

husbandry practice routinely performed to: avoid undesired mating, facilitate 

handling, and reduce aggression and other undesirable behaviours. Annually, it is 

estimated that 240,000 horses are castrated in Europe [5]. Studies in other species 

demonstrate that animals experience pain and discomfort both acutely and 

chronically following castration [6,7]. Despite the limited research in horses, 

castration has been shown to be associated with some degree of pain that can 

persist for several days and, therefore, requires adequate analgesic treatment [2–

4,8]. Price et al. [1] reported that only 36.9% of horses received analgesics for post 

operative pain, with one perioperative administration of Flunixin appearing to be 

one of the most common analgesic procedure provided following castration [9]: 

one possible explanation for this is the difficulty in assessing and quantifying pain 

in this species [2,10]. For example, even though castration of horses is a common 

procedure, no gold standard for pain assessment is available to date. As in other 

animal species, pain in horses is difficult to assess because of their inability to 

communicate with humans in a meaningful manner. This could be further 

compounded by horses potentially suppressing the exhibition of obvious signs of 

pain in the presence of possible predators (i.e. humans) as is suggested with other 

prey species. Several behaviour-based assessments of pain in horses already exist 

[11–17]. The Post Abdominal Surgery Pain Assessment Scale (PASPAS) is a 

multidimensional scale that can be used to quantify pain after laparotomy [14]. The 

Composite Pain Scale (CPS) focuses on the presence of pain-related behaviours 
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and the change in the frequency of normal behaviour patterns and physiological 

parameters [16] and has been successfully applied following both surgery (e.g. 

castration), injury and disease (e.g. laminitis, colic) [16,17]. However, behaviour-

based assessments of pain are not without limitations that constrain their routine 

application. These include the need for trained and experienced observers 

[8,16,17], prolonged observation periods [18], particularly in conditions inducing 

only mild pain, and the palpation of the painful area in some cases [14,16,17]. 

Furthermore, many of the pain related behaviours described so far have been 

identified in response to what are perceived to be severely painful conditions (e.g. 

colic, laminitis [14,16]), rather than those that are perceived to be mildly to 

moderately painful conditions (e.g. identification procedures [19]). Recently, a new 

approach to pain assessment has been developed in rodents and rabbits utilising the 

assessment of facial expressions [20–23]. Facial expressions are commonly used to 

assess pain and other emotional states in humans, particularly in those who are 

unable to communicate coherently with their clinicians (e.g. those with cognitive 

impairment and neonates [24,25]). In humans, facial expressions are routinely 

scored both manually [25] and automatically [26] using the Facial Action Coding 

System (FACS), which is considered as an accurate and reliable method that 

describes the changes to the surface appearance of the face resulting from 

individual or combinations of muscle actions, referred to as ‘action units’ [27]. 

Action units relating to pain have been identified in rodents and rabbits and 

incorporated into species-specific “grimace scales” [20–23]. These grimace scales 

are considered to give a number of advantages over other routinely used methods 

of assessing pain in animals. Firstly, grimace scales are less time consuming to 

carry out [20–23]. Secondly, observers can easily and rapidly be trained to use 

them [20–23]. Thirdly, grimace scales may utilise our potential tendency to focus 

on the face when scoring pain [28,29]. Fourthly, they can be used to effectively 
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assess a range of painful conditions, from mild to severe pain [20]. Finally, it can 

increase the safety of the observer when assessing pain in large animals, as grimace 

scales do not require the observer to approach the subject and palpate the painful 

area for the assessment. Therefore the Horse Grimace Scale (HGS) may offer an 

effective and practical method of identifying painful conditions and the efficacy of 

the methods we use to ameliorate pain in horses (i.e. analgesia administration). 

Furthermore, it can be applied in association with other behaviour-based methods 

to enhance the assessment of pain in horses and could be implemented in practice 

by owners and stable managers as an effective on farm early warning system.  

The objectives of this study were to develop and validate a standardised pain scale 

based on facial expressions in horses (Horse Grimace Scale) using routine 

castration, and to investigate whether the HGS could be successfully implemented 

with minimal training, enabling the development of an on-farm pain assessment 

tool. Castration was considered a suitable model for the development of HGS 

because it is amongst the most common management procedures carried out in 

veterinary practice. In addition, utilising animals that are undergoing routine 

castration for husbandry reasons allows the researchers to avoid carrying out a 

surgical procedure solely for the evaluation of a method of assessing post-

procedural pain.  

 

Materials and methods 

Ethics statement 

Castration is a routinely conducted husbandry procedure that was carried out in 

compliance with the European Communities Council Directive of 24 November 

1986 (No. 86/609/EEC). This study was registered as an animal experiment at the 

Brandenburg State Veterinary Authority (V3-2347-A-42-1-2012). Horses involved 
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in this study underwent routine veterinary procedures for health or husbandry 

purposes at the request of their owner on a voluntary basis. Consequently, no 

animals underwent anaesthesia or surgery or were directly used in order to record 

data for the purposes of this study. Verbal informed consent was gained from each 

participant prior to taking part in this research. Written consent was deemed 

unnecessary as no personal details of the participants were recorded. No animals 

received less than the standard analgesic regimen for the purposes of the study. 

This study employed a strict “rescue” analgesia policy: if any animal was deemed 

to be in greater than mild pain (assessed live by an independent veterinarian), then 

additional, pain relieving medication would immediately be administered and the 

animal removed from the study. The choice of medication and dosage would be 

based on the severity of pain identified thorough the clinical examination of the 

individual horse. 

 

Animals and Husbandry 

Forty stallions of different breeds, coat colour and aged between 1 and 5 years 

(mean age 2.3 years) underwent routine castration (see Table 1 for details). In 

addition, six horses of mixed age and gender that were undergoing general 

anaesthesia for different non-invasive and indolent procedures were used as a 

control group (see Table 2 for details).  
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Group (N) Breed (N) Age (Mean) 

Treatment A (19) Arabian horse (1) 2 

German Warmblood (3) 2.6 

Friesian (3) 1.7 
Iceland pony (5) 2.6 

Irish draught horse (1) 2 

Polo horse (1) 2 

Quarter horse (3) 2 
Mini-Shetland pony (1) 2 

Tennessee Walker horse (1) 2 

Treatment B (21) German Warmblood (4) 2.5 

Edles Warmblood (1) 1 

Friesian (3) 1.7 

Iceland pony (6) 2.5 
Irish draught horse (1) 1 

Polo horse (2) 1.5 

Quarter horse (2) 2 

Mini-Shetland pony (1) 4 
Trakehner (1) 5 

Table 1. Breed and mean age of the stallions of the two treatment groups. 

Sex Breed Age Procedure 

Mare Polo horse 7 control X-ray pelvis 

Mare German warmblood 14 control X-ray cervical 

Gelding Haflinger 3 hoof correction 
Gelding Haflinger 3 hoof correction 

Gelding Haflinger 4 teeth rasping 

Gelding Haflinger 2 hoof correction 

Table 2. Details of the horses of the control group. 

 

All animals were recruited from the hospital’s clinical cases. In order to be 

included in this study, all the subjects had to be deemed healthy and without signs 

of cryptorchidism by an equine veterinarian after physical examination and 

behavioural evaluation. All horses were hospitalised in a veterinary clinic for 5 

days to undergo castration or anaesthesia alone. In order to control for any possible 
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effect of stress related to being in a novel environment and separated from their 

peers, all the subjects were allowed to acclimatise to their new environment, 

clinicians and video cameras for 2 days prior to the beginning of the study. In order 

to control for any possible differences in behaviour between stallions, geldings and 

mares, the acclimation period before starting with data collection was the same for 

all the horses. All subjects were kept in the same housing and management 

conditions: they were housed in standard single horse boxes (4 x 3 m with an 

outside window, see Figure 1) on wood shavings (German Horse Span Classic, 

German Horse Pellets, Wismar, Germany), and in visual contact with other 

conspecifics. They were fed twice a day with hay (approx. 3 kg/100kg body weight 

per day) and water was provided ad libitum by automatic drinkers. Food was 

withheld from all horses for 8-hours before and 5 hours after anaesthesia (standard 

protocol for general anaesthesia [30]). In order to collect videos and images 

without disturbing the behaviour of the horses, two digital video cameras 

(Panasonic, HDC-SD99, Panasonic, Japan) were positioned on the top of the grate 

section on opposite sides of the box (see Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. Video cameras position. The drawing in the middle (b) shows the position of the 

two HD cameras. Pictures on the left (a) and on the right (c) show frames grabbed from 
Cam1 and Cam2 respectively. 

Surgery and Analgesic Treatment Groups 
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Horses undergoing castration were divided into two breed-matched treatment 

groups using a blocked randomization process. Group A (N=19) received a single 

perioperative injection of Flunixin (1.1 mg/Kg i.v., Flunixin 5%, medistar, 

Aschberg, Germany) approximately 5 minutes prior to anaesthesia immediately 

after administration of sedative drug. Group B (N=21) received a perioperative 

injection of Flunixin (1.1 mg/Kg i.v.) as for group A and a subsequent oral 

application of Flunixin (Flunidol 5%, cp-pharma, Burgdorf, Germany, 1.1 mg/Kg 

p.o.) 6 hours after castration. All the medications were administered by a 

veterinary nurse who was aware of group allocation; the veterinarians responsible 

for pain assessment were blinded to treatment group. Horses underwent routine 

surgery castration with closed technique through a scrotal approach without 

primary closure of the wound in dorsal recumbency under general anaesthesia [9], 

as recommended by the National Equine Welfare Council (NEWC) and the 

Canadian Veterinary Medical Association [31,32]. The surgeries were all carried 

out by one of two equally experienced veterinary surgeons. To investigate the 

impact of general anaesthesia on the HGS, a control group (C) of horses was 

recruited. The control horses (N=6) underwent the same general anaesthesia 

protocol as horses in groups A and B and received a single perioperative injection 

of Flunixin (1.1 mg/Kg i.v.) 5 minutes prior to anaesthesia. All castrated horses 

also received antibiotic treatment for three days starting at the morning before 

surgery (Synutrim 72% Pulver, Vétoquinol, Ravensburg, Germany), 2-4 mg 

Trimethoprim and 12 mg Sulfadiazin /Kg p.os every 12h. Prior to the first drug 

application the weight of each horse was estimated with a weight tape in order for 

the correct drug doses to be administrated. The anaesthesia protocol was the same 

for all the subjects: pre-medication with Romifidine (Sedivet, Boehriger Ingelheim 

Vetmedica, Ingelheim, Germany, 80 micrograms Romifidinehydrochloride/Kg), 

induction with Diazepam (Diazepam-ratiopharm, Ratiopharm, Ulm, Germany, 0.1 
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mg/Kg) and Ketamine (Ketamin 10%, medistar, Ascheberg, Germany, 2.2 mg/Kg) 

intravenously via a jugular catheter. When necessary, general anaesthesia was 

maintained by another injection of Ketamine (1.1 mg/Kg). Twenty-six out of 40 

castrated horses (65%) and 2 out of 6 control horses (33.3%) needed a second 

injection of Ketamine to maintain an appropriate level of anaesthesia in order to 

complete the surgery or the non-invasive procedure; the duration of anaesthesia 

was comparable long all the subjects. Surgery lasted 10-15 min, following which 

horses were moved to a recovery box; then, as soon as they were able to walk (20-

60 minutes after anaesthesia), returned to their home box. Recovery from 

anaesthesia is the time that a horse need to stand up; it strongly depends on 

individual differences and it does not necessarily reflect the duration of previous 

anaesthesia. Horses recovered from anaesthesia without assistance inside the 

recovery box under visual supervision of a veterinary nurse. No intra-operative 

complications were reported and all horses recovered from anaesthesia fully and 

uneventfully prior to the first data collection post-procedure. All surgeries/general 

anaesthesia were carried out between 9 and 11am. 

 

Pain Assessment 

At each time interval an overall pain assessment was conducted by two trained 

veterinarians blinded to treatment group using a Composite Pain Scale (CPS) (see 

Table S1) based on the one developed by Bussieres and colleagues [16,17] and 

adapted according to Søndergaard and Halekoh [33]. 
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Data Criteria Score 

Behaviour   

Posture  Normal movements, stands quietly with equal weight distribution 

among all four legs or stand-resting with weight distribution among 

only three legs 

0 

 Occasional weight shift, temporarily showing discharge positions, 

slight muscle tremors 

1 

 Non-weight bearing, abnormal weight distribution 2 

 Analgesic posture (attempts to urinate), prostration, muscle tremors 3 

Sweating No obvious signs of sweat 0 

 Damp to the touch 1 

 Wet to the touch, beads of sweat are apparent over the horse’s body 2 

 Excessive sweating, beads of water running off the animal 3 

Kicking at  Quietly standing, no kicking 0 

abdomen Occasional kicking at abdomen (1–2 times/5 min) 1 

 Frequent kicking at abdomen (3–4 times/5 min) 2 

 Excessive kicking at abdomen (>5 times/5 min), intermittent attempts 

to lie down 

3 

Pawing on the 

floor  

Quietly standing, no pawing 0 

 Occasional pawing (1–2 times/5 min) 1 

 Frequent pawing (3–4 times/5 min) 2 

 Excessive pawing (>5 times/5 min) 3 

Movement  Stands relaxed or quiet movement  0 

 Reduced movement or mild agitation  1 

 Reluctance to move or moderate agitation  2 

 Refusal of movement or uncontrollable forwards movement  3 

Head  Natural head movements, head straight ahead for the most part 0 

movement / 

Notable gesture 

Intermittent head movements laterally or vertically, looking at flanks 

(1–2/5 min), lip curling (1–2/5 min) 

1 

 Intermittent and rapid head movements laterally or vertically, 

frequent looking at flank (3–4/5 min), lip curling (3–4/5 min) 

2 

 Continuous head movements, excessively looking at flank (>5 times/5 

min), lip curling (>5 times/5 min) 

3 

Appetite Eats hay readily or is not allowed to eat hay 0 

 Hesitates to eat hay 1 

 Shows little interest in hay, eats very little or takes hay in mouth but 

does not chew or swallow 

2 

 Neither shows interest in nor eats hay 3 
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Auditory  Pays attention to people and noises  0 

stimulus Exaggerated response to auditory stimulus  1 

(click one’s  Excessive-to-aggressive response to auditory stimulus  2 

tongue) Stupor, prostration, no response to auditory stimulus  3 

Touch response  Contacting, no defence reaction to touch  0 

 Mild defence reaction to touch  1 

 Resistance to touch  2 

 Violent defence reaction to touch  3 

Physiology   

Heart rate 24-44 bpm 0 

 45-52 bpm  1 

 53-60 bpm 2 

 > 60 bpm 3 

Respiratory rate 8-13 breaths pm  0 

 14-16 breaths pm 1 

 17-18 breaths pm  2 

 > 18 breaths pm 3 

Digestive  Normal 0 

sounds Decreased motility  1 

 No motility  2 

 Hypermotility 3 

Rectal  36,9 –38,5 °C 0 

temperature 36,4–36,9 °C or 38,5–39,0 °C 1 

 35,9–36,4 °C or 39,0 –39,5 °C 2 

 35,4–35,9 °C or 39,5–40,0 °C 3 

Table S1. Composite Pain Scale (CPS) based on the one developed by Bussieres and 

colleagues [16,17] used in this study to score pain. 

 

Video Recording 

Thirty-minute video sequences were recorded using 2 High Definition Cameras 

with a 28mm wide angle objective lens (Panasonic, HDC-SD99, Panasonic, Japan), 

the videos were recorded one day before procedure in the evening (baseline 

observation, pre-procedure) and at similar time 8-hours following procedure (8h 

post-procedure). The cameras were positioned at opposite sides of the box, on the 
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top of the grate section. This arrangement gave the highest probability of capturing 

the behaviour and face of the horse during filming without interfering with their 

normal behaviour (see Figure 1). 

 

Behavioural Recording 

Behaviour of horses undergoing castration was evaluated. For each video, the last 

15 minutes were analysed. A focal animal continuous recording method [34] was 

used to describe the horse’s activity. The frequency and duration of thirty 

categories of behaviour (see Table S2) was continuously recorded using Solomon 

Coder (beta 12.09.04, copyright 2006-2008 by András Péter) by two trained 

treatment and session blind observers. Behaviours recorded as states (movement, 

licking and chewing, alertness, agitation, investigative behaviour, drinking, eating, 

lowered head carriage, head orientation, grooming) were reported as durations, and 

those recorded as events (weight-shifting, pawing, kicking, flank watching, rolling, 

yawning, masturbating, vocalization, urinating, defecating, tail swishing, flehmen) 

were reported as frequency of occurrence. Duration of maintenance behaviours 

showing the same pattern were added to form the composite maintenance 

behaviour score, comprising exploration, alertness and grooming. 
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Behaviour Description 

Movement 
Stand Standing up on all four feet or with one hind leg relaxed  

Walk Walking in the box 

Trot Trotting a few steps 

Back up Walking backwards 

Not visible Horse is not visible (or it is not possible describe what is doing) 

Activity 
Alert Paying attention to environmental stimuli (e.g. looking at, moving ears) 

Agitation Continuous and frantic movement (e.g. back and forth or in circle) 

Investigative 

behaviour 
Sniffing, licking, biting an object (e.g. box door, window) 

Grooming Self-grooming (e.g. rubbing and/or scratching) 

Masturbating 
Flexing its erected penis repeatedly upwards against his belly and maybe 

makes pelvic thrusts 

Eating Eating  

Drink Drinking 

Urinate Urinating  

Defecate Defecating 

Vocalize Whinny, scream and/or snort  

Yawning 
Deep, long inhalation with mouth widely opened, with jaws either directly 

opposed or moved from side to side 

Licking and chewing Pulling the tongue back and forth alternately with chewing 

Pain-related behaviours 

Weight-shifting 
Shifting weight from one hind leg to the other. Feet may not actually leave 

the ground 

Pawing the floor 

One foreleg is lifted from the ground slightly, and then extended quickly in a 

forward direction, followed by movement backward dragging the toe against 

the ground in a digging motion 

Kicking the abdomen 
Evident raising a hind leg and moving it towards the abdomen (it may reach 

it or not) 

Flank watching 
Turning head and neck to one flank; not always associated with touching the 

flank 

Lowered head 

carriage 

The head is held below a virtual line passing through the withers, the horse is 

not eating. 

Rolling 
Dropping from standing to sternal recumbency, then rotating from sternal to 

dorsal recumbency, tucking the legs against the body 

Tail swishing Quick swish of the tail  

Flehmen 
With the head and neck stretched upwards, the horse curls the upper lip back 

until the inside of the lip, the gums and the upper incisors are bared 

Head orientation 

Window Head is directed towards the window  

Neighbour box Head is directed towards the neighbour box 

Corner Head is directed towards the corner 

Alley Head is directed towards the alley 

Not oriented Head is not directed towards something 

Not visible Head is not visible 

Table S2. Ethogram of horse for manual behaviour analysis. 
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Horse Grimace Scale (HGS) Recording 

The HGS was created following the methods developed by Langford et al. [20] and 

Sotocinal et al. [21] for rodents and Keating et al [23] for rabbits. Changes in horse 

behaviour and facial expressions were identified using a pilot study [8] following 

eight stallions undergoing surgical castration with the same anaesthetic and 

analgesic protocol as used in the main study. According to the published literature 

[2,4] and pilot study results [8], 8-hours post-castration was deemed the 

appropriate time interval between observations as this was when the most of the 

pain related behaviours were observed. Furthermore, the estimated duration of 

sedation from pre-medication drugs and anaesthetics used in this study should have 

subsided at 8-hours post-intervention [35–37]. Still images were extracted from 

each video sequences whenever the horse was found in a position with the head 

and face clearly visible. This enabled a number of clear and high quality images to 

be extracted. Each image was then cropped so that only the head of the horse was 

visible to prevent observers from being biased by the body of the animal when 

looking at each image. Images of each subject before and 8-hours after surgery 

were compared to identify changes in facial expressions associated with these 

procedures by a trained treatment blind observer experienced in assessing facial 

expressions in other species (MCL). Based on these comparisons, the Horse 

Grimace Scale (HGS) was developed, and comprises six facial action units 

(FAUs): stiffly backwards ears, orbital tightening, tension above the eye area, 

prominent strained chewing muscles, mouth strained and pronounced chin, strained 

nostrils and flattening of the profile (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Horse Grimace Pain Scale (HGS). The Horse Grimace Pain Scale with images and 

explanations for each of the 6 facial action units (FAUs). Each FAU is scored according to 

whether it is not present (score of 0), moderately present (score of 1) and obliviously present 

(score of 2). 
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One hundred and twenty six images were randomly selected by a non-participating 

assistant with no experience of assessing pain in horses for further scoring (63 pre 

and 63 post procedure images). In order to maintain a balanced design for the 

statistical analysis, the image set comprised 1 or 2 pictures of each horse pre and 8-

hours post procedure (e.g. lateral images pre and post and frontal images pre and 

post). The 126 images were then scored in a random order using the Horse 

Grimace Scale by five treatment and session (pre or post-surgery) blind observers. 

A detailed hand out with the description of the six identified FAUs and the scoring 

system was distributed to the observers (see Figure 2). Briefly, for each image each 

observer was asked to give a score for each of FAU using a 3-point scale (0 = not 

present, 1 = moderately present, 2= obviously present). If the participant was 

unable to score a particular FAU clearly, they were asked to score it as ‘I don’t 

know’. The Horse Grimace Scale (HGS) score was determined by adding the 

individual scores for each of the six action units identified (stiffly backwards ears, 

orbital tightening, tension above the eye area, prominent strained chewing muscles, 

mouth strained and pronounced chin and strained nostrils and flattening of the 

profile) in each image. Consequently, the maximum possible HGS score was 12 

(i.e. a score of 2 for each of the 6 FAUs). In addition, the observers were asked to 

make a global pain judgment for each picture (no pain vs. pain) based upon their 

own clinical experience. If they deemed the individual to be in pain, then they were 

asked to score the intensity of that pain (mild, moderate or severe). In order to 

explore the effect of time (pre vs. post-procedure) and treatment (analgesia and 

surgery), the mean HGS scores were calculated for each image across all 

participants.  
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Observer selection 

Five observers were selected as they had expertise either with horses or scoring 

facial expressions. The observers had diverse backgrounds including horse welfare 

researchers, veterinary surgeons, research scientists and veterinary students. 

 

Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 19 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). 

Differences were considered to be statistically significant if P≤0.05. The data were 

tested for normality and homogeneity of variance using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and 

Levene test, respectively. CPS and HGS scores were not normally distributed and 

therefore the scores were transformed using square root transformation. Repeated 

Measures General Linear Model (RGLM) was used to analyse the data with the 

time points (pre and 8-hours post-procedure) as the within-subjects factor and the 

treatment group as the between-subjects factor. Any treatment effects were further 

investigated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with data from the separate time 

periods forming the dependent variables and treatment as the fixed effect. Post-hoc 

analysis of treatment group effects was conducted using Bonferroni post-hoc test. 

The reliability of HGS scale was determined using inter-class correlation 

coefficient (ICC) to compare mean scores for each of the facial action units across 

all the participants. Accuracy was determined by comparing the global pain and no 

pain judgement made by the treatment and period blind observers with actual pain 

state of the horse in each photograph. The reliability of the Composite Pain Scale 

scores were analysed using an inter-class correlation coefficient (ICC). Reliability 

of the manual behaviour analysis was assessed by means of independent parallel 

coding of a random sample of videotaped sessions (5 clips) using percentage 

agreement. Wilcoxon test was conducted to determine differences in behaviour 
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shown before and 8 hour after procedure. Spearman correlation coefficients were 

calculated to investigate the relationship between the CPS, HGS and behaviour.  

 

Results 

During this study, no horses required the administration of rescue analgesia or had 

to be removed from the study due to adverse events.  

Horse Grimace Scale (HGS) 

Time, treatment and time*treatment interaction had significant effects on HGS 

score (RGLM, P=0.000, P=0.007 and P=0.000, respectively; 
2
=0.03). In the pre-

procedure period there was no significant difference between the three treatments 

(ANOVA, P=0.84; 
2
=0.00). At eight-hours post-procedure the HGS score was 

significantly different between the three treatments (ANOVA, P=0.000; 
2
=0.11), 

with the HGS score being significantly higher in horses undergoing routine 

castration (Groups A and B) compared to the control group (Group C) (Bonferroni 

post-hoc, P=0.000 for both comparisons). No significant differences were found 

between groups with the single (A) or multiple (B) Flunixin administration 

(Bonferroni post-hoc, P=1.000) (see Figure 3). Example images and associated 

HGS scores of horses in groups undergoing castration compared to control are 

shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 3. Mean Horse Grimace Scale (HGS) scores pre and 8-hours post-procedure. HGS 

scores are presented on the y-axis (± 1 SE) for horses undergoing routine castration (A and 

B), and anaesthesia control group (C) with the pre and 8-hours post-procedure recordings on 
the x-axis (** P=0.000).  

 

Figure 4. Example images and HGS scores. Example images and associated HGS scores of 

the same horse pre (a; c) and 8-hours post-procedure (b; d). Images a and b underwent 

castration; c and d were control animals. 

Total observation time was approximately 40 minutes for scoring all the pictures. 

The average accuracy of global pain judgement was 73.3%, with false positives 
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being slightly more prevalent (17.0%) than misses (false negatives) (9.8%). 

Individual accuracy of participants varied from 67.5% to 77.8%. The Horse 

Grimace Scale demonstrated high inter observer reliability with an overall 

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) value of 0.92. The individual action units 

comprising the HGS also showed high ICC values of: 0.97 for stiffly backwards 

ears, 0.83 for orbital tightening, 0.86 for tension above the eye area, 0.88 for 

prominent strained chewing muscles, and 0.72 for mouth strained and pronounced 

chin. The only exception was for strained nostrils and flattening of the profile (ICC 

= 0.58). On average, all the six facial action units (FAUs) were assessed easily by 

all the participants, as shown by the percentage of “not able to score” ranging from 

0% for ear position to 21% for the tension above eye and strained mouth and 

pronounced chin (see Table 3). Front-view images were more difficult to score 

than profile view images, in particular for the evaluation of prominent strained 

chewing muscles and mouth strained and pronounced chin (46% and 81% 

respectively of “not able to score”). In profile view images, horses with dark-

brown or black coats were more difficult to score than grey and light brown coat, 

especially for the orbital tightening and prominent strained chewing muscles (12% 

and 16% respectively). 

 

Facial Action Units (FAUs) Not able to score (%) 

Stiffly backwards ears 0 
Orbital tightening 9 

Tension above the eye area 21 

Prominent strained chewing muscles 15 

Mouth strained and pronounced chin 21 
Strained nostrils and flattening of the profile 8 

Table 3. The percentage of “not able to score” for each Facial Action Unit identified. 

 

Composite Pain Scale (CPS) 
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Time, treatment and time*treatment interaction had significant effects on CPS 

score (RGLM, P=0.002, P=0.002 and P=0.050, respectively; 
2
=0.28). In the pre-

procedure period there was no significant difference between the treatments 

(ANOVA, P=0.65; 
2
=0.02). At eight-hours post-procedure the CPS score was 

significantly different between the three treatments (ANOVA, P=0.000; 
2
=0.41), 

with the CPS score being significantly higher in horses undergoing routine 

castration (Groups A and B) compared to the control group (Group C) (Bonferroni 

post-hoc, P=0.000 for both comparisons). No significant differences were found 

between groups with the single (A) or multiple (B) Flunixin administration 

(Bonferroni post-hoc, P=1.000) (see Figure 5). 

The CPS demonstrated good inter observer reliability between the two analgesic 

treatment blind observers with an overall ICC of 0.79. 

 

Figure 5. Mean Composite Pain Scale (CPS) scores pre and 8-hours post-procedure. CPS 

scores are presented on the y-axis (± 1 SE) for horses undergoing routine castration (A and 
B), and anaesthesia control group (C) with the pre and 8-hours post-procedure recordings on 

the x-axis (** P=0.000). 
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Behaviour analysis 

Percentage agreement between the 2 observers was more than 80% for all the 

behaviours. Many of the pain related behaviours were observed too infrequently to 

be meaningfully analysed. Low head carriage showed a tendency to increase in 

duration at 8-hours after castration (Wilcoxon, P=0.068) compared to baseline. 

Duration of exploration and alertness significantly decreased at 8-hours post-

castration (Wilcoxon, P=0.000 and P=0.008, respectively) compared to baseline. 

The composite maintenance behaviour score (comprising the sum of the duration 

of exploration, alertness and grooming) significantly decreased at 8-hours post-

surgery (148.1±21.7 sec) compared to pre (363.5±36.4 sec) (Wilcoxon, P=0.000). 

There was no significant effect of treatment A or B on either maintenance or pain 

related behaviours. Total observation time needed to analyse all the videos was 

approximately 20 hours. 

 

Relationship between behaviour, CPS and HGS 

The HGS score was correlated positively with the CPS score (Spearman 

correlation, r=0.580, P=0.000) and negatively with duration of explorative 

behaviour (Spearman correlation, r=-0.461, P=0.002). The HGS score was 

negatively correlated with the composite maintenance behaviour score (Spearman 

correlation, r=0.508, P=0.001).  

 

Discussion 

Despite the severity of pain associated with routine castration in horses being 

contentious [10,38,39], the findings of previous studies [2–4,40] have 

demonstrated that this procedure is associated with some degree of pain. An 

untreated control group undergoing castration without any analgesic treatment was 
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not included in this study for both ethical and welfare reasons, as pain can cause a 

long lasting welfare issue in horses [40]. Although better balanced control group 

would be preferable, the control group used in this study to evaluate the effect of 

general anaesthesia on HGS was similar (in size, age, sex, and clinical conditions) 

to control groups presented in other scientific studies on the assessment of pain in 

horses [14,17]. As general anaesthesia for horses is not without risks for health and 

welfare [41], recruit more horses or healthy stallions to have a more homogenous 

control group would be questionable for both ethical and welfare reasons. This 

study has identified changes in facial expressions in horses undergoing surgical 

castration that appear to be similar to those previously described in other species 

[20–23], with some subtle variation due to differences in the species subjected to a 

variety of painful conditions. Changes in ear position, orbital tightening and some 

tension in the chewing muscles are largely similar to those described in other 

“grimace scales” [20–23]. In this study, differences in Horse Grimace Scale scores 

were observed following a routine surgical castration, with an increase in scores 

from pre to 8-hours post-procedure. Importantly, no differences in the HGS scores 

were found in control horses, undergoing general anaesthesia for non-invasive 

procedures, demonstrating that general anaesthesia has no effect on the HGS. Pain 

related behaviours and physiological parameters assessed using the Composite 

Pain Scale [16,17] showed a similar pattern to that of the HGS, with only horses 

undergoing routine castration exhibiting differences in score between the pre and 

8-hours post-surgery periods. Low mean CPS scores in relation to the maximum 

possible score were likely due to the fact that an analgesic treatment was 

administrated to all the castrated horses and that the CPS was originally developed 

for a broad spectrum of pain intensities (e.g. orthopaedic pain). Our results confirm 

the findings of other authors [4] that duration of exploration and alertness 

decreased in horses between pre and 8-hours post-surgical procedure. The horses 
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showing high HGS scores also exhibited high Composite Pain Scale scores and 

low duration of explorative behaviour, alertness and grooming 8-hours post-

surgery. Differently from other species (e.g. dogs, mice), grooming in horses was 

never reported to be linked to stress or suffering; whilst several authors reported 

that, in healthy horses, a considerable portion of the daily time budget can be 

consumed with grooming [42,43]. It has been clearly demonstrated previously that 

pain in horses can be expressed through the exhibition of general non-specific 

indicators such as decrease in normal activity, lowered head carriage, fixed stare, 

rigid stance and reluctance to move [4,15]. In a preliminary study on castration 

pain in horses, Eager and colleagues also found that grooming decreased six hours 

post-operatively[44]. In the present study horses undergoing routine castration 

showed the tendency to keep their head in a lower position 8-hours post-surgery. 

Although non-specific behavioural indicators of pain in equids are considered not 

to correlate strictly with severity of pain [15], the tendency to carry the head below 

the withers is of relevance because several authors reported that lower head 

carriage is shown in case of chronic or severe pain [18,45]. The results of this 

study demonstrate that the HGS is a potentially effective method of assessing 

castration related pain in horses. Horse Grimace Scale scores significantly 

increased from pre to post castration and were unaffected by anaesthesia alone 

indicating that the action units relate directly to post procedure pain and/or distress. 

As there was no difference in the HGS between the two analgesic treatment 

groups, we are unable to fully differentiate between post-procedure pain and 

distress in this study. However, the significant difference between control and 

treatment groups and correlation between HGS, CPS and some non-specific 

behavioural indicators of pain suggest that the action units comprising the HGS are 

likely to change in response to pain. There are two potential explanations for lack 

of difference in HGS scores between those horses receiving a single pre-operative 
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administration (Group A) and those receiving a pre and post-operative 

administrations (Group B) of Flunixin. It is possible that both the HGS and CPS 

were insufficiently sensitive to discriminate between effects of the analgesic 

schedules used. Alternatively, the two administrations of 1.1 mg/kg of Flunixin 6 

hours apart (i.e. pre and post operatively) may not provide greater pain relief than a 

single pre-operative administration. Duration of pain relief of Flunixin is 

contradictory, Johnson et al. [46] found that additional Flunixin was needed 

12,8±4,3h after surgery, for this reason we decided to give a second dose of 

Flunixin before the 8-hour measurement (12,8-4,3 = 8,5 h minus time for oral 

absorption of Flunixin). As we did not include untreated control group undergoing 

castration without any analgesic treatment in this study for ethical and welfare 

reasons we are unable to provide insight into which explanation is correct. 

Therefore, further studies investigating the HGS, CPS and behavioural indicators 

of pain as well as the efficacy of 1.1 mg/kg of Flunixin and other analgesics with 

routine castration are needed to answer the above question.  

The overall accuracy of the HGS (73.3%) was slightly lower than that of the other 

“grimace scales” (97% for the mouse grimace scale [20], 82% for the rat grimace 

scale [21], and 84% for the rabbit grimace scale [23]). The most likely explanation 

for this, is a combination of a slightly lower quality for some of the images used 

compared to those scored in other grimace scales and considerable variation in coat 

colour of the horses observed. Coat colour of the horse combined with the quality 

of some of the images meant that dark horses were often more difficult to score 

than those with lighter coats, especially if the background was dark. This issue has 

already been observed in mice [20,47] where the higher the quality of the images 

and a contrasting background allowed the observers to more accurately score the 

images. Four out of six control horses had a light coat which allowed easier scoring 
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meaning that the finding that the control horses did not present any differences in 

HGS before and after anaesthesia is highly reliable.  

The inter observer reliability (as measured by inter-class correlation coefficients 

[ICC]) of the overall HGS and its component action units was similar to those of 

the mouse grimace scale (0.90) [20], rat grimace scale (0.90) [21] and rabbit 

grimace scale (0.91) [23]. As with other grimace scales applied to animals (e.g. 

rodents & rabbits), the observers in this study gave images of the horses in a non-

painful state (e.g. pre-procedure) low but not zero scores which is inevitable when 

using a scale that is a composite of six individual action units. In a non-painful 

state these action units can be observed occasionally in isolation at a low intensity 

(score of 1 rather than 2), for example if an image is taken of a horse as it ‘blinks,’ 

then an observer may give orbital tightening a score of 1 or 2 but it is likely that 

they will score 0 for all the other action units. It is unlikely that HGS scores lower 

than two were due to stress related to being in a novel environment as all the horses 

were acclimated to the new environment. Using the Horse Grimace Scale to score 

horses ‘live’ rather than from images will help to solve this issue. The use of Horse 

Grimace Scale for scoring post-operative pain has distinct advantages over that of 

manual behaviour analysis, which can be complex due to the a greater number of 

behaviours that potentially need to be scored. Behaviour-based assessments appear 

to be more time-consuming to conduct (analysis time was 20 hours for behavioural 

based assessment compared to 40 minutes for the HGS). Furthermore, changes in 

facial expressions in the horses were detectable, without the need of approaching 

the subject, and by observers with differing expertise with only the HGS manual 

for guidance.  

The HGS requires some further validation for assessing post castration pain (for 

instance in horse with administration of flunixin compared to horses with flunixin 

associated with an opioid post-surgery, considering longer follow up intervals) and 
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could be further developed for other potentially painful procedures before it can be 

considered fully validated. Further studies could also be conducted to identify 

facial action units associated with other states such as fear and anxiety so that we 

are able to differentiate pain from these other states. Among the limitations of other 

routinely used methods of assessing pain in horses, there is considerable concern 

that prey species have evolved the ability to mask obvious signs of pain under 

specific circumstances (i.e. the presence of a predator such as humans). In humans 

it has been demonstrated pain related facial expressions cannot be completely 

suppressed by voluntary control [28] and in another prey species, for example the 

rabbit, it has been demonstrated that facial expressions are an easy and reliable 

cage-side method of assessing acute pain associated with ear tattooing in the 

presence of an observer [23]. It has been shown that humans tend to focus on head 

and face when assessing pain in humans [28] and rabbits [29] therefore this method 

could represent a reliable and feasible method that utilises the natural human 

instinct. Furthermore, HGS could be used as an animal-based indicator of 

spontaneously emitted pain, and it may provide insights into the experience of pain 

in horses in their own environment, and so be a useful tool in the assessment of 

horse welfare on-farm. Even though further evaluation of the HGS is required, the 

present results suggests that HGS may offer a reliable tool for assessing post-

castration pain than other routinely used methods. 
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Abstract 

The aim of our research was to assess feasibility and validity of a fear test in adult 

sport horses and to investigate whether the exposure to a fearful stimulus induces a 

change in eye temperature. Fifty horses aged 14±6 years of different breed and 

gender entered the study. For each horse, a caretaker was asked to fill in a 

validated temperament questionnaire. A novel object fear test (NOT), has been 

selected from literature to examine fearfulness. Temperature of the lacrimal 

caruncle was measured pre-test and post-test on 22 horses, representative of the 

whole sample. In order to assess discriminant validity of the NOT three human-

animal relationship tests were performed on the same horses. Data were analyzed 

with descriptive, non-parametric and multivariate statistic methods. No significant 

differences were found between female and geldings for any of the measured 

variables. Horses that were described by caretakers as more prone to panic, 
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vigilant, excitable, skittish and nervous (p < 0.001), needed significantly longer 

time to re-approach the novel object (p < 0.01). Eye temperature was significantly 

higher after the NOT compared to basal (p < 0.01), with subjects who did not re-

approach the novel object tending to present larger increases (p < 0.10). Horses 

showing more fear related responses to the NOT did not show more negative 

reactions to humans during the human-animal tests. These results suggest that, to 

some extent, the NOT predicts horses’ behaviour in real on-farm situations. Our 

findings reject the hypothesis that reactivity to humans and general fearfulness 

belong to the same basic feature of temperament. Importantly, infrared 

thermography proved to be useful in assessing physiological reactions of fear in 

horses.  

 

Keywords: fear test, horse, infrared thermography, validity, welfare 
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Introduction 

Fear in domestic animals has been defined by Boissy (1998) as a reaction of the 

perception of actual danger. Fear responses are characterized by behavioral and 

physiological modifications (Forkman et al., 2007): active defense (attack, 

menace), active flight (hiding, escape) and passive avoidance (freezing) are some 

of the behaviors that are frequently related to an underlying emotion of fear in 

animals (Erhard and Mendl, 1999). When experiencing fear, cardiovascular 

changes occur in different parts of the body with the ultimate effect of increasing 

perfusion pressure and redirecting blood follow to the Central Nervous System and 

skeletal musculature. Farm horses may be subject to different fearful events, for 

example, being transported and competing in different environments with novel 

stimuli and sounds (McGreevy and McLean, 2010), being approached by 

unfamiliar people or undergoing many diverse handling and management 

procedures. Horses, as prey animals, have a tendency to escape from frightening 

stimuli and may show flight reactions which can be dangerous for both horse and 

man (Christensen et al., 2008, 2005; McGreevy and McLean, 2010): Keeling 

(1999) demonstrated that in equitation sports, many serious human injuries occur 

as a result of unexpected horse fear reactions. Because owners often misunderstand 

the reason for the development of such behaviors in their horses, attempts at 

correcting them often involve suppression or punishment based approaches 

(Hothersall and Casey, 2012). Although repeated subjugation of undesirable fear 

responses may ultimately appear to solve the overt behavioral reaction, this method 

can cause short- or long-term stress (McGreevy and McLean, 2010) and can 

worsen the problem or lead to the development of alternative avoidance strategies 

such as abnormal behaviors (Hothersall and Casey, 2012). Besides possible 

problems caused by inappropriate human reactions to fear displays, a long-term 

negative emotional state related to fear can per se cause chronic stress and reduced 
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welfare (Dantzer and Mormede, 1983; Désiré et al., 2006; Minch et al., 2008; 

Willner et al., 1992).  

Due to the aforementioned reasons, it is blatantly obvious that fear in horses plays 

an important role in their welfare, and thus it is important that it is recognized and 

assessed accordingly. Various fear tests have been used to determine temperament 

characteristics in horses: novel object (e.g. Anderson et al., 1999; Christensen et 

al., 2008, 2005; Seaman et al., 2002; Visser et al., 2003b, 2002; Wolff et al., 

1997a), novel arena (e.g. Le Scolan et al., 1997; Seaman et al., 2002; Wolff et al., 

1997a), restraint and human fear tests (e.g. Le Scolan et al., 1997; Visser et al., 

2003b, 2001; Wolff et al., 1997a). The novel object test (NOT) is an experimental 

situation where the animal is exposed to an unknown stimulus to provoke a fear 

reaction. Although it is not possible to attribute a given measure to any single 

emotion, time to approach the new stimulus appears to be one of the most 

appropriate indicators of fearfulness (Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011; Wolff et al., 

1997b). Feasibility under field conditions and ease and duration of fear tests are 

important characteristics for them to be applied as well as reliability and validity 

(Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011). Validity means the degree to which a test measures 

what it purports to measure (Martin and Bateson, 1993; Weiblinger et al., 2006). 

Predictive validity measures the ability of an indicator to predict some later 

criterion (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). In order to assess predictive validity of fear 

tests, different studies investigated their correlation with surveys via questionnaires 

which aimed to detect those characteristics of temperament in horses that influence 

their habitual behavior (e.g. Anderson et al., 1999; Le Scolan et al., 1997; 

Momozawa et al., 2007, 2003; Morris et al., 2002a, 2002b). Respondents were 

generally caretakers or riding teachers who were familiar with horses, thus their 

responses were based on long-term observation and were not influenced by a 
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temporary change in equine behavior, which may occur in behavioral tests 

(Momozawa et al., 2005).  

Discriminant validity analyzes the divergence between measures of conceptually 

unrelated concepts, for instance fear and human-animal relationship, and has 

seldom been evaluated for fear tests (Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011; Visser et al., 

2003b). Convergent validity regards the relationships between independent 

measures of the same conceptually related construct (Weiblinger et al., 2006). 

Assessment of convergent validity of fear tests usually considers whether their 

outcome is related to physiological changes due to fear. Some of the most 

frequently used physiological indicators are heart rate (e.g. Christensen et al., 

2008; Momozawa et al., 2003), heart rate variability (e.g. Rietmann et al., 2004; 

Stewart et al., 2008c; Visser et al., 2002; von Borell et al., 2007), cortisol 

concentration (e.g. Anderson et al., 1999; Cook et al., 2001; Flauger et al., 2010; 

Stewart et al., 2008a) and Infrared Thermography (IRT). Infrared Thermography 

can be used to detect changes in peripheral blood flow (which causes changes in 

body heat) as a response to fear induced stress. Studies in different animal species 

have revealed that after a stressing event, the small areas around the posterior 

border of the eyelid and the caruncula lacrimalis change temperature; this area has 

rich capillary beds innervated by the sympathetic system (e.g. McGreevy et al., 

2012; Stewart et al., 2009, 2007) and thus represents an ideal place for measuring 

local changes in blood flow resulting from tuning of the Autonomic Nervous 

System. Stewart et al. (2007) measured an increase in eye temperature in cows 

after intramuscular injection of ACTH, CRH and epinephrine. Research done on 

different species correlated increased eye temperature with cortisol concentrations 

in response to pain (Stewart et al., 2008b, 2008c), stress (Ludwig et al., 2007; 

Stewart et al., 2007; Valera et al., 2012) and fear (Stewart et al., 2008a). In a study 

on horses undergoing stressful situations Valera et al. (2012) found that the eye 
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temperature increased as a consequence of stress. Similar results were found by 

Hall et al. (2001) who found a higher eye temperature in horses lunged with the 

Pessoa Training Aid (held responsible for increasing the psychological stress 

during training) than horses without. Bartolomé et al. (2013), were able to 

demonstrate a correlation between an increase in heart rate and eye temperature 

after jumping competitions. Cook et al. (2001) investigated the underlying causes 

of increase in eye temperature in horses and found that it was correlated to 

activation of the HPA axis.  

To our knowledge changes in superficial temperature during fear exposure have 

never been studied before in horses. This study aims to assess the feasibility and 

predictive, convergent, discriminant validity of a fear test in adult sport horses and 

investigates whether the exposure to a fearful stimulus induces a thermographic 

change in eye temperature.  

 

Methods 

This study was conducted in agreement with ISAE ethical guidelines (ISAE Ethics 

Committee, 2002) on adult non-pregnant horses and no animals underwent more 

than minimal distress. In addition, if horses displayed any hyper-reactive behaviour 

that could compromise the horse or the assessors’ safety, the test was immediately 

stopped and the observer left the box (this was recorded as a result). 

 

2.1 Animals 

Experiments took place from January to May 2013 at six different farms in North 

of Italy. A total of 50 adult riding horses (mean age 14±6 years) of different sex 

(30 geldings, 16 mares, 4 stallions) were used in the study. Horse breeds were 

variously distributed and comprised warmblood horses, draft horses and 
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thoroughbreds. All horses were stabled in single boxes with daily access to group 

paddocks for one-10 hours. Straw bedding was used on two farms, whereas horses 

were kept on wood shavings on the remaining three farms. Horses were fed three 

times a day with hay and concentrated industrial feed, depending on the type of 

activity they carried out. Water was provided ad libitum.  

 

2.2 Questionnaire survey 

For each horse, a caretaker was asked to fill out a questionnaire developed and 

validated by Momozawa et al. (2005), containing 20 questions regarding horse 

temperament (table 2.1). The responses were ranked on a scale from one to nine, 

with one being the lowest rank for each item.  
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Items  Description (This horse tends to...) 1             -  9 
Nervousness become nervous about insects, noises, 

etc. 

Calm   Nervous 

Concentration  be trainable and undisturbed by the 

environment  

Poor  Excellent 

Self-reliance  be at ease if left alone away from the 

herd  

Restless   At ease 

Trainability  be trained easily and promptly  Poor   Excellent 

Excitability  get excited easily  Not 

excitable  

 Excitable 

Friendliness 
toward people 

be never aggressive or fearful  
 

Unfriendly   Friendly 

Curiosity  be interested in novel objects and 

approach them  

Rarely  Frequently 

Memory  memorize what it learned or was trained  Poor   Excellent 
Panic  get excited to an abnormal extent  Never   Frequently 

Cooperation  be cooperative with a caretaker when 

handled  

Never   Always 

Inconsistent emotionality 
be unpredictable from day to day  

Consistent   Inconsistent 

Stubbornness  be obstinate once it resists a command  Obedient   Stubborn 

Docility  be docile in general  Active   Docile 

Vigilance  be vigilant about surroundings  Never   Always 
Perseverance  be patient with various stimuli  Impatient   Patient 

Friendliness 

toward horses 

interact with other horses in a friendly 

manner  

Unfriendly   Friendly 

Competitiven
ess  

be dominant in antagonistic encounters 
with other horses 

Subordinate  
 

 Dominant 

Skittishness get surprised easily  Not skittish   Skittish 

Timidity  be timid in a novel environment  Audacious   Timid 

Trailer  entrance go easily through the trailer 
door  

Rarely   Always 

Table 2.1 - Questionnaire items from Momozawa et al. 2005 

 

2.3 Behavioral tests 

Four behavior tests were chosen and are described in paragraphs 2.3.1 to 2.3.4. All 

tests were conducted on the same day and in the same housing conditions. Horses 

were tested at least one hour before work and between meals to avoid possible 

distractions and confounding food motivation. A map of the facility was drawn 
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before testing the horses in order to facilitate the randomization of the testing 

order. To avoid habituation, horses kept in adjacent boxes were not tested 

consecutively. The test order was designed to firstly measure reactivity to a human, 

followed by the fear test. Two female experimenters (aged 24-28yrs), experienced 

in the field of animal welfare (one a veterinarian and researcher in the field of 

applied ethology, the other a final year student of animal welfare) conducted the 

tests. The first assessor performed the tests, while the second assessor scored the 

reactions of the horse to the different tests (from a distance, without interfering 

with the test performance). To maintain consistency, the assessors always wore the 

same type and color of clothing at all the farms, including appropriate safety 

clothing (e.g. accident prevention shoes) to reduce the risk of injury. Preventive 

safety measures always included making sure that there were no obvious physical 

hazards in the environment. Prior to the first assessment, both assessors 

familiarized themselves with the tests by researching relevant scientific literature 

and performing preliminary practical trials with a trainer known to the horses and 

familiar with the experimental procedures.  

 

2.3.1 Fear Test (NOT) 

For the fear test (NOT) an object which was not familiar to the horses was used. 

The procedure was derived and adapted from the work conducted by Górecka-

Bruzda et al. (2011). A green, 1.5 l, plastic bottle, filled with small stones and 

attached by a 4 m cord, was placed at the box entrance and the cord was hung over 

the box door to keep the bottle at a height of approximately 1.5 m. In the original 

test the plastic container was placed next to the feeding bucket. The latency time to 

explore (sniffing, touching) the novel object was measured (first latency). When 

the horse approached, or after 300 seconds, the experimenter released the cord 

allowing the bottle to drop, thus emitting an unexpected, muffled noise. Latency to 
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re-approach the bottle was then measured (second latency). The test was 

considered finished when the horse re-approached the bottle or after 300 seconds. 

 

2.3.2 Avoidance Distance Test (AD) 

At a distance of 2 m from the door of the horse-box, the observer waited until the 

horse’s attention was directed towards them, and then slowly began to approach 

the horse at approximately one step per second. The observer never made direct 

eye contact with the horse; conversely they kept their eyes focused on the muzzle 

and an arm raised in front of them at an angle of 45⁰, with the palm facing 

downwards. The test terminated at any point when the horse showed an avoidance 

reaction (taking steps away from the observer or turning of the head). In such 

instances, a score of 0 was assigned. If the horse remained stationary and accepted 

being touched by the observer, a score of 1 was recorded. 

 

2.3.3 Voluntary Animal Approach Test (VAA) 

The assessor stood in front of the horse-box with their body at an angle of 

approximately 45°, and placed one hand on the box door whilst remaining 

motionless for 20 seconds. The latency until the horse approached and touched the 

hand was measured. If the horse did not approach the experimenter, a score of 

“more than 20 seconds” was given. The behavior of the horse was also recorded on 

a three-point scale: 0 was given when the horse was aggressive (ears back, trying 

to kick, trying to bite, rearing); 1 when the horse showed no interest in human 

presence; 2 when the horse was interested and friendly (sniffing, turning the head 

toward the observer, approaching). 

2.3.4 Forced Human Approach Test (FHA) 

Once the horse had touched the experimenter or after a period of 20 seconds had 

passed with no signs of aggression shown, the assessor entered the box and 
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approached the horse. Remaining approximately 0.5 m from the animal, the 

assessor placed a hand on the horse’s neck and walked slowly to the rear of the 

horse maintaining contact with the horse. The behavior toward the observer was 

recorder on a three-point scale: 0 was given when the horse did not allow the 

observer to touch them; 1 when the horse allowed the observer to touch them but 

then tried to move away; 2 when the horse allowed the touch and was interested 

and friendly. 

 

2.4 Infrared Thermography 

On a group of subjects (N=22) from 3 farms and representative of the whole 

sample, eye temperature pre-test and post-test was evaluated. This group was 

composed of horses of different breed and gender (10 mares, four stallions and 

eight geldings), aged between three and 27 years (mean=13). An infrared camera 

(NEC AVIO TVS500, Nippon Avionics Co., LTD, Tokyo, Japan) with standard 

optic system was used to record the temperature (°C) of the lacrimal caruncle. The 

thermographic infrared images were captured by a certified technician (E.H.).  

Lacrimal caruncle was chosen as target area based on information derived from 

(Bartolomé et al., 2013; Cook et al., 2001; McGreevy et al., 2012; Stewart et al., 

2009) and because its temperature is not influenced by the presence of hair. In our 

study it was not possible to regulate room temperature and humidity but they were 

relatively stable across all situations.  

To optimize the accuracy of the thermographic image and to reduce sources of 

noise, before every work session the same image of a Lambert surface was taken to 

define the radiance emission and to nullify the effect of surface reflections on 

tested animals (Mallick et al., 2005). Only images perfectly on focus were used. To 

determine the caruncle temperature, Grayess IRT analyzer 6.0 software (Grayess, 

2007) was used and the maximum temperature (°C) within a circular area traced 
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around the area was measured. This maximum value was used for subsequent 

analysis.  

All the horses undergoing this procedure were accustomed to being restrained with 

head collar and a loose rope. In order to collect sharp images without using 

potentially stressful restraint methods, all the thermographic images were taken 

while the subject was gently restrained by holding the lead rope fixed to the head 

collar, allowing enough movement away from the approaching observer should the 

horse want to retreat. All horses were scanned from the same angle (90°) and 

distance (approximately 0.5 m) inside their own box. Five images were taken 

before and five images immediately after the test. All thermographic data were 

analyzed with Grayess-IRTAnalyzer (GRAYESS Inc., Bradenton, FL, USA) 

software. 

 

2.5 Statistics 

Data was entered into Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation 2010) and then 

analyzed with SPPS statistical package (IBM SPSS Statistic 21). Descriptive 

statistics including relative proportions, minimum and maximum values, median, 

mean and standard deviations were calculated. The data was tested for normality 

using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The U Mann-Withney test was used to verify 

if the gender of the horses affected the questionnaire scores or the test outcomes. 

Differences were considered to be statistically significant if p ≤ 0.05. Factor 

analysis was performed using the principle factor method for factor extraction, to 

evaluate any relationship between questionnaire items. A correlation matrix with 

varimax rotation was used, and factor scores were calculated for horses when the 

factor’s Eigen value was greater than 1. A TwoStep Cluster analysis with 

automatic determination of the number of clusters was performed on questionnaire 

items relating to “fearfulness/anxiety” (as determined by Factor analysis) and 
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outcomes of the NOT, in order to identify groups of horses that are similar to each 

other for the considered variables. The TwoStep clustering algorithm handles both 

continuous and categorical variables, continuous variables are z-standardized by 

default in order to make them comparable. The U Mann-Withney test was used to 

verify if horses assigned to different clusters significantly differed for the 

considered variables. A match-paired Wilcoxon’s test was used to compare 

thermographic data before and after the test and analysis of variance ANOVA was 

used to compare thermographic variations between horses who did or did not 

approach the novel object. The Kruskall Wallis ANOVA test was used to evaluate 

if horses showing more intense fear reactions to the NOT also showed higher 

reactivity to human-animal tests. 

 

Results and discussion 

The startling novel object test chosen as a reference (Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011) 

and further refined in this study was selected because it is used in horses for 

measuring fear and its validity has been confirmed in previous scientific work 

(Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011), although only in cold blood horses. It was also 

promising in terms of feasibility as it is of simple execution, it can be performed in 

the horse home box and its lead time is relatively short. However, prior to 

considering implementation in an on-farm welfare assessment protocol, refinement 

of the original test was deemed necessary to avoid possible conflicting motivations 

initially caused by proximity of the novel object to the food bucket. Our results 

revealed that the NOT was feasible under field conditions in sport horses. No 

safety issues were encountered, no tests had to be interrupted because of dangerous 

reactions of horses and all owners showed good acceptability of the procedure 

adopted to test the animals. Total time required to perform the test revealed 
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substantial individual variability, ranging from 0 to 600 sec (mean 141±177 sec), 

mean latency time to first approach the bottle was 23±45 sec, and horses needed 

27±34 sec to re-approach the bottle after it had been dropped in the box. 

Six caretakers completed a questionnaire for each of the 50 tested horses. Table 3.1 

reports the scores (min, max, median and standard deviation) of each questionnaire 

item. Horses were prevalently described by their caretakers as trainable, friendly 

towards people, with a good memory, cooperative, docile and were easy to get onto 

the trailer, as attested by high scores in these descriptors. 

 

Items Min - Max Median SD 

Nervousness 1-8 4 2 

Concentration 2-9 7 2 

Self-Reliance 3-9 

2-9 

1-5 

2-9 

1-9 

3-9 

1-9 

5-9 

1-9 

1-9 

3-9 

1-9 

1-9 

1-9 

1-9 

1-9 

1-8 

4-9 

7 2 

Trainability 7 2 

Excitability 7 2 

Friendliness Toward People 8 2 

Curiosity 7 2 

Memory 7 2 

Panic 4 2 

Cooperation 8 1 

Inconsistent emotionality 3 2 

Stubbornness 3 2 

Docility 8 2 

Vigilance 5 3 

Perseverance 7 2 

Friendliness Toward Horses 7 2 

Competitiveness 6 2 

Skittishness 4 2 

Timidity 4 2 

Trailer 8 1 

Table 3.1 - Descriptive results of horse scores on the different questionnaire items. 
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No significant differences were found in questionnaire scores or NOT results 

between females and geldings (U Mann-Whitney p > 0.05). This finding is 

consistent with what was found by several authors (Bartolomé et al., 2013; 

Kędzierski and Janczarek, 2009; Rietmann et al., 2004; Seaman et al., 2002; Visser 

et al., 2002; Wolff et al., 1997b) but is in contrast to studies by Momozawa et al. 

(2007) and Maros et al. (2010) who found differences between sexes in the 

response to a behavioral isolation test (Momozawa et al., 2007) and in the behavior 

following a response to familiar humans (Maros et al., 2010). These dissimilarities 

between researches may be attributed to the diverse temperamental traits 

investigated using different experimental settings. Results of this study confirm 

that horse gender does not affect fearfulness: most of the differences between 

subjects seem to relate to individual behavioral differences.  

 

3.1 Predictive validity 

In order to assess predictive validity of the NOT, the correlation with a validated 

questionnaire (Momozawa et al., 2005) was investigated. Most results concerning 

predictive validity are similar to those obtained by Górecka-Bruzda et al. (2011) in 

cold blood horses. Table 3.2 shows the outcomes of the PCA performed on the 

scores of the questionnaire items. The analysis identified four main factors with 

Eigenvectors greater than 1, which together explain 61.9% of the variation between 

horses. Figure 3.1 represents the PCA loadings on the first two factors. The first 

factor, accounting for 31.3% of the total variance, shows high negative loadings for 

“nervousness”, “excitability”, “panic”, “inconsistent emotionality”, “skittishness”, 

suggesting that horses registering high negative scores on this factor can be 

described as more fearful/anxious than horses with high positive scores. The 

second factor accounts for 13.6% of the total variance and shows high positive 

loadings for “trainability”, “memory” and “vigilance”, suggesting that horses 
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scoring high on this factor can be described as more “trainable”. The meaning of 

the other two factors, accounting for 10.2% and 6.6% of the total variance 

respectively, seems more elusive. The third factor shows high loadings for 

“curiosity” and “stubbornness”. Only “competitiveness” belongs to factor four, so 

this factor retains the name “competitiveness”. The results of two questionnaire 

items -“stubbornness” and “friendliness toward horses”- are difficult to explain 

unambiguously as they appear not to be meaningfully associated with the others. 

One possible explanation is that the owners interpreted these questions differently. 
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Factor Eigen Value % Of Variance 

Explained 

Cumulative Variance Explained 

PC1 6,264 31,319 31,319 

PC2 2,734 13,671 44,990 

PC3 2,047 10,234 55,224 

PC4 1,338 6,688 61,912 

    
Items PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 

Nervousness -,706 ,007 ,170 ,016 

Concentration ,641 ,403 -,238 -,303 

Self-Reliance ,627 ,238 -,243 ,249 

Trainability ,544 ,547 ,305 ,029 

Excitability -,702 ,428 -,023 ,287 

Friendliness Toward People ,510 -,418 ,072 ,504 

Curiosity ,263 -,188 -,688 ,164 

Memory ,457 ,564 -,098 -,150 

Panic -,717 ,262 -,081 ,243 

Cooperation ,558 ,070 ,340 ,304 

Inconsistent emotionality -,752 -,168 -,023 ,034 

Stubbornness -,451 -,428 -,628 -,155 

Docility ,594 -,182 ,315 ,170 

Vigilance -,390 ,599 ,192 ,209 

Perseverance ,631 ,129 ,213 -,056 

Friendliness Toward Horses ,107 -,735 ,252 ,068 

Competitiveness -,187 ,301 -,356 ,571 

Skittishness -,798 ,145 ,234 ,194 

Timidity -,463 -,227 ,613 -,103 

Trailer ,488 -,328 ,030 ,420 

Table 3.2 - Outcomes of the PCA of the recorded questionnaire items. 
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Figure 3.1 - PCA loading plot of the questionnaire items on the first two factors. 

 

A TwoStep Cluster analysis was performed on questionnaire items relating to 

“fearfulness/anxiety” (negative loadings on the first factor) and latency to approach 

and re-approach the bottle in the fear test, in order to identify groups of horses that 

are similar to each other for the considered variables. Two clusters were found 

based on the seven input variables selected. Seventy-seven percent (N=26) of the 

horses were assigned to the first cluster and 48% (N=24) to the second. Horses in 

cluster 2 needed significantly more time to approach the bottle after it was dropped 

(U Mann-Whitney p < 0.01) and were described by their caretakers as more prone 
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to panic, vigilant, excitable, skittish and nervous (U Mann-Whitney p < 0.001) 

(Figure 3.2). However, they did not differ in the latency time to approach the bottle 

when it was first placed at the box entrance (U Mann-Whitney p > 0.05). The 

bottle, when used as a static novel object, probably did not possess features that 

induced a clear reaction of fear enabling the differentiation of horses with various 

levels of fearfulness. Other studies revealed a moderate correlation between 

behavior test outcomes and subjective evaluations of horse temperament provided 

by caretakers (Flentje, 2008; McCall et al., 2006; Visser et al., 2003b), i.e. 

Momozawa et al. (2007, 2003) found comparable results in studies investigating 

correlations between the caretakers’ responses about ordinary behaviors, heart rate, 

behavior and latency times recorded during a Balloon Reaction Test or an isolation 

stress test. Although questionnaire surveys have the advantage of being based on 

long-term observation, they have the flaw of being subject to bias based on 

respondents’ personal beliefs and temperament. Moreover, they should be carried 

out solely among those who are familiar with the behaviour of horses under 

different circumstances, as was the case in this study. When feasible and valid, 

behavior tests represent a preferable asset to people who deal with horse 

temperament evaluation in a broad range of facilities. Relationships between 

results of the NOT and evaluation of caretakers suggest that, to some extent, the 

NOT outcomes represent a fearfulness trait which is relatively stable over time 

allowing us to validate the test. 
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*U Mann-Whitney p < 0.001. Cluster 1=26 horses, Cluster 2=24 horses 

Figure 3.2 - Proportion of horses with different questionnaire scores in the two clusters. 

 

3.2 Convergent validity 

Convergent validity of the NOT was evaluated by examining relations between the 

test outcomes and variation of lacrimal caruncle temperature. This study shows for 

the first time that lacrimal caruncle temperature of horses undergoing the NOT was 

significantly higher (Wilcoxon’s p < 0.01) after the test compared to basal, 

indicating the presence of a physiological response to the test. Examples of 

thermographic pictures taken before and after the NOT are presented in Figure 3.3 

(columns B and C, respectively). As shown in the figure, the temperature of the 

caruncle was higher in the post-test period (yellow and white areas), whereas it was 

relatively low before the NOT (orange areas).  
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Figure 3.3 - An example of changes in caruncle temperature of three horses. A. Visible 

photographs B. Thermographic images before the NOT. C. Thermographic images after the 

NOT. 

 

Also Nakayama et al. (2005) detected transient increases in temperature in the eye 

regions of four macachi resus (Macaca mulatta) during the stimulation of a 

potentially threatening person. Increased caruncle temperature was described by 

Stewart et al. (2007) in dairy cows injected with ACTH, CRH and epinephrine; 

although, the same authors reported contradictory findings in cattle undergoing 

fear-eliciting (being hit with a plastic tube on the rump, being startled by the 
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sudden waving of a plastic bag, restraint, electric prod, startled accompanied by 

shouting) (Stewart et al., 2008a) or painful stimuli (disbudding with or without 

local anesthetic) (Stewart et al., 2008b). A possible reason for discrepancy between 

these studies may be due to the nature of the fear stimuli used, as some of them 

might have caused pain besides fear. The magnitude of temperature variation was 

related to the intensity of reaction to the NOT: subjects who did not re-approach 

the bottle after it had been dropped in the box had a higher increase in lacrimal 

caruncle temperature (ANOVA p < 0.1) (Figure 3.4). These results confirm that 

horses who experienced intense negative emotions during the fear test presented 

more evident behavioral signs related to fear (they do not re-approach the bottle) 

and higher variation in lacrimal caruncle temperature. Analogously to Vianna and 

Carrive (2005), who investigated changes in laboratory rats undergoing a 

conditioned fear response to footshock chambers and who found that tail 

temperature was sensitive to the level of arousal, the findings of the present study 

suggest that the stronger the arousal, the stronger the physiological response.  
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* ANOVA p < 0.1 

Figure 3.4 - Caruncle temperature variation after fear test.  

 

3.3 Discriminant validity 

Discriminant validity of the NOT was studied by examining the possible 

relationship with fear of people. Table 3.3 shows descriptive results of the three 

human-animal relationship tests. Fifty-six percent of the horses did not show any 

avoidance behavior when approached by the assessor in the AD test. In VAA and 

FHA tests, only 6.1 % of the horses displayed negative reactions. The horses which 

had shown avoidance reactions during the AD test or negative reactions to the 

FHA test did not need more time to re-approach the novel object compared to 

horses that had expressed an amicable behavior towards humans during human-

animal relationship tests (ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis p > 0.05). 
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These results suggest that fear reactions shown in the NOT are not related to the 

responses of horses towards unfamiliar humans. Other research failed to prove that 

different behavior tests effectively distinguish between fear of people and a more 

general fearfulness trait (Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011). In this study, similarly to 

Visser et al. (2003a), we managed to demonstrate that the NOT is specifically 

informative of the general fearfulness trait. These results reject the hypothesis that 

reactivity to humans and general fearfulness belong to the same basic feature of 

temperament.  

 

Test Score/time Proportion/Mean ±SD 

Avoidance distance 0 22,9% 

 1 77,1% 

Voluntary Animal Approach (latency) sec 5,3 ± 6,7 
Voluntary Animal Approach (behavior) 0 6,1% 

 1 28,6% 

 2 65,3% 

Forced Human Approach 0 6,1% 
 1 46,9% 

 2 47,0% 

Table 3.3 - Descriptive results of human-animal relationship tests 

 

Conclusion and future directions 

The fear test originally developed by Górecka-Bruzda et al. (2011), refined and 

adapted by the authors of this study to horses of different breeds and to different 

conditions, proved to be a valid measure of general fearfulness of horses and could 

be easily implemented for use in an on-farm welfare assessment protocol. The 

relatively limited number of subjects on which the thermographic measures were 

performed (N=22) constitutes a limiting factor for the generalization of the results 

of the present study. In any case, our results are valid indication for a relationship 
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between superficial eye temperature and fear emotion. This study provides a new 

angle on mechanisms regulating interaction between horse emotions and behavior. 

Future studies should consider a larger sample of horses in order to substantiate the 

results and to measure time to return to baseline eye temperature after the fear 

stimulus. 
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Abstract 

The development and maintenance of a positive human–horse/donkey relationship 

is essential in order to decrease accidents and reduce negative states of equine 

welfare. In many animal species the reaction of animals to humans during specific 

behavioural tests is influenced by their past interaction and is linked to the level of 

fear felt in the presence of a human. The present research aims to assess whether a 

set of on-farm behavioural tests allow differentiation between horse facilities with 

good or sub-optimal human-animal relationship. Furthermore, we evaluated mid-

term repeatability (3 month intervals), inter-observer reliability and on-farm 

feasibility of these behavioural tests in single stabled horses and in group housed 

donkeys. Eleven horse and eight donkey facilities (N = 313 adult horses; N = 47 

adult donkeys) were visited twice at three month intervals. Horse facilities were 
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selected on the basis of reports of inspections on animal welfare conducted by 

competent local authorities; they were classified as “good” (N = 5) and “sub-

optimal” (N = 6). Four observers with no experience in assessing equine welfare 

were trained to perform and score standardized human-equine behavioural tests: 

Avoidance Distance test (AD), Voluntary Animal Approach test (VAA), Forced 

Human Approach test (FHA), Walking Down Side and Tail Tuck. 

All the behavioural tests carried out proved to be feasible in an on-farm 

environment. In spite of the fact that the reactions of horses were largely positive, 

those kept in facilities with “sub-optimal” relationship showed avoidance and 

aggressive behaviours more often when approached (GLMM P < 0.05). As for 

donkeys, less than 30% of the animals exhibited negative behaviour towards the 

assessor.  

Observer’s agreement of AD, VAA, FHA, WDS and Tail Tuck scoring was 

consistent for both species (Percentage Agreement ranged between 67.7 to 93.3%). 

Repeatability of tests was good for all the tests and no significant differences were 

found between two repetitions at 3-month intervals. Our results support the 

findings described for working donkeys and show that, also on-farm, the 

assessment of donkeys’ reactions to an unknown human during standardized tests 

could prove useful in evaluating the quality of their relationship with humans.  

Further research is needed to verify if our findings can be generalised for different 

husbandry conditions and different breeds of horses. 

 

Keywords: horses, donkeys, human-animal relationship, on-farm welfare 

assessment 
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Introduction 

The human-animal relationship is a continually changing process that can be 

defined as the mutual perception that develops and expresses itself in the mutual 

behaviour (Estep and Hetts, 1992). This relationship is based on repeated 

interaction, defines each subject’s expectation during the encounters that follow 

(Fureix et al., 2009; Hausberger and Muller, 2002; Ligout et al., 2008; Waiblinger 

et al., 2006) and is, in addition, linked to the level of fear felt in the presence of a 

human (Hemsworth et al., 1993; Rushen et al., 1999). The quantity and quality of 

interaction influences the emotional, cognitive and productive behaviour of the 

animal (Hemsworth, 2003; Mendl et al., 2010). In horses several factors can affect 

the relationship, such as early experience and training (Henry et al., 2006; Sankey 

et al., 2010), breed and temperament (Hausberger and Muller, 2002; Lesimple et 

al., 2011) , and even chronic discomfort (Fureix et al., 2010). The relationship will 

range from confidence to fear, implying different emotion involved, in accordance 

with the perceived importance of the interactions (positive/negative) (Hemsworth 

et al., 1993; Lansade et al., 2008; Søndergaard and Halekoh, 2003). Different 

studies were carried out to evaluate the human-animal relationship where the 

animal-based measures used to assess this relationship are based on how they react 

to humans (for a review on horses see (Hausberger et al., 2008). Broadly speaking, 

tests designed to test the reaction of equines to people take into consideration the 

measurement of: reaction to a standing human (Table 1), reaction to a moving 

person (Table 2) or the reaction to a particular handling (Table 3) (for review, see 

Waiblinger et al., 2006).  
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Procedures and other 

factorsa 

Variables Spb References  

P walks to centre of paddock 

and stands still 

Latency to touch human H Fureix et al., 2009; 

Søndergaard and 
Halekoh, 2003  

P appears suddenly at door 
(closed) of box and notes 

horse’s first reaction 

First reaction score A–E 
(friendly–indifferent–very 

aggressive) 

H Hausberger and 
Muller, 2002 

A is left alone in arena 

(phase 1, 3 min), P enters 

and stands still next to wall 

(phase 2, 3 min), A is left 
alone (phase 3, 3 min), A is 

caught 

Restlessness, exploration, 

vocalising, standing alert. 

Latencies to first contact, of 

contacts. Time taken to 
capture; heart rate: mean, 

deviation from baseline 

H Søndergaard and 

Halekoh, 2003 

P enters the pen, stands 

stationary opposite the door 

Time spent in certain 

squares, of immobilisation. 

Latencies to first neigh, to 

sniffing P. Mean duration 
sniffing. Number sniffs, 

glances at P, neighs, 

defecations, squares entered 

H Lansade et al., 

2004 

A left alone in test box for 3 

min, P stands in front of box 

for 3 min, then enters box 
and holds horse for 3 min 

Latencies to first pawing. 

Frequencies of restless 

behaviour (pawing, rearing, 
striking, head shaking). 

Locomotion; heart rate: 

mean, variability 

H Visser et al., 2002, 

2001 

A released in paddock and 

left alone for 3 min. 

Behaviour scored in four 

situations (catching, led 

away, hooves picked up, 
approached). Ease of 

manipulation score 1–5 

(1=not executed, 5=executed 

very easily), sum of 
scores=total behavioural 

score; mean HR 

H Jezierski et al., 

1999 
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P stood in the centre of the 

10 m circle, with shoulders 
rounded and head down, 

without looking directly at 

the horse; P stood with head 

up and shoulders back in an 
erect, rigid posture and 

direct eye contact was 

maintained with the horse. 

Times to enter each circle 

and approach the person 
(maximum of 10 min.). 

Behavioural responses 

H Seaman et al., 

2002 

P stood motionless, quiet, 

and looking down in the 

middle of the test arena for 3 
minutes. If A did not 

approach P voluntarily 

within three minutes, P 

called the horse 

The latency to approach P H Maros et al., 2010 

A P standing next to each 

other in 
the circle 

The total time the horse 

spent beside P without 
walking away from him 

H Maros et al., 2010 

a P = person; A = animal. 
b H = Horse D = Donkey 

 

Table 1 - Test for reactions to stationary human.  
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Procedures and other 

factorsa 

Variables Spb References  

P enters paddock and 

approaches horse/horses 
slowly (1 step/s, hands at 

sides); P attempts to touch 

horse’s neck 

Score 1–4 (1 = horse moves 

away, 4 =person could 
touch the horse) 

H Fureix et al., 2009; 

Søndergaard and 
Halekoh, 2003 

A released in paddock and left 

alone for 3 min. 

Behaviour scored in four 

situations (catching, led 

away, hooves picked up, 
approached) Ease of 

manipulation scored 1–5 

(1=not executed, 

5=executed very easily), 
sum of scores=total 

behavioural score (TBS); 

mean heart rate 

H Jezierski et al., 

1999 

P approachs the animal’s head 

from 3 to 5 m away, at angle 

of approximately 45°.  

Friendly approach: animal 

turns head towards 

observer. 

Avoidance/aggression: 

animal does one or more of 

following: turns head away, 

moves away, flattens ears, 
attempts to bite or kick. 

H, 

D 

Burn et al., 2010; 

Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013; 

Pritchard et al., 

2005 

P walks down side of animal’s 
body at distance of 30 cm 

from its side, turning at tail 

and walking back to head. 

Any acknowledgment of 
observer’s presence, e.g. ear 

turn, head turn, move away, 

kick. 

Tail tuck (donkeys only). 

H, 
D 

Burn et al., 2010; 
Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013; 

Pritchard et al., 

2005 

P made the horse follow him 

along a predetermined route in 
the arena 

Total time of following P H Maros et al., 2010 

a P = person; A = animal. 
b H = Horse D = Donkey 

Table 2 - Test for reactions to moving human.  
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Procedures and other 

factorsa 

Variables Spb References  

P enters stall, quietly 

approaches A and attempts to 
stroke it for 1.5 min. Horses 

were equipped with ECG 

telemetry transmitters 

Heart rate H McCann et al., 

1988 

P lead horse around pre-

determined course 

Head position, ear 

movements and position, 

resistance 

H Chamove et al., 

2002 

P tries to lead horse across a 

bridge (maximum three 
attempts) 

Attempts to cross bridge, 

reluctance behaviour 
(pawing, rearing, 

striking, head shaking, 

walking sideways, 

pulling backwards), 
locomotion; heart rate: 

mean, variability 

H Visser et al., 2002, 

2001  

P stroke horses for 90 s. 

Horses were equipped with 

wireless ECG monitor 

recordings  

ECG H Hama et al., 1996 

P approaches the foal in test 

pen, halters, picks up feet, 
leads A through corridor 

Time taken to fit with 

halter, pick up feet, ‘walk 
ratio’, defences 

H Lansade et al., 2004 

A left alone in test box for 3 
min, P stands in front of box 

for 3 min, then enters box and 

holds horse for 3 min 

Latencies to first pawing. 
Frequencies of restless 

behaviour (pawing, 

rearing, striking, head 

shaking). Locomotion; 
heart rate: mean, 

variability 

H Visser et al., 2002, 
2001 

A is left alone in arena (phase 

1, 3 min), P enters and stands 

still next to wall (phase 2, 3 

min), A is left alone (phase 3, 

3 min), A is caught 

Restlessness, exploration, 

vocalising, standing alert. 

Latencies to first contact, 

of contacts. Time taken 

to capture; heart rate: 

mean, deviation from 

baseline 

H Søndergaard and 

Halekoh, 2003 
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A released in paddock and left 

alone for 3 min. 

Behaviour scored in four 

situations (catching, led 
away, hooves picked up, 

approached) Ease of 

manipulation scored 1–5 

(1 = not executed, 5 = 
executed very easily), 

sum of scores = total 

behavioural score (TBS); 

mean heart rate 

H Jezierski et al., 

1999 

P tries to lead horse across a 

bridge (wooden planks on the 
ground) 

Total time to cross 

bridge, retreat, jumping. 
Standing still 

H Wolff et al., 1997 

P tries to touch the chin. Proportion of animals 
avoiding contact or 

withdrawing head when 

hand was placed lightly 

under the chin. 

H, D Burn et al., 2010; 
Popescu and 

Diugan, 2013; 

Pritchard et al., 

2005 
a P = person; A = animal. 
b H = Horse D = Donkey 

Table 3 - Reaction to handling.  
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Normally the tests are very simple but when drafting them it is vital to assess their 

validity and reliability. To gague the predictive validity of a human-horse/donkey 

test - a measure of the efficiency of a test to predict results (Acock, 2008; 

Cronbach and Meehl, 1955) - the selection of the facilities to be assessed is crucial 

and must be carefully performed in order to ensure coherence with the pre-

determined level of quality in the human-animal relationship. One option is to take 

into consideration previous assessments performed by competent local authorities 

operating in the area of control of animal welfare. A peculiar aspect of horse 

management is that, within the same facility, each horse can have a different 

owner; therefore, the quality of interactions with both owner and groom is reflected 

in how the animal reacts to unknown humans. As already demonstrated in past 

research (Chamove et al., 2002; Hemsworth and Coleman, 1998; Waiblinger et al., 

2006; Windschnureremail et al., 2009), attitude and behaviour of the 

stockman/groom are themselves an indication of the quality of the relationship 

with the animal concerned. In practice, attitude is difficult to measure directly and 

it is usually pinpointed through a questionnaire. However, an important 

disadvantage of questionnaires aimed at evaluating personal traits is the tendency 

for people to present a favourable image of themselves. This bias, called socially 

desirable responding, confounds research results by creating false relationships 

between variables (van de Mortel, 2008).  

The observer is considered “the measurer” of behaviour and as is the case with any 

measuring instrument, his or her measurement can be distorted or imprecise. An 

observer’s reliability is defined by the repeatability of their results. Inter-observer 

reliability measures the agreement between different assessors and the agreement 

between observations on the same individual on at least two different occasions 

(test-retest reliability) is used to verify whether the measure remains the same 

(Acock, 2008). Other factors that can affect the reliability of the results are tied to 
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the nature of the behaviour itself and the technique applied for its measurement. 

For example, pain can make a horse more unwilling to approach a human or even 

aggressive (Fureix et al., 2010). Furthermore, a motivation, such as hunger, makes 

it difficult to assess how willing the animal is to approach a human because there is 

a built in positive aspect perceived or because the human is associated with 

satisfying the specific motivation (Hausberger and Muller, 2002). If the test is 

carried out in a place that is unfamiliar to the animal or that is not the animal’s 

usual environment, another confounding factor can be behavioural inhibition 

brought on by the physical and social novelty of the surroundings (Søndergaard 

and Halekoh, 2003). 

If correctly carried out, observer training is the best weapon for guaranteeing 

coherence of measurements and bias control.  

The concepts related to validity and reliability of the above mentioned behavioural 

tests are the subject of this research paper aimed at investigating the relationship 

between humans and horses and donkeys in an on-farm environment. At present, 

there is no research available which evaluates the validity of these on-farm tests on 

horses, whereas research on working donkeys can be found in specific literature 

(Burn et al., 2009). The objectives of the present research were to assess whether 

the tests of Avoidance Distance, Voluntary Animal Approach and Forced Human 

Approach are a suitable means of differentiating between horse facilities with good 

or sub-optimal human-animal relationship. Furthermore, we evaluated mid-term 

repeatability (3 month intervals), inter-observer reliability and on-farm feasibility 

of the above mentioned behavioural tests and donkey behavioural tests in single 

stabled horses and in group housed donkeys.  
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Material and methods 

2.1. Horses 

2.1.1. Subjects  

Eleven horse facilities, for a total of 313 horses, were visited. The facilities took 

part in the study voluntarily. Riding schools, sport and leisure horse stables were 

selected on the basis of reports of inspections on animal welfare conducted by 

competent local authorities. Reports of either good or sub-optimal human-horse 

relationship evaluated by public health veterinarians were considered (Atto C18, 

art. 3 e 4 Dir. 1998/58/CE D.Lgs. n. 146 del 26 marzo 2001). Only questions 

relevant to the human-animal relationship were taken into account: 

- Horses are cared for by a suitable number of stable grooms; 

- Staff possess the appropriate ability, advanced and updated knowledge and 

professional competence; 

- Staff attend to specific training regarding the welfare of horses; 

- All animals are inspected several times a day; 

- In the case of extraordinary management procedures, which are likely to cause 

suffering to any of the animals, all the precautions to avoid any pain/distress are 

adopted; 

- Positive interaction (e.g. behaving and talking calmly, stroking) with the horse 

during routine handling procedures. 

According to official veterinarian reports, the horse facilities were classified as 

“good” (N = 5; a total of 139 horses) and “sub-optimal” (N = 6; a total of 174 

horses). All the facilities classified as “good” scored positively in all the questions 

related to the human-animal relationship, whilst facilities considered “sub-optimal” 

scored negatively in at least 3 out of 6 questions. Further criteria for horse facilities 

to be included were: horses were primarily managed by stable grooms; preferably 

20 horses or more per facility and all horses being stabled indoors in single boxes 
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for at least half of the day. The average farm size was 53 horses (varying from 33 

to 180 per farm). All the horses were warmblood sport and leisure horses, aged 

between 5 and 35 years (mean = 10.04±6.8 yrs). The gender split was 44% mares, 

54% geldings, 2% stallions. All, or at least 70% of the adult horses (> 5 yrs) in the 

facilities were tested. In order to minimize the effect of familiarization and so that 

it could be reasonably assumed that the horses did not see or hear the experimenter 

before being tested, the assessors tested horses in parts of the stable separated by 

some distance and never tested horses in adjoining boxes. To allow inter-observer 

reliability to be tested, assessors worked in pairs with one performing the tests and 

the other observing from a distance. They tested 90 horses kept in three horse 

facilities. To allow repeatability to be tested, one assessor repeated the assessment 

on all the horses three months after their initial assessment. To assess the on-farm 

feasibility, single box was chosen as at the moment it is the most common housing 

systems for horses in Europe. 

 

2.1.2 Behavioural tests 

All the behavioural tests were performed on horses not restrained in their home 

box. A scoring system for each test was developed. Data were collected during 

regular working days and only healthy horses were tested between meals, at least 

one hour before being put to work, in order to avoid confounding food motivation 

and any possible distractions. Assessors were requested not to talk or discuss their 

findings during on-farm assessments. Three behavioural tests were performed 

sequentially as follows (Figure 1): 
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Figure 1 - Example of human-horse relationship tests: A) Avoidance Distance; B) 
Voluntary Animal Approach; C) Forced Human Approach 

 

Avoidance Distance test (AD): this test was developed by Waiblinger et al. (2003) 

and has already been used on cows (Windschnurer et al., 2008), sheep (Napolitano 

et al., 2011) and goats (Mattiello et al., 2010). The assessor waited for the horse to 

be attentive to his/her presence before approaching the animal. If the horse didn’t 

take any notice of the assessor, the assessor attracted its attention by clicking their 

tongue three times. Horses were approached by the test person in a standardised 

manner, starting from a distance of 2 m, walking at measured pace of one step per 

second, looking at the horse’s chest without staring at it, and keeping the right arm 

raised 45° in front of the body, the back of the hand facing upwards (Figure 1, A). 

The test ended as soon as the horse showed any avoidance behaviour (e.g. moving 

away, turning its head away). Avoidance distance was estimated at the moment of 

horse withdrawal as the distance between the observer’s hand and the animal’s 

head with a resolution of 10 cm. A distance of 0 cm was assigned when the horse 

did not show any avoidance behaviour.  

Voluntary Animal Approach test (VAA): this test was originally developed by 

Søndergaard and Halekoh (2003) on horses kept in paddocks and in this study it 

has been adapted to single housed horses. The assessor stood still outside the box 

with their hand on the door latch and their body at an angle of 45° from the box 
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door (Figure 1, B). The maximum test time was 20 seconds. The latency time in 

seconds until the horse had its nose/mouth within a distance of 2 cm from the 

assessor’s hand was recorded. Furthermore, the horse’s reaction to the presence of 

the assessor was scored from 0 to 2:  

- Score 0: the horse moved or turned its head away from the assessor, the horse 

showed signs of aggression (i.e. ears laid backwards, bite attempts); 

- Score 1: the horse did not show any interest in the presence of the assessor and 

didn’t stop whatever it was doing (e.g. standing still in a corner of the box);  

- Score 2: the horse was positively interested in the presence of the assessor and 

sniffed their hand. 

Forced Human Approach test (FHA): this test, too, was adapted from the study 

done by Søndergaard and Halekoh (2003) on horses kept in a paddock. The 

assessor opened the box door and observed the horse’s reaction for 5 seconds, then 

entered the box and approached the horse slowly at approximately one step per 

second with their hands by their side. If the horse stood still calmly, the assessor 

slowly raised their hand, touched the withers and moved their hand along the back 

of the subject. For safety reasons, one is advised to remain 30 cm away from the 

horse body (Figure 1, C). The horse’s reaction was scored from 0 to 2 on the 

following scale:  

- Score 0: the horse showed an aggressive behaviour (e.g. tried to bite or kick);  

- Score 1: the horse moved away from the person as soon as he/she touched the 

withers;  

- Score 2: the horse stood still calmly for the entire duration of the test or showed 

positive signs of interest (i.e. sniffing or staying in contact with the assessor). 
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2.2. Donkeys  

2.2.1. Subjects  

Eight donkey facilities, ranging in size from five to 60 animals per farm (mean 20 

donkeys per farm), were visited twice at three month intervals. A total of 47 

donkeys (two geldings, eight stallions, 37 jennies), aged between one and 18 years 

old (mean = 7.85±3.9 yrs) were assessed. The donkeys were of different breed and 

attitude – companion animals, rescue animals, assisted therapy, tourist trekking, 

and dairy production. All, or at least 70% of the adult donkeys in the facilities, 

were tested. Private practitioner veterinarians were consulted as to their knowledge 

of donkey farmers in the area that might have been interested in taking part in the 

research. All those involved participated voluntarily. To allow inter-observer 

reliability to be tested, assessors worked in pairs with one performing the tests and 

the other observing from a distance. They tested 47 donkeys kept on seven farms. 

To allow repeatability to be tested, one assessor repeated the assessment on all the 

donkeys three months after their initial assessment. To assess the on-farm 

feasibility, group housing was chosen as it is the most common housing system for 

keeping donkeys in Europe. 

 

2.2.2 Behavioural tests 

The methodology developed and validated by Burn et al. (2009) on working 

equines was adapted to reflect farming conditions of donkeys in Western European 

Countries to assess the reactions of donkeys towards humans. Data were collected 

during regular working days. Healthy donkeys were tested between meals, at least 

one hour before being put to work, in order to avoid confounding food motivation 

and any possible distractions. The assessors worked in pairs and one carried out 

and scored the tests, while the other scored the reactions of the donkeys from a 

distance, without interfering with the test performance. For tests to remain 
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consistent, assessors always wore the same type and color of clothing during all 

farm visits, which included appropriate safety clothing (e.g. accident prevention 

shoes) to reduce the risk of injury. Assessors were requested not to talk or discuss 

their findings during on-farm assessments. Two behavioural tests were performed 

consecutively as follows (Figure 2): 

 

 

Figure 2 - Example of human-donkey relationship tests: A) Avoidance Distance; B) 

Walking Down Side 

 

Avoidance Distance test (AD): each test donkey was chosen at random from a 

paddock and brought to a quiet area of the farm by the stockperson, who restrained 

the donkey by holding the lead rope fixed to the head collar, allowing enough 

movement away from the approaching observer should the donkey want to retreat. 

Observers ensured that each test donkey was within visual and auditory reach of 

the other donkeys to prevent/minimise separation-related behaviours. Donkeys 

were approached by the observer in a standardised way, directly from the front, 

starting at a distance of 3 m. The test began when the donkey noticed he observer. 

If the donkey didn’t pay any attention to the observer, the observer would attract 

their attention by clicking their tongue three times. Once the donkey’s attention 
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was gained, the observer walked calmly at a measured pace (one step per second), 

with their arm raised 45° from their chest and the back of their hand facing 

upwards (Figure 2, A). The test ended as soon as the donkey exhibited any 

avoidance behaviour (e.g. moving away, turning the head), after which, the 

distance (cm) between the tip of the assessor’s fingers and the head of the donkey 

was recorded (with a resolution of 10 cm). A distance of 0 cm was assigned when 

the donkey did not show any avoidance behaviour.  

Walk Down Side test (WDS) and Tail-Tuck: to walk down the side of a donkey 

whilst touching it can be seen as a positive interaction with a human or a negative 

one, depending of course, on the perception of the donkey. Immediately following 

the AD test, the observer began by standing on the left side of the donkey, 

maintaining a distance of approximately 30 cm from its body and gently placed a 

hand on the donkey’s withers. The observer proceeded to walk down the left side 

of the body towards the rear of donkey, stopping for a few seconds to note whether 

a tail-tuck is present, then continued to walk along the right side of the donkey 

towards the head, removing their hand and terminating the test at the withers 

(Figure 2, B). The observer recorded any signs of the donkey being alert to their 

presence during WDS. A two-point scale (0/1) was used to evaluate the donkey’s 

reaction to the WDS test, as follows: 

- Score 0: If the donkey showed any negative reaction to the movement of the 

observer during WDS test (ears flat back, trying to flee, attempting to kick, 

defecation); 

- Score 1: If the donkey showed no interest or if the donkey showed any positive 

reaction to the movement of the observer during WDS test (remained calm and 

stationary, ear rotation towards observer, maintaining contact with observer, 

sniffing). 

A two-point scale (0/1) was also used to evaluate tail-tuck: 
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- Score 0: If the donkey tucked in or clamped down its tail and/or tucked in or 

tensed its hindquarters during the WDS test (negative); 

- Score 1: If the donkey did not tuck in or clamp down its tail and/or tuck in or 

tense its hindquarters during the WDS test (positive/neutral). 

 

2.3 Training of assessors 

Horse assessments were carried out by four, third- year undergraduate Animal 

Welfare students with a good knowledge of horse behaviour but no previous 

experience in assessing equine welfare. None of the assessors were acquainted with 

the horse facilities classification. Donkey assessments were conducted by four 

experimenters, all experienced in the field of animal welfare and applied ethology. 

Prior to training, all assessors familiarized themselves with the human-animal-

relationship tests from relevant scientific literature. The assessors were trained to 

perform and score the tests by a senior veterinarian with over 10 years’ experience 

in assessing horse welfare (silver standard). Assessor training procedures required 

one day per species and were comprised of two phases: theoretical training and 

practical assessment on-farm. During the theoretical phase, assessors were taught 

how to perform and score the tests with the use of a written training guide and 

pictorial and audio-visual presentations containing detailed explanations of each 

test, scoring systems and test videos. The assessors were also instructed to take the 

necessary precautions when handling the animals to minimize the risk of injuries. 

Exhibition of any behaviour that could compromise the animals’ or the assessors’ 

safety resulted in immediate termination of the test. On-farm training was then 

performed in order to achieve the skills necessary to perform and score the tests 

accurately on farm. In pairs with a senior veterinarian, assessors conducted live 

assessments of horses/donkeys until each assessor had performed a minimum of 

five consecutively accurate assessments. The training was considered completed 
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when the assessors achieved ≥ 80% agreement with the silver standard, on both 

video and live scoring. 

 

2.4. Data collection and statistical analysis  

Data analysis was performed using the statistical software package IBM SPSS 

Statistics 21 (IBM Corp., 2012). We assessed the probability that horses showed 

negative reactions to the human-animal tests using a Generalised Linear Mixed 

Model (Wald-like test). The farm was considered as random-effect to account for 

multiple horses stabled in the same facility. Fixed effects of farm classification 

(good or sub-optimal) and observer (two levels) were also included in the model. 

Inter-observer reliability was evaluated by comparing individual scores recorded 

by the two assessors independently and simultaneously. Prevalence indices for all 

the categories of the test scores were calculated. The prevalence index is the 

absolute difference between the agreed numbers for the two categories, divided by 

the total number of animals: Prevalence index= │a-d│/n  

Where a is the number of agreed-upon animals in one of the categories and d is the 

number of agreed-upon animals for the other categories; n is the total number of 

possible agreements, i.e. the number of animals. A prevalence index of 0 indicates 

a completely balanced population, while an index of 1 would be a homogenous 

population in which only one of the categories is represented (Burn et al., 2009). 

Inter-observer reliability was analysed by calculating, according to the type of 

variable (categorical, scale), percentage agreement (the proportion of ratings where 

the raters agree), Kappa values, Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W) and 

Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). McNemar’s and Wilcoxon’s tests were 

performed in order to assess test repeatability by comparing results of the first and 

the second assessment. P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 
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Results 

3.1. Horses  

The behavioural tests used in this study proved to be feasible under field conditions 

in horses stabled in single boxes. No safety issues were encountered. All the 

owners showed good acceptability of the procedure adopted to test the animals. 

Total time required to perform all the tests on each horse varied from 90 to 180 

seconds. Results of the three tests are reported in Table 4. In the Avoidance 

Distance test, most of the horses did not show any sign of avoidance (53.7%). In 

38% of the subjects this test was not applicable (NA) because the horse did not 

take any notice of the assessor (e.g. the horse was looking out of the window or 

nibbling the floor looking for hay). In the VAA and FHA tests, positive reactions 

were displayed by most of the subjects whereas aggressiveness had the lowest 

prevalence in both tests. For safety reasons, horses that showed an aggressive 

reaction in the VAA test were not tested with the FHA (13.4%). Voluntary Animal 

Approach and Forced Human Approach tests were not applicable in very few 

cases, 18.8% and 13.4% respectively.  
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a H = Horse D = Donkey 

Table 4 - Behavioural responses expressed as proportion (%) among the 313 horses (11 
horse facilities) and 49 donkeys (8 farms). In the Avoidance Distance test measurements > 0 

cm were combined in the category “avoidance”. 

 

3.1.1. Validity  

There is no indication that the horses’ reactions to humans during the tests varied 

as consequence of a random farm effect (negligible variance) or because of 

different observers performing the tests (Avoidance Distance GLMM, P = 0.662; 

Voluntary Animal Approach GLMM, P = 0.687; Forced Human Approach 

GLMM, P = 0.065). Only being housed in a facility classified as having a good or 

sub-optimal human-horse relationship significantly affected the reactions of horses 

to the tests (Avoidance Distance GLMM, P = 0.005; Voluntary Animal Approach 

Speciesa Behavioural test Response Proportion of 

responses (%) 

H Avoidance Distance 

(AD) 

Avoidance (0) 

No avoidance (1) 

NA 

8.3 

53.7 

38.,0 

H Voluntary Animal 

Approach (VAA) 

Aggressive (0) 
Not interested (1) 

Positive (2) 

NA 

4.2 
9.9 

67.1 

18.,8 

H Forced Human 

Approach (FHA) 

Aggressive (0) 

Avoidance (1) 

Neutral/Positive (2) 
Not tested (aggressive at 

VAA) 

NA 

8.3 

9.2 

64.9 
4.2 

13.4 

D Avoidance Distance 

(AD) 

Avoidance (0) 

No avoidance (1) 

25.0 

75.0 

D Walking Down Side 

(WDS) 

Aggressive/Avoidance 

(0) 

Neutral/Positive (1) 

27.3 

72.7 

D Tail tuck Presence (0) 

Absence (1) 

13.6 

86.4 
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GLMM, P = 0.035; Forced Human Approach GLMM, P = 0.01). In the Avoidance 

Distance test, only 1.4% of horses showed avoidance reaction on the farms 

classified as “good”, whilst in “sub-optimal” farms 13.8% of the subjects avoided 

the assessor when approached (see Figure 3). In the Voluntary Approach test, 

horses on “good” farms approached the assessor in 3±3 seconds, whilst they 

needed 6±7 seconds on “sub-optimal” farms. Furthermore, on farms classified as 

“sub-optimal” horses more often showed aggressive behaviour compared to 

“good” farms, with 6.9% and 0.7%, respectively (see Figure 3). 10.3% of horses 

from “sub-optimal” farms reacted in an aggressive way when approached, whereas 

only 5.8% of subjects belonging to “good” farms showed the same behaviour (see 

Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3 - Percentage of negative behaviours (avoidance and aggressive) showed during the 
three test (Mean ± 1DS). 
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3.1.2. Inter-observer reliability 

Observers agreement of the Avoidance Distance test scoring was consistent 

(Cohen’s Kappa = 0.89; Percentage Agreement = 93.3%; Prevalence Index = 0.52), 

Voluntary Animal Approach test (Latencies: Spearman’s Rho = 0.85; Behaviour: 

Cohen’s Kappa = 0.40; Percentage Agreement = 67.7%; Prevalence Index = 0.57) 

and Forced Human Approach test (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.75; Percentage Agreement 

= 85.5%; Prevalence Index = 0.58).  

 

3.1.3. Test re-test reliability 

Repeatability of tests was good for all the tests and no significant differences were 

found between two repetitions at three month intervals (Avoidance Distance test: 

McNemar P = 0.61; Voluntary Animal Approach test and Forced Human Approach 

test Wilcoxon P = 0.60 and P = 0.56 respectively).  

 

3.2. Donkeys  

The behavioural tests, developed for working equines, proved to be feasible for on-

farm use as well. As all the donkeys were restrained, no safety issues were 

encountered. Most of the owners showed good acceptability of the procedure 

adopted to test the animals and in addition all owners were very willing to help in 

collecting and restraining the animals. Total time required to perform all the tests 

in each donkey varied from 60 to 90 seconds. Descriptive results of the three tests 

are presented in Table 1. In the Avoidance Distance test, most of the donkeys did 

not show any sign of avoidance (75.0%). In the Walking Down Side test, 

aggressive/avoidance behaviour as well as tail tuck was displayed rarely, 27.3% 

and 13.6% respectively. Most of the donkeys showed neutral or positive reaction 

when approached by the assessor (72.7%). All the tests were always feasible, due 
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to the fact that all the donkeys were restrained. However, test feasibility could be 

impaired in conditions where the donkeys cannot be restrained. 

 

3.2.1. Inter-observer reliability 

Observers agreement of the Avoidance Distance test scoring was consistent 

(Cohen’s Kappa = 0.54; Percentage Agreement = 81%; Prevalence Index = 0.43), 

Walking down side (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.67; Percentage Agreement = 86%; 

Prevalence Index = 0.39), Tail tuck (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.83; Percentage agreement 

= 95.3%; Prevalence Index = 0.70). 

 

3.2.2. Test re-test reliability 

Repeatability of tests was good for all the tests and no significant differences were 

found between two repetitions at three month intervals (Avoidance Distance test: 

McNemar P = 1.00; Walking down side and Tail Tuck tests McNemar P = 0.77 

and P = 0.12, respectively).  

 

Discussion  

One of the most important results of the present research was that all the 

behavioural tests performed made it possible to differentiate between horse 

facilities with good or sub-optimal human-animal relationship, as previously 

evaluated by official veterinarians. It is to be noted that the human-horse 

relationship tests were performed by assessors unaware of the farm classification; 

thus they were not biased in their evaluation. In spite of the fact that the reactions 

of horses were largely positive, those kept in facilities with “sub-optimal” 

relationship showed avoidance and aggressive behaviours more often when 

approached. They also needed more time to approach the assessor voluntarily. We 
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propose that these measurements at farm level are sensitive and allow even 

relatively minor differences to be detected between farms. Human-animal 

relationship has an important impact on equine welfare as horses are handled on a 

daily basis. The presence of negative responses of equines to humans as an 

increased avoidance distance can be linked to the lack of confidence and/or fear of 

humans and suggests a variation in this relationship. Such negative responses can 

furthermore lead to flight reactions which can be dangerous for both horse and 

man. Our results are compatible with previous experimental studies showing that 

horses kept on farms where the management is focused on enhancing the 

relationship with horse and reducing their level of stress around humans, improve 

their reaction when they are facing a novel encounter with an unknown person 

(Fureix et al., 2009; Popescu and Diugan, 2013; Sankey et al., 2010; Søndergaard 

and Halekoh, 2003). Furthermore, the results of the present study provide evidence 

as to what extent the day to day behaviour of humans with horses can influence 

their reactions to simple on-farm behaviour tests. In fact, in facilities where horses 

are primarily managed by stable grooms, who possess an advanced and updated 

knowledge of welfare of horses, are inspected several times a day, and where 

positive interactions during routine handling procedures are enhanced, the horses 

showed more positive behaviours towards the assessors and they seemed to be 

more confident when approached by humans. In the present study, the possible 

confounding factors taken into account for assessing the validity of these 

behavioural tests were: the presence of pain, the underlying motivation of the horse 

and the context. Different studies showed that the presence of pain can 

fundamentally affect the behaviour of horses (Ashley et al., 2005; Fureix et al., 

2010; Pritchett and Ulibarri, 2003). Indeed, one of the possible parameters taken 

into account when scoring pain in horses is how they react to the approach of an 

unknown human (Bussières et al., 2008; van Loon et al., 2010). Therefore, in the 
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present study only healthy horses were assessed. The underlying motivation of the 

horse can also affect how they react to human presence; for example, hungry 

horses can be more prone to approach a human if they have already identified the 

person as a source of food. To avoid this possible confounding factor we tested 

horses between meals, when no food was around. Horses are prey species and 

Søndergaard and Halekoh (2003) described that an unfamiliar and less spatial 

environment can affect their reaction to an unknown human during behavioural 

tests. It is for this reason that for the purposes of our research, all the horses were 

tested in their home box. It would be possible to argue that the avoidance distance 

could be influenced simply by habituation. That means, interacting more frequently 

with horses in their box may make them more used to the presence of humans in 

the box but not result in a general reduction of responsiveness towards humans in 

other situations. However, to some extent there might be an integrative effect of 

habituation and positive interaction as regards the effect of context. We report that 

in dairy cattle it was shown that the avoidance distance is not context specific, i.e., 

avoidance behaviour of animals under different test conditions is significantly 

related (Waiblinger et al., 2003; Windschnurer et al., 2008) . Moreover, avoidance 

distances of dairy cows were shown to be related to milkers’ behaviour during 

milking (Waiblinger et al., 2003). In the home environment, it is desirable to have 

horses that are easy to approach. Studies to date reported that breed and age of the 

horse can also play an important role in how they react to humans (Fureix et al., 

2009; Górecka-Bruzda et al., 2011; Søndergaard and Halekoh, 2003). In the 

present study all the subjects were adult warmblood sport and leisure horses. 

Further studies, with appropriate experimental designs, should verify whether 

differences in response to these tests, ascribable to the effect of breed, are narrower 

than the differences caused by the human-animal relationship. Given the findings 

of Søndergaard and Ladewig (2004) that young foals deprived of social contact 
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with other horses may be more inclined to seek human contact, it would be 

interesting/useful to evaluate this effect on the reaction to the above mentioned 

behavioural tests. Søndergaard and Halekoh (2003) found that age can affect the 

reaction to humans in VAA and FHA tests, but in their study all the horses were 

young (less than 2 years). The same authors described that the way their horses 

responded during these tests from 12 months of age onwards was no different to 

that of a horse 24 months of age. Therefore, they concluded that “the effect of age 

in the human and animal approach tests may be an effect of familiarity to humans 

due to them being fed daily by people but it could also be an effect of the 

psychological development that horses undergo with age”. We tested only adult 

horses, routinely handled on a daily basis and therefore both fully grown and used 

to human presence.  

As for donkeys, in the present study most of the donkeys exhibited positive 

behaviour towards the assessor with no signs of avoidance during the AD test, no 

aggressive/avoidance reaction during the WDS, and no tail tuck display. Our 

results support the findings described by other authors in working donkeys (Burn et 

al., 2009; Popescu and Diugan, 2013; Pritchard et al., 2005), moreover, they show 

that, not only in a working environment, but also on-farm, the assessment of 

donkeys’ reactions to an unknown human during standardized tests could prove 

useful in evaluating the quality of their relationship.  

The accuracy of the assessment of the human-animal relationship is crucial, mostly 

when different observers in different countries perform this assessment as a 

decision support tool in animal welfare valuation. In the present study, agreement 

among different assessors was good (Cohen’s Kappa > 0.60) in both species for 

most of the human-animal relationship tests. The Voluntary Animal Approach test 

in horses and the Avoidance Distance in donkeys were the tests with the lowest 

agreement among observers. This may be due to the position of the observer while 
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the assessor was performing the test. Indeed, position is crucial when observing the 

reaction of the animal, most especially because the reaction is sometimes rapid and 

not so obvious. When evaluating inter-observer reliability, scientists should always 

take into account the prevalence of the different scores in the population assessed. 

As already pointed out by Burn and colleagues (2009), “the prevalence of certain 

observations reduces the reliability ratings”. In the present study, the prevalence 

was unbalanced - with a certain score more present compared to others - only for 

Avoidance Distance in horses and Tail Tuck in donkeys. Therefore, reliability for 

these tests was difficult to prove. This limitation was already described in similar 

studies carried out on working equines (Burn et al., 2009). For both horses and 

donkeys, all the tests performed to assess human-animal relationship were proved 

feasible in an on-farm environment. Little time was required to perform them 

(maximum of three minutes per animal), the step by step procedure guaranteed the 

safety of the animals and people involved, and they required minimal handling of 

the subjects. Among the horses’ behavioural tests, the Avoidance Distance and 

Voluntary Animal Approach tests can be performed without entering the box, and 

therefore can be carried out even though the owner is not available to help and 

without interfering in any way with the daily routine of the horses. For the same 

reasons, all the behavioural tests were well accepted by horse and donkey owners. 

Given the subjective nature of the scoring process, training should be considered as 

a key issue so that the achievement of consistent evaluation by different assessors 

is obtained. In the present study, training of assessors was both theoretical and 

practical. Working both through videos, as a class or an on-line exercise, and on-

farm paired with a silver standard assessor on a purposely selected population 

(where the scores of the studied variable vary) proved vital in targeting good inter-

observer reliability.  
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As far as mid-term repeatability is concerned, the results of the present study 

showed that the behavioural reactions of both horses and donkeys to unknown 

assessors did not change in a three-month interval. These findings confirmed that 

the relationship between horses and humans, based on repeated interactions, 

reflects each subject’s expectations during the encounters that follow. Thus, if the 

animals are kept in the same management conditions, the behavioural reaction to 

standardized human-animal relationship tests does not significantly change over 

time. 

 

Conclusion 

The Avoidance Distance, Voluntary Animal Approach and the Forced Human 

Approach tests proved useful to assess the human-horse relationship at farm level 

due to their feasibility, reliability, 3-months interval repeatability and ability to 

identify differences between horse facilities. Our results concerning the ability of 

these tests to reflect horses’ previous experience with humans and their 

expectations on future interactions are encouraging. Moreover, our findings reveal 

that horses, kept in facilities where they are cared for by grooms with not only 

professional competence, but also advanced and updated knowledge on welfare of 

horses, react in a more positive way when approached by an unknown person. 

However, further studies are needed to determine to what extent responses to these 

tests are ascribable to the effect of breed and deprivation of social contact with 

other horses. We suggest that future work should investigate specifically these 

factors and assess the reliability of these tests on group housed horses. Given the 

relatively higher proportion of horses where the Avoidance Distance test was not 

applicable and the unbalanced prevalence of certain scores, this test should be 
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considered as the preferred choice only as a first step in the assessment of the 

human-horse relationship and when the forced human approach test is not feasible. 

As for donkeys, our findings show that the Avoidance Distance, Walking Down 

Side and Tail Tuck tests are feasible and reliable measurements in a typical 

Western Countries farm environment. The prevalence of tail tuck was unbalanced; 

therefore, we suggest taking into account this possible limitation during the 

training of assessors. 

In general our results support the findings in other species (Waiblinger et al., 2006, 

2003; Windschnureremail et al., 2009) that good human-animal relationship can be 

identified through looking at the reaction of the animal in a standardized 

interaction with an unknown assessor and underlines the importance of human 

behavior in the interaction. Further research is needed to increase the number of 

equine farms, under different husbandry conditions and with different breeds. 
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Abstract 

One of the objectives of the AWIN project is to develop animal-based indicators to 

assess donkey welfare, including their emotional state. This study aimed to develop 

a fixed rating scale of Qualitative Behaviour Assessment for donkeys, to evaluate 

the inter-observer reliability when applied on-farm, and to assess whether the QBA 

outcomes correlate to other welfare measures.  

A fixed list of 16 descriptors was designed on the basis of a consultation in a focus 

group. The fixed list was then applied by four trained observers on nine videos and 

11 donkey facilities representative of the most common type of donkey facilities in 

Western Europe. One experienced assessor collected different welfare measures on 

all the adult donkeys present on farm. The QBA scores and welfare measures were 

analyzed using Principal Component Analysis (PCA, correlation matrix, no 

rotation). Kendall’s W and ANOVA were used to assess inter-observer reliability. 
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PCA revealed three main components explaining 79% of total variation between 

them. PC1 ranged from at ease/relaxed to aggressive/uncomfortable, suggesting 

that this Component is important in the description of the valence of donkeys’ 

affective states. PC2 was more related to the level of arousal of donkeys, ranging 

from apathetic to distressed/responsive. The four assessors showed a good level of 

agreement on either dimension of the PCA (Kendall’s W varying from 0.61 and 

0,90; ANOVA p>0.05) on both videos and on-farm. The PCA on QBA scores 

merged with the other welfare indicators revealed three main components 

explaining 71.79% of total variation between donkey farms. QBA descriptors were 

related to positive human-donkey welfare indicators (e.g. no avoidance distance or 

tail tuck). Other measures (e.g. hooves condition or lesions) were not linked with 

QBA descriptors. 

Our findings suggest that QBA is a suitable tool to identify the emotional state of 

donkeys on-farm. A fixed list of descriptors can be used consistently by different 

trained assessors as a valid addition to a number of animal welfare assessment 

indicators.  

 

Keywords: donkeys, Qualitative Behaviour Assessment, welfare assessment 
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Introduction 

Thanks to their adaptability to very different types of activity, e.g. cultivation, 

transport, trekking, onotherapy, education, garbage collection, from the year 2000 

the number of donkeys in Europe was reported to be growing (Faostat, 2011) and 

their welfare has become a concern. Over the last decade a lot of effort was placed 

in developing valid and objective methods to assess animal welfare on-farm (EFSA 

Panel on Animal Health and Welfare, 2012; Knierim and Winckler, 2009; Visser et 

al., 2014). One of the aims of Animal Welfare Indicators (AWIN), an international 

animal welfare research project funded by EU FP7, is developing welfare 

indicators that are supported by scientific evidence for donkeys, among other 

species (“Animal Welfare Indicators project,” 2012). These welfare indicators are 

largely animal based and reflect the animal’s perception of its situation (EFSA 

Panel on Animal Health and Welfare, 2012). Positive welfare indicators consider 

the presence of positive emotions and present the advantage of enabling a better 

communication of the commitment to reach “higher welfare” standards in a more 

proactive manner. However, investigating affective states of animals might be a 

difficult task, especially when the evaluation has to be performed on-farm. 

Differently from humans, where verbal language helps to assess emotional 

experiences, in animals only behavioural and physiological measurements help to 

evaluate the emotions that are assumed to correspond to “opportunity situations” 

where the pleasure conferred by being able to perform a behaviour or enjoy a 

resource motivates the animal (Berns et al., 2012; Fraser and Duncan, 1998).  

Qualitative Behaviour Assessment (QBA) is a relatively new scientific method to 

evaluate the expressive quality of animal behaviour and emotions. It integrates and 

summarises the different aspects of an animal’s dynamic style of interaction with 

the environment and can be used in addition to other welfare indicators or classical 

ethological measures (Wemelsfelder et al., 2000). The use of QBA enables the 
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identification of the main dimensions of mood states (Mendl et al., 2010) and 

facilitates bridging the gap that traditionally exists between subjective judgments 

and scientific measurement approaches (Minero et al., 2009; Wemelsfelder, 2007). 

This method relies on the ability of humans to integrate observed details of 

behaviour and to address the animal’s experience through the expressive nature of 

its dynamic demeanour. In research, when using both quantitative and qualitative 

methods for assessing behaviour, it is essential to avoid anthropomorphism and 

possible observer bias; for this reason it is fundamental to know the animal species, 

in this case donkeys, well. Many studies proved that, when correctly applied, QBA 

shows good correlations to behavioural, physical and physiological measures, thus 

confirming the validity of the observers’ assessments (Brscic et al., 2010; Walker 

et al., 2010; Wemelsfelder et al., 2000). Importantly, QBA is reported to be a 

method that can either be applied retrospectively, e.g. to assess animals on video 

footage, or has the potential for immediate use, for example in on-farm welfare 

assessments (Fleming et al., 2013). QBA scoring uses a selected list of terms to 

describe the different elements of an animal’s expressive repertoire (Wemelsfelder, 

2007). These terms have an expressive, emotional connotation and can be 

individually generated by observers, as in the case of the Free-Choice-Profiling 

methodology (FCP), or they are chosen by researchers first from literature and then 

discussed in focus groups of experts and tested on-farm (Andreasen et al., 2013). 

FCP is unsuitable for on-farm welfare assessment, as it requires a minimum of 10 

observers and extensive data analysis; hence, the second approach using a fixed list 

of terms is generally adopted for on-farm assessment. A growing body of research 

indicates that QBA can be rigorously applied to answer different research 

questions in horses (Fleming et al., 2013; Minero et al., 2009; Napolitano et al., 

2008) and other farm animals (Bassler et al., 2013; Napolitano et al., 2012; 

Rousing and Wemelsfelder, 2006; Rutherford et al., 2012; Wemelsfelder, 2012; 
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Wemelsfelder et al., 2000). To date, no authors have yet published works where 

QBA has been applied to donkeys. QBA has the potential to indicate the positive 

aspects of the welfare, however most researchers agree that, with welfare being a 

complex multidimensional concept, no single indicator can be considered as an 

exhaustive system to evaluate the welfare of animals, and it is always preferable to 

integrate and cross-validate QBA with other measures of welfare. In fact, QBA 

cannot be used as a stand-alone welfare indicator, as it does not cover all the 

aspects of the welfare of the animal (Andreasen et al., 2013). 

The aim of the present study was to develop a fixed QBA rating scale for donkeys 

and to evaluate the inter-observer reliability of trained assessors using the fixed 

QBA rating scale from videos and on-farm. Furthermore, we aimed to assess if the 

QBA outcomes correlate to other measures of donkey health and welfare, taken at 

the same time on the same farms.  

Material and methods 

2.1 Development of the rating scale 

A first selection of QBA descriptors was made from a list of terms derived from 

papers where qualitative terms were used to describe donkey behavior. The list 

contained 27 terms, given in English, that were then discussed during a focus 

group. 

 

2.2 The focus group 

On February 7
th
 and 13

th
 2013 a focus group on Qualitative Behaviour Assessment 

(QBA) in donkeys took place on-line, thanks to technical support offered by the 

University media technology department. An international group of seven people 

with different types of donkey experience (veterinarians, breeders, donkey welfare 

experts) participated in the focus group. Françoise Wemelsfelder explained how to 
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assess animal behaviour as expressive body language and introduced the QBA 

method.  

The participants discussed the list of 27 descriptors chosen from the literature on 

donkeys, and agreed on a brief general characterisation of each selected term. 

Participants were asked to give examples and describe situations in which different 

terms could be used, to be able to create term characterisations that were widely 

applicable. In a second round, they refined some of the term descriptions and 

removed 12 terms which they felt may be difficult to interpret, or may not be very 

relevant to the on-farm assessment of donkey welfare. Participants discussed the 

possible differences in the interpretation of descriptors between different 

languages; in order to overcome linguistic barriers, the use of English as well as 

bilingual dictionaries proved useful for reaching consensus among participants 

about the brief characterisations of the terms.  

As a practical exercise, the participants of the focus group then watched seven 

videos of donkeys, filmed individually or in groups for 1 min, and used QBA to 

score them using the list of descriptors. After this, one term was added to the list 

and was given a characterisation. It was agreed that this list of 16 terms (Table 1) 

would be used to score donkeys at 11 farms/facilities in Italy, with the 

understanding that following observations carried out on farms, it may be revised 

further. The rating scale to be tested was construed by putting each of the 

descriptors next to a continuous visual analogue scale of 125 mm length where the 

terms ‘minimum’ (this expressive quality is absent) and ‘maximum’ (this quality 

could not be present more strongly) represented the ends of the scale.  
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Aggressive Behaving in an angry or rude way, fighting or attacking another donkey 

Agitated 
Restless, an animal can stand still and be agitated, fidgety, worried or 

upset, excited, disturbed, troubled 

Anxious Worried/tense, troubled, apprehensive, distressed 

Apathetic Having or showing little or no emotion; indifferent 

At ease In a relaxed attitude or frame of mind 

Curious Eager to learn, inquisitive, wishing to investigate 

Distressed Much troubled, upset, afflicted, panicking  

Fearful 

Having fear, afraid, even not linked with something going on in the 

environment, flight response, look anxious, back up/away, not move 

further. 

Friendly 

On the same side; not hostile, showing positive feelings toward another 

animal or person/ the donkey approaches another animal/person and 

expressing grooming behaviour 

Happy Feeling, showing or expressing joy, pleased  

Playful Very active, happy, and wanting to have fun, mischievous 

Pushy Offensively assertive or forceful, bossy, dominant 

Relaxed To make less tense or rigid 

Responsive Receptive, aware of the environment 

Uncomfortable Not comfortable, not relaxed 

Withdrawn  Secluded or remote, shy, not searching for contact with others 

Table 1 - List of descriptors and definitions agreed during the focus group. 

 

2.3 Training of assessors 

The four assessors were all female, aged between 25 and 36 years, consisting of 

two veterinarians who were researchers in the field of applied ethology, and two 

zoologists. Before the first assessment, the four assessors, all experienced with 

donkeys, and skilled in assessing animal behaviour, were made familiar with the 

concept of QBA by reading relevant scientific literature and participating as 

auditors in the focus group. They then further discussed the meaning of descriptors 
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as a group, and familiarized themselves with the QBA procedures. To test inter-

observer reliability of the QBA term list, assessment was carried out from nine 

videos, each of 2 min duration, of groups of donkeys owned by six farms. The 

number of donkeys in each video varied from two to 20. Assessors scored the 

videos independently and without talking to each other during the entire procedure. 

 

2.4 Farm visits 

2.4.1 Qualitative Behaviour Assessment 

QBA assessments were carried out on 11 donkey farms representative of the most 

common type of donkey facilities in Western Europe: four dairy donkey farms, 

three facilities where donkeys were used for Animal Assisted Activities, one 

donkey sanctuary and three farms where donkeys were kept as companion animals. 

The average number of animals per farm was 20 (min 10 max 150). The 

assessments were performed in the morning, in case of dairy donkey farms at least 

2 h after milking. Straw or hay was always available to the animals. Assessors 

were expressly unaware of the different backgrounds of the farms, they have never 

entered them before and they did not have expectations about the outcome of the 

assessment. QBA took place immediately after entering the farms and letting the 

animals adapt to the observers’ presence. The four assessors were always dressed 

in the same type and color of clothes at all the farms. The assessment took place 

outside of the paddocks where animals were kept, without disturbing them. 

Observers assessed the same animals at the same time without talking to each 

other, observation sessions lasted from 10 to 15 minutes. Depending on how the 

farm was structured, observers needed to move in order to be able to observe all 

animals, so one or two points of observation per farm were used. After observing 

the donkeys, the assessors moved to a place where they were not visible to the 

animals and scored independently the animals on the 16 qualitative descriptors 
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using an Android application, specifically developed for QBA data collection. The 

assessors ticked the visual analogue scale next to each descriptor at the appropriate 

point. The score was automatically recorded as the measure of the distance in 

millimeters between the left ‘minimum’ point of the scale and the point where the 

observer’s thick crossed the line. Thus, for each observer and each farm, a data 

spreadsheet was automatically created containing the scores of observed donkeys 

on each of the 16 qualitative descriptors. 

 

2.4.2 Welfare assessment 

A further welfare assessment was carried out after completing QBA scoring. One 

trained assessor scored on each farm all adult donkeys individually. Data was 

gathered on relevant animal based indicators selected or developed by AWIN 

researchers (Table 2 ), related to the four principles used in the Welfare Quality® 

framework (Dalla Costa et al., 2014). 
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Measure Definition  Score Aggregation at farm 

level 

Ear 

position 

Ear position while 

assessed by the observer  

Relaxed, Flat back-

aggressive 

Relaxed ears: 

proportion of donkeys 
with relaxed ears 

BCS Body Condition Score  1-5 according to 
(Quaresma, Payan-

Carreira, & Silva, 

2013) 

BCS=3:Proportion of 
donkeys with BCS 

score=3 

Skin 

lesions 

Presence of skin lesions 

(alopecia, superficial or 

deep wounds) 

Yes, no No lesions: proportion 

of donkeys with no 

skin lesions 

Joint 

swellings 

Presence of joint 

swellings  

Yes, no No joint swellings: 

proportion of donkeys 
with no joint swellings 

Hoof 
condition 

Presence of signs of 
neglecting e.g. hoof 

overgrowth  

No signs of neglecting, 
clear signs of 

overgrowth 

Good hooves 
condition: proportion 

of donkeys with no 

signs of neglecting of 

the hooves 

AD Presence of any 

avoidance distance 
behaviour while 

approached  

Distance (cm) of the 

first avoidance 
behaviour 

No AD: proportion of 

donkeys with no 
avoidance signs (0 cm) 

WDS Walking down the side 

of the donkey towards its 

tail and assess the 

behaviour  

Negative reaction, 

neutral-positive 

Positive WDS: 

proportion of donkeys 

with neutral/positive 

reaction 

Tail tuck Presence of tail tuck  Yes; no No tail tuck: proportion 

of donkeys with no tail 
tuck 

Table 2 - List and definitions of animal based measures, their score and the aggregation at 
farm level 

 

2.5 Statistical analysis 

When the video scoring and the farm visits had been completed, the QBA scores 

provided by the four assessors were automatically downloaded from the QBA App 

to an Excel file. The other animal based welfare measures collected on single 

donkeys during farm visits were aggregated at farm level as described in Table 2 
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and entered in an Excel file. IBM SPSS Statistics 21 software (IBM Corp., 2012) 

was used for statistical analysis. Data was tested for normality using Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test. As variables were not normally distributed, the scores were 

transformed using x’ij = log (1 + xij) transformation. To analyze QBA scores, a 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA, correlation matrix, no rotation) was 

conducted separately for every phase of the research (videos and on-farm 

assessment). The PC scores attributed to the animals on the observed farms on the 

first two main PCA components were then tested for inter-observer reliability, 

using Kendall Correlation Coefficient W. Kendall W values can vary from 0 (no 

agreement at all) to 1 (complete agreement), with values higher than 0.6 showing 

substantial agreement. In order to test whether there were any significant effects of 

observer on the PCA farm scores, a one-way analysis of variance was conducted 

on the PC1 and PC2 scores of the four observers (separately for videos and on-

farm assessments), with observer as fixed effect and farm as random factor. 

Subsequently the inter-observer reliability for each descriptor separately was 

calculated using Kendall’s W. To assess how Qualitative Behaviour Assessment 

related to the other animal-based welfare indicators, welfare measures aggregated 

at farm level and QBA scores were merged in a new file and analysed using a 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA, correlation matrix, no rotation). 

Results 

3.1 Reliability testing 

Regarding the results on inter-observer reliability of QBA, Table 3 reports the 

variance explained by the first two Principal Components of PCA analysis 

(separate for videos and on-farm assessment), and the Kendall’s W values for the 

four observer scores on these components. The assessors overall showed a good 

level of agreement for the first two PCA components, with W varying between 
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0.61 and 0.90. There was no significant effect of observer on mean QBA scores on 

either dimension (ANOVA PC1 F=2.22; p=0.11; ANOVA PC2 F=1.32; p=0.28), 

indicating that observers not only ranked the different donkey farms in similar 

ways, but also gave them similar scores on the rating scales. ANOVA indicated 

that there was a significant effect of the farm on both PC1 and PC2 (ANOVA PC1 

F=10.68; p=0.00; ANOVA PC2 F=5.39; p=0.00, ANOVA PC3 F=2.48; p=0.02) 

indicating that donkeys housed in a given farm were perceived as in a different 

emotional state from donkeys in other farms.  

 
  PCA Factor 1 PCA Factor 2 

Videos % of variation explained 40% 16% 

Kendall’s W (N=4, df=8) 0,90 0,66 

On-farm 

assessment 

% of variation explained 45% 14% 

Kendall’s W (N=4, df=10) 0,61 0,69 

Table 3 - PCA outcomes and inter-observer reliability for the QBA rating scales  

 

Table 4 shows the Kendall’s W values for each of the QBA donkey descriptors 

separately. For video assessments, the assessors showed good overall agreement 

with 13 out of 16 descriptors showing Kendall W values higher than 0.6. For on-

farm assessment, the observers’ agreement in using single descriptors varied 

depending on whether all 11 farms visited were analyzed together (for seven out of 

16 terms W>0.6), or only the last six farm (for 12 out of 16 terms W>0.6), 

indicating the importance of growing experience in reaching agreement on the use 

of single terms. 

Due to the good overall inter-observer reliability in using the QBA and considering 

also the increasing agreement in the observers’ scores for separate terms after some 

on-farm experience, in subsequent analysis we considered only the data of one 

observer scoring the 11 donkey farms visited.  
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Descriptor 

Kendall’s W 

videos 
11 donkey 

facilities 

last 6 donkey 

facilities entered 

Aggressive 0,36 0,70 0,86 

Agitated 0,60 0,63 0,74 

Anxious 0,56 0,31 0,22 

Apathetic 0,67 0,42 0,58 

At ease 0,84 0,51 0,76 

Curious 0,85 0,65 0,84 

Distressed 0,65 0,69 0,82 

Fearful 0,55 0,39 0,33 

Friendly 0,75 0,51 0,61 

Happy 0,91 0,49 0,66 

Playful 0,60 0,51 0,51 

Pushy 0,71 0,60 0,74 

Relaxed 0,79 0,51 0,71 

Responsive 0,50 0,29 0,48 

Uncomfortable 0,84 0,58 0,67 

Withdrawn  0,63 0,70 0,82 

Table 4 - Kendall’s W correlation coefficients for all descriptors evaluated by 4 observers 
from videos and on-farm. Values larger than 0,6 (approximated to two decimal places) are 

bold typed. 

 

3.2 Outcomes for QBA assessment of the farms  

Table 5 shows the outcomes of the PCA on QBA assessment of the 11 farms 

visited. The analysis identified five main factors with Eigen value greater than 1; 

the first three Components together explain 79.00% of variation between donkey 

farms.  
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 PC1 PC2 PC3 

Eingen value 6,9 3,5 2,0 

% of variance explained 43,7 22,5 12,8 

% cumulative variance explained 43,7 66,2 79,0 

    

Descriptor PC1 PC2 PC3 

Agitated  -0,675 -0,703 -0,113 

Aggressive  -0,868 0,038 -0,289 

Apathetic  -0,451 0,464 0,318 

At ease 0,946 -0,148 -0,243 

Anxious  0,172 -0,464 0,587 

Curious  0,455 -0,114 0,022 

Distressed  -0,262 -0,893 -0,275 

Fearful  -0,775 -0,156 0,486 

Friendly  0,741 -0,481 0,173 

Happy  0,846 -0,425 -0,277 

Playful  -0,126 -0,599 -0,670 

Pushy  -0,858 -0,255 -0,265 

Relaxed  0,977 -0,055 -0,032 

Responsive  0,203 -0,744 0,469 

Uncomfortable  -0,861 -0,449 0,129 

Withdrawn  0,159 -0,469 0,520 

Table 5 - The principal component analysis (PCA) of the QBA descriptors. The highest 
loadings for each factor are typed in bold. 

 

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the descriptors along the first two PCA factors. 

Component 2 counts for 22.49% of variance and seems to be more related to the 

level of arousal of donkeys ranging from apathetic to distressed/responsive. Many 

of the terms load on the first Principal Component accounting for 43.70% of the 

total variance and ranged from at ease/relaxed to aggressive/uncomfortable, 
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suggesting that this Component is important in the description of the valence of 

donkeys’ affective states. Animals with high positive scores on this Component 

can be described as in a more positive emotional state than donkeys with high 

negative scores. The third Component, counting for 12.80% of the total variance is 

characterized by anxious/withdrawn and playful with opposite signs. As play is 

certainly linked with a good relationship with other group mates and a positive 

emotional state, donkeys with high negative scores on the third Component can be 

described as much more in harmony with their mates and the environment they live 

in.  

 

Figure 1 – Bi-plot of the descriptor loadings on the first and second Principal Components 

(PC1 and PC2). 
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3.3 Relationship between QBA and other welfare indicators 

The Principal Component Analysis on QBA scores together with the other welfare 

indicators measures revealed three main components explaining 71.79% of total 

variation between donkey farms (Table 6). QBA descriptors appear to be correlated 

to some welfare measures: PC1 shows that QBA descriptors linked with positive 

emotional state (e.g. happy, friendly, at ease, relaxed) are associated with positive 

human-donkey welfare indicators (e.g. no AD, no tail tuck, positive WDS). On the 

other hand, other measures such as no joint swellings, good hooves condition, and 

no lesions weight more on the third Component and are not linked with QBA 

descriptors. 
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 PC1 PC2 PC3 

Eigen value 10,31 4,25 2,65 

% of variance explained 43,00 17,75 11,04 

% cumulative variance 
explained 

43,00 60,75 71,79 

    

Items PC1 PC2 PC3 

Agitated  -0,563 0,728 -0,001 

Aggressive  -0,877 0,051 0,196 

Apathetic  -0,512 -0,368 -0,306 

At ease  0,947 0,068 0,239 

Curious  0,314 0,122 0,654 

Fearful  -0,792 0,229 -0,207 

Friendly  0,736 0,410 0,103 

Happy  0,887 0,328 0,247 

Playful  -0,055 0,598 0,492 

Pushy  -0,815 0,341 0,137 

Relaxed  0,992 -0,038 -0,021 

Responsive  0,325 0,699 -0,539 

Uncomfortable  -0,798 0,501 -0,104 

Anxious  0,129 0,489 -0,096 

Distressed  -0,131 0,888 0,101 

Withdrawn  0,161 0,522 -0,414 

Relaxed ears  -0,452 0,554 0,033 

No AD 0,846 0,085 0,085 

Positive WDS 0,883 0,337 0,068 

No Tail tuck 0,931 0,090 0,058 

BCS=3 -0,637 0,104 0,433 

No joint swellings -0,435 0,306 0,510 

Good hooves condition 0,247 -0,056 0,591 

No lesions -0,589 -0,430 0,595 

Table 6 - The principal component analysis (PCA) of the QBA descriptors and the welfare 

measures. The highest loading behaviours for each factor are typed in bold. 

 

Discussion 

The first objective of this research was to develop a fixed QBA rating scale for on-

farm assessment of welfare of donkeys. A focus group consisting of seven 
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scientists experienced with donkeys generated a fixed list composed by seven 

positive and nine negative descriptors. There was great discussion on the 

differences in interpretation between different languages, with many analogies 

being used to convey particular descriptors. Participants in the focus group 

reported that the discussion was very useful and suggested that assessors take time 

to discuss the terms on a list in order to develop a common understanding of these 

terms. Therefore, as a result of the above mentioned discussion, a brief 

characterisations of each terms was created. To date, this was the first time that a 

comprehensive characterisations for each descriptor of a fixed list of QBA terms 

for a particular species was created as an aid for new assessors. The participants 

suggested that the fixed list generated could be adapted should assessors being 

interested in evaluating different conditions and or situations very dissimilar to the 

ones described in the present study. 

A central characteristic for any measurement tool is consistency in measurements 

when applied by different assessors (Martin and Bateson, 2007). According to our 

results, reached satisfactory agreement using each of the QBA descriptors when 

scoring videos, but they found more difficult to score some terms (i.e. friendly, 

happy, playful) in a similar way when on-farm. One possible explanation is that 

scoring live poses different challenges from scoring from videos and that more 

training and experience are needed on-farm in order to reach a better level of 

agreement. This supposition is confirmed by the results of the analysis performed 

on the last six farms visited, where the level of agreement, using single descriptors 

improved, with only three of them (anxious, fearful and responsive) showing a 

lower level of agreement and one (playful) showing a moderate level of agreement. 

These results are promising and highlight the importance of the use of a clear 

definition of descriptors and training in the use of a fixed list of QBA terms for on-

farm welfare assessment (Bokkers et al., 2012; Meagher, 2009). To notice that our 
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findings underline that on-farm training of new assessors is paramount to reach a 

good reliability. Our results confirm that a fixed list of qualitative terms can be 

used consistently by trained assessors to evaluate the emotional state of animals in 

an on-farm environment (Napolitano et al., 2012; Phythian et al., 2013; Rutherford 

et al., 2012; Sant’Anna and Paranhos da Costa, 2013). ANOVA further strengthens 

that the agreement among observers has been good. Therefore, the choice of 

assessors is a key element: it is necessary that they have a good experience in 

observing the behaviour of the species they are evaluating. As QBA works by 

relative comparison of samples and depends on contrasting expressions to anchor 

quantification of intermediate welfare values, it can be suggested that the more 

different samples are the better the method works. This is fundamental especially 

during on-farm training of assessors. In the present study, the voluntary 

participation of donkey facilities may have interfered with the variability and 

representativeness of the farm sample. In fact, it might be argued that only 

facilities achieving acceptable welfare of donkeys would intentionally take part in 

a study on welfare assessment. Previous QBA studies conducted on-farm report 

they also may have been limited by this factor (Andreasen et al., 2013). In future 

on-farm studies it would be preferable to enlarge the number of visited farms and 

to make sure that the selected sample of farms shows a sufficiently large spread in 

levels of welfare.  

In line with the findings of other QBA studies (Minero et al., 2009; Rutherford et 

al., 2012; Sant’Anna and Paranhos da Costa, 2013), the assessors used the 

descriptors in a similar way to distinguish between expressions of positive and 

negative animal emotions. It is worth to notice that, in the present study, QBA was 

performed as the first evaluation on-farm, on undisturbed animals, before taking 

any other welfare measure. This means, for instance, that the donkeys were 

described as fearful or friendly before seeing their reaction to humans. A 
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peculiarity of the present study was that assessors were totally unaware of the 

farms welfare characteristics before starting the QBA. It is paramount that the 

evaluation of behaviour of animals took place as soon as the assessors enter the 

farm and without that they are influenced by the information collected on animals 

or on stockmen people. The relation found between QBA results and no avoidance 

distance, no tail tuck and positive reaction to the Walking Down Side test confirm 

was what previously highlighted in other species (Brscic et al., 2010; Ellingsen et 

al., 2014). Ellingsen and colleagues (2014) found that cows described as tense, 

fearful, scared and nervous were primarily handled by stockpersons 

aggressive/dominating or insecure/nervous. On the other hand, confident, calm and 

friendly cows were handled by calm/patient stockpersons and received more 

positive interactions (e.g. talking quietly, petting and touching). Welfare is a 

complex concept, that encompasses different aspects of physical and mental health 

of animals (Broom, 2011). These aspects are both very important and almost 

independent, this is the reason why welfare assessment cannot be summarized 

simply by just assessing one indicator, as suggested by Andreasen and collegues 

(2013). In fact, our results confirm that physical health indicators (no swellings and 

no lesions) are not significantly related to QBA descriptors. While the physical 

health of donkeys (and other farm animals) can be monitored during clinical 

evaluation, at the moment there are no other objective and feasible measures to 

assess their emotional state. An interesting aspect of QBA is that it mostly relies on 

long-standing engagement and experience with a particular species, rather than on 

particular professional qualifications or expertise, which gives it a relatively wide 

range of application. Thorough extensive training on the use of QBA can allow 

experienced animal stockpersons to reach a better level of agreement and to detect 

subtle shifts in demeanour that may be overlooked by isolating and quantifying 
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individual physical behaviours and that are important for welfare assessment 

(Meagher, 2009; Wemelsfelder, 2007).  

Conclusions 

In conclusion, our findings suggest that Qualitative Behaviour Assessment is a 

suitable tool to identify the emotional state of donkeys on-farm. A fixed list of 

descriptors can be used consistently by different trained assessors as a valid 

addition to a number of animal welfare assessment indicators. However, our results 

also indicate that it is important to invest time in training assessors, to ensure that 

both their interpretation of terms and their use of the visual analogue scales are 

properly aligned. As welfare is a complex concept, QBA should not be used as a 

stand-alone welfare indicator, but rather in combination with other relevant 

measures, to obtain a comprehensive evaluation of donkey welfare. The Qualitative 

Behaviour Assessment can help to evaluate positive aspects of welfare of donkeys, 

adding some information to the on-farm welfare assessment that, to date, cannot be 

evaluated by other feasible measures. 
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LEARNING OBJECTS 

Nowadays, education and dissemination of scientific findings play a key role to 

increase the public awareness and to guarantee animal welfare. Undoubtedly, for 

researchers, publication in a peer-reviewed journal remains the most important way 

of disseminating a complete set of scientific results. However, in the last ten years, 

there was an increase of other web-based resources to share scientific results and 

ensure that they can be freely used not only by other researchers to extend 

knowledge, but also by other people interested in the topic. Once results are freely 

available, widely known and familiar to people that work with animals, they 

become a sort of common knowledge. In this way, researchers are rewarded by the 

recognition of their peers for making results public. The AWIN Work Package 4 

was conceived in the frame to foster collaboration between WPs and together 

create the Global Hub for Research and Education in Animal Welfare, freely 

available for all the people interested in this topic (e.g. researcher, stakeholder, 

interested parties). AWIN scientists aim to develop, collect and freely share all the 

e-learning material available on the web.  

E-learning refers to education via internet, network, or standalone computer; it is 

essentially the network-enabled transfer of skills and knowledge. E-learning is 

specifically designed to be carried out remotely by using electronic 

communication; therefore is less expensive to support, is not constrained by 

geographic considerations, and offers opportunities in situations where traditional 

education has difficulty operating. E-learning technologies include: voice-centered 

technology (e.g. CD, webcast), video technology (e.g. DVD, interactive 

videoconference), and computer-centered technology (e.g. learning objects).  

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines a learning 

object (LO) as “any entity, digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning, 

education or training” (Lim and Chiew, 2014). Another definition was given by 
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Chiappe et al. (2007): “A digital self-contained and reusable entity, with a clear 

educational purpose, with at least three internal and editable components: content, 

learning activities and elements of context. The learning objects must have an 

external structure of information to facilitate their identification, storage and 

retrieval: the metadata”. Learning objects are a new way of thinking about learning 

content: they are small and web-based units of learning, typically ranging from 2 

minutes to 15 minutes. The characteristics of a learning object are: 

 Self-contained: each learning object can be taken independently; 

 Reusable: a single learning object may be used in multiple contexts for 

multiple purposes; 

 Can be aggregated: learning objects can be grouped into larger collections 

of content, including traditional course structures; 

 Are tagged with metadata: every learning object has descriptive 

information allowing it to be easily found by a search. 

One of the key issues in using learning objects is their identification by search 

engines or content management systems (Lim and Chiew, 2014). This is usually 

facilitated by assigning descriptive learning object metadata. Just as a book in a 

library has a record in the card catalog, learning objects must also be tagged with 

metadata. The most important pieces of metadata typically associated with a 

learning object include: 

 Objective: the educational goal the learning object is instructing; 

 Prerequisites: the list of skills (typically represented as objectives) which 

the learner must know before viewing the learning object; 

 Topic: typically represented in a taxonomy, the topic the learning object is 

instructing; 

 Interactivity: the Interaction Model of the learning object; 
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 Technology requirements: the required system requirements to view the 

learning object. 

Two new learning objects on equine pain assessment (“Facial expression of pain in 

horses: the Horse Grimace Scale” and “The HGS smartphone app”) were produced 

during the AWIN project, thanks to the collaboration among WP1, WP2 and WP4.  

Furthermore, in the frame of WP1 welfare assessment for horses and donkeys, on-

line training material was developed for each welfare indicator with the aim to 

instruct new assessors, for a total of 44 LOs. 
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Abstract 

Pain identification is important in order to avoid poor welfare of horses involved in 

sport, animal assisted therapy, leisure and companionship. However, pain has not 

been sufficiently addressed in previous welfare evaluation protocols for equine 

species. This learning object (LO) was developed collaboratively by UMIL, the 

Havelland Clinic and the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at Michigan State 

University (MSU). The goal of this LO is to transfer knowledge about pain 

occurrence in horses, pain assessment and facial expressions of pain using the 

Horse Grimace Scale (HGS). The target audiences of this LO are veterinarians, 

students of Veterinary Medicine, horse owners and riders. In order to develop this 

LO, a storyboard was prepared with a detailed description of the development of 
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the LO with sections about previous scientific knowledge, made user-friendly, 

together with photos and a video collected during farm visits. An institutional 

video was also recorded to present to the public the AWIN researchers that 

validated the HGS. The LO was then processed by researchers at Michigan State 

University and converted to a web-based format using Adobe Presenter. The user 

navigates a menu comprising sections on “Facial expression of pain”, “Assess your 

knowledge” and “Learn more about pain/recognizing a horse in pain”. The section 

“Facial expression of pain” describes the background of the method, starting from 

the idea of Darwin on the expression of emotions in men and animals. It reports on 

the study carried out by AWIN researchers on the HGS. In the “Assess your 

knowledge” section, the user is asked to score pictures of horses with or without 

pain and can interact freely with the different sections of the LO. “Learn more 

about pain/recognizing a horse in pain” describes pain-related behaviour in horses 

with videos and pictures and other methods to assess pain in horses, e.g. the 

Composite Pain Scale. This LO will be freely available on the Animal Welfare 

Hub (http://animalwelfarehub.com/LearningMaterials) from May 2014. 

 

http://animalwelfarehub.com/LearningMaterials
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Description 

The “Facial expression of pain in horses: the Horse Grimace Scale” is a learning 

object that enables the user to know more about horse pain, pain assessment and 

the use of the Horse Grimace Scale, a method to assess pain in horses developed by 

WP1 and WP2 AWIN researchers. This application was developed thanks to the 

collaboration between WP1, WP2 and WP4. This LO can be freely available and 

downloadable from the AWIN Animal Welfare Science Hub 

(http://animalwelfarehub.com/LearningMaterials). 

Overview of the “Facial expression of pain in horses: the Horse Grimace Scale”: 

1. Educational objective: teaching the user to recognize pain related 

behaviour in horses and facial expressions of pain. 

2. Target user: horse owners, people involved in horse management, 

veterinarians, vet nurses, vet and animal welfare students. 

3. Relevance for the society, technological development, innovation and 

animal welfare: pain assessment is fundamental to guarantee a good 

welfare to equines, used both for working and sport purposes. 

4. Technology requirements: Adobe Presenter. 

http://animalwelfarehub.com/LearningMaterials
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Introduction video 

 

The AWIN researchers explain what 

is pain, why is important to assess 

pain in horses and present their study 

on facial expressions of pain. 

 

Contents 

 

The contents are organized 

into three sections: 

-Facial expressions of pain: 

this section has: 1) a brief 

introduction to the study of 

facial expressions of pain in 

animals; 2) the description of 

the Horse Grimace Scale with 

definitions and drawings of 

each Action Unit. 

-Assess your knowledge: this section is interactive. The user can score some 

example pictures, previously scored by expert. The feedback is immediate. 

-Learn more about pain: this section contains more information on pain assessment 

in horses, such as pain-related behaviours and the use of the Composite Pain Scale. 
 

Facial expressions of pain 
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Assess your knowledge 

  
 

Learn more about pain 
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Abstract 

The recognition, assessment and management of painful conditions are paramount 

for good horse welfare. Surgical and other pain are quite commonly experienced 

by horses but, for appropriate pain relief to be provided it is crucial that 

veterinarians, farmers, horse owners, and riders are able to recognise pain in a 

reliable way. To meet this need, the Horse Grimace Scale Smartphone Application 

(HGS App), was developed by AWIN WP4 to teach users to recognize and then 
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assess pain in horses using facial expressions (scientifically validated by AWIN 

researchers: Dalla Costa et al., 2014). The user of the HGS App follows these three 

steps: 1) Via an introductory video, HGS App users are able to learn about the 

theoretical basis of the HGS: the definition of pain, the relevance of monitoring 

pain and the issue of measuring pain in animals; 2) After learning about the HGS 

concept, users are able to train themselves to properly score horses via pictures 

until they are confident enough to score pain in live horses; 3) After the training, 

users are able to obtain information from live horses and keep track of their facial 

expressions in the smartphone database. The HGS App is available for devices that 

use the Android operating system. The usability of the interface was tested, and 

testers were asked to interact with the interface and comment on the functioning of 

the software. According to Nielsen (1993), 90% of interface problems can be found 

with as few as 6 testers. All interactions were video recorded. In general, the HGS 

App was very well accepted and testers were able to use the interface and perform 

the task to be carried out. After the test, a list of 9 minor interface problems was 

generated from the usage observations. The test took about 20 minutes to be 

carried out, per tester. To allow testers to perform the scoring task, a picture of a 

standing horse with a grimacing face was presented. Most of the interface 

problems found by testers were related to 1) entering information for a new horse 

prior to scoring and 2) issues related to the graphic interpretation of the pain scale. 

After correcting interface issues, AWIN WP4 officially launched the HGS App in 

May 2014. We aim to test the App once more to validate it from an educational 

standpoint among users from all AWIN partnering countries.  
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Description 

The HGS app is an application for smartphone that enables the user to know how 

to apply in practice the Horse Grimace Scale, a method to assess pain in horses 

developed by the AWIN researchers. This application was developed in close 

collaboration with the WP2 and WP4. The HGS application can be freely 

downloaded from the AWIN Animal Welfare Science Hub or the Google Play 

market. 

Overview of the HGS app: 

 

1. Educational objective: teaching the user how to apply systematically 

in practice the Horse Grimace Scale (HGS). 

2. Target user: horse owners, veterinarians, vet nurses. 

3. Relevance for the society, technological development, innovation 

and animal welfare: an easy way to assess pain in horses is to look at 

their facial expression. Our research will show how facial expression 

can be used in detail to assess and quantify pain. A systematical 

survey of the mimic will help to assess and monitor pain more 

objectively. 

4. Technology requirements: Android System. 

 

http://animalwelfarehub.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=info.awinhub.HorseGrimacePainScale&hl=it
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=info.awinhub.HorseGrimacePainScale&hl=it
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HGS app icon 

 

The icon to click to start the HGS app 

Main Menu 

 

The main menu is organized into different sections: 

-Intro: a video to introduce to the user the concept 

of pain in animals, pain assessment and the use of 

facial expression to evaluate pain in horses. 

-Training: this section is interactive. The user can 

find all the definitions of the Action Units and 

explicative drawings. Then, the user can score some 

example pictures, having an immediate feedback to 

see whether his score is right or wrong. 

-Scoring: this section enable the user to score live a 

horse present in the profile section.  

-Profile: this section enables the user to create a 

horse profile and monitor the pain assessment of 

this horse during time. 

-Contact us: contacts of the developers.  

-About us: information about the AWIN project. 

Intro 
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Training 

   
Scoring 
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Profile 
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Description 

One of the most important objectives of WP1 was dissemination of scientific 

results achieved in the frame of the AWIN project through the training of new 

equine welfare assessors. The welfare indicators training material reflects this 

purpose. It is composed by 44 learning objects, one for each welfare measure 

introduced in the welfare assessment protocol for horses and donkeys (Table 1).  
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Welfare indicators for horses Welfare indicators for donkeys 
Body Condition Score 

Bucket test 

Water availability 

Body Condition Score 

Skin tent test 

Water availability 

Bedding 

Signs of thermal stress 
Box measures 

Bedding 

Signs of thermal stress 
Shelter measures 

Skin lesions 
Swellings 

Coat condition 

Discharges 

Dyspnoea 
Manure 

Hoof condition 

Lameness 

Horse Grimace Scale 
Pain related behaviours 

Lesions at mouth corners 

Skin lesions 
Swellings 

Coat condition 

Discharges 

Dyspnoea 
Dental abnormalities 

Refill time 

Hoof condition 

Lameness 
Ear position 

Signs of hot branding 

Social opportunities 

Fear test 

Human Animal relationship tests 

Stereotypies 
Qualitative Behaviour Assessment 

Avoidance Distance test 

Walking Down Side test 

Chin Contact 

Stereotypies 
Qualitative Behaviour Assessment 

Table 1 – List of welfare indicators LOs for horses (left column) and donkeys (right 
column). 

 

The aims of these LOs are: 1) to have on-line material to introduce new welfare 

assessors with the welfare indicators; 2) to inform stakeholder why and how 

welfare indicators are evaluated by AWIN assessors. Furthermore, to check if e-

learning was effective, the new welfare assessors were required to answer to an on-

line questionnaire.  

To develop this training material pictures and videos were collected during on-

farm assessments and then classified by trained AWIN welfare assessors. 

Assessors with 80% or more correct answers were then admitted to a 2-days on-
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farm training. These LOs will be freely available and downloadable from the 

AWIN Animal Welfare Science Hub in May 2015. 

Overview of the “Welfare indicators training material”: 

1. Educational objective: teaching the user how to assess, score and giving 

practical examples for each welfare indicator. 

2. Target user: official veterinarians, welfare assessors, equine owners, 

people involved in equine management, animal welfare students. 

3. Relevance for the society, technological development, innovation and 

animal welfare: welfare assessment is paramount to guarantee a good life 

to equines. Equine welfare assessors are needed to check welfare status of 

horses and donkeys kept on-farm. 

4. Technology requirements: Microsoft Office Power Point. 

All the LOs were divided into 5 main sections identifiable by different colours: 

definition (light blue), how to assess (green), how to score (orange), examples 

(violet), assess your knowledge (purple). Here after the LO Body Condition Score 

for horses will be presented as example.  

 

Start 

 

The LO starts with a short video 

(AWIN theme) and the first slide 

contextualise the welfare indicator (e.g. 

Good feeding – Absence of prolonged 

hunger).  

By clicking on start the user moves to 

the next section. 
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Contents 

 

The contents are organized into five 

sections: 

-Definition 

-How to assess 

-How to score 

-Examples  

-Self assess your knowledge! 

By clicking on text the user moves to 

the different sections. 

 

This section includes a brief 

introduction of the welfare indicator 

with the relevant scientific literature.  

Furthermore, it explains why this 

indicator is important for animal 

welfare. 

The colour associated is light blue. 

 

 

This section explains how to assess on-

farm the indicator (e.g. visual 

inspection). 

The colour associated is green. 
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This section contains the scores’ 

description.  

The colour associated is orange. 

 

The section “Examples” gives to the 

user practical examples of on-farm 

situation with pictures and videos of 

the assement. 

The colour associated is violet. 

 

This section is interactive and enables 

the user to check their knowledge 

thanks to immediate feedback. 

The colour associated is purple. 
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Awareness regarding welfare of horses and donkeys involved in different type of 

activities is growing every day, not only among riders and horsepersons, but also 

among passionates and general public. Thus, it seems essential to broaden the 

knowledge on this topic, covering and filling as many gaps as possible. One of the 

aims of the AWIN project is to develop a complete welfare assessment protocol for 

equines that can be used on-farm. As the concept of welfare is complex, the 

welfare assessment protocol should include several animal-based indicators that 

cover all the different aspects of welfare (e.g. absence of hunger and thirst, absence 

of injuries and diseases, good human-animal relationship, presence of positive 

emotional state). Another goal of the AWIN project is to disseminate scientific 

results regarding animal welfare not only among scientists, but also among 

stakeholders. Communicating science to the public takes time and efforts, but it is 

the first step that should be taken when the final objective is to improve animal 

welfare.  

In the present thesis, with the global aim to develop a welfare assessment protocol, 

a review of the literature to date and research studies carried out in the frame of the 

AWIN project, concerning different animal-based indicators to assess different 

aspects of the welfare of equines on-farm, are presented. Furthermore, new training 

tools, such as learning objects and apps, are presented as a new way to disseminate 

scientific results to stakeholders. 

In Chapter 2, the importance of the use of valid and reliable animal-based 

indicators to assess welfare of equines was highlighted. In fact, the first step in 

developing a welfare assessment protocol for equines is to identify the possible 

already existing measures and potential gaps in welfare science to fill in. On the 

other hand, feasibility is another key issue when you want to apply the welfare 

assessment protocol in an on-farm environment. This issue is particularly relevant 
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when you are facing with equines, which are kept in very different management 

systems (e.g. single stable boxes, group housed).  

Chapter 3 and 4 were focused on AWIN research studies to develop and test 

animal-based indicators in on-farm situations. The studies deal with different 

critical points of equine welfare (e.g. assessment of pain, assessment of positive 

emotional state). The Horse Grimace Scale is a new animal-based indicator that 

resulted to be valid and reliable for pain assessment in horses undergoing surgical 

castration. In the last decade, awareness of pain in horses has increased, although 

its identification and subsequently its management have remained difficult. The 

use of HGS as a method of pain assessment is innovative and, as it relies on facial 

expression, it has the ability to identify both the sensory and emotional side of 

pain. The Novel Object Test is an indicator resulted to be valid and feasible to 

evaluate fear reaction in horses kept in single boxes. In fact, the behaviour during 

the test can predict, to some extent, the fear reaction of horses in real on-farm 

situations. Moreover, infrared thermography proved useful to assess physiological 

reactions of fear in horses, such has the temperature of the lacrimal caruncle. 

Although, our findings are promising, further studies are needed to investigate a 

larger sample of horses and to measure time to return to baseline eye temperature 

after the fear stimulus. 

To evaluate the reaction of equines to people, human-animal relationship tests, 

adjusted to different contexts for horses and donkeys, were tested in an on-farm 

context. We found that Avoidance Distance, Voluntary Human Approach and 

Forced Human Approach are valid, reliable and feasible measures to assess the 

human-animal relationship in horses. Avoidance Distance, Walking Down Side 

and Tail Tuck tests were previously found to be valid for assessing human–donkey 

relationship in working environments; and they all seemed to be applicable on 

donkeys kept on-farm. Thus, these behavioural tests can be easily added to a 
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welfare assessment protocol to evaluate the Criterion good human-animal 

relationship. 

The evaluation of positive emotional state of equines is a new challenge that 

welfare scientists are struggling with; the use of Qualitative Behaviour Assessment 

can help to throw light on this topic. As already described for other species, we 

found that QBA performed on donkeys kept in groups is linked with some welfare 

indicators, such as Avoidance Distance to a moving human. QBA using a fixed list 

of descriptors seems to be a simple method that gives some information on the 

emotional state of donkeys and is easily applicable on-farm. Although, it is 

important to highlight that, for using QBA with a fixed list of descriptors in a 

reliable way, training of assessors is a key issue. Our findings confirmed that time 

spent discussing the definition of each descriptor, as well as time spent on-farm 

assessing group of animals is essential to reach a good reliability among different 

QBA assessors. 

Chapter 5 is focused on training material, showing how e-learning can play an 

important role not only in spreading out the results of the AWIN project, but also 

in training of new welfare assessors. In fact, the possibility of using learning 

objects and other tools (e.g smartphone app) to disseminate little pieces of 

knowledge can help to increase the interest of people working with equines in 

gaining good scientific information (e.g. vets and stablepersons), and indirectly to 

improve the welfare condition of horses and donkeys. 

In conclusion, equine welfare is a quite new interesting field to be explored. The 

welfare assessment protocol and the training material developed in the frame of the 

AWIN project is the starting point in order to deeper the understanding of the 

complexity of this topic, not only among scientists. In fact, the outstanding 

collaboration with equine stakeholder and discussion with interested parties built 
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during the AWIN project can be useful to implement the welfare assessment 

protocol and, more in depth, improve equine welfare from the inside. 
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